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- A modified spectral energy distribution for highly energetic GRBs
- The observed spectra of the P-GRBs
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- GRBs originating from a multiple collapse
- Prompt emission and X-ray flares: the clumpiness of CBM
- Microphysical description of the interaction between the fireshell and the CBM
- Theoretical interpretation of the “plateau” phase in the X-ray afterglow
- Possible existence of a “proto-black hole” emission as first Episode of GRBs.
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3. Brief description

3.1. The space, time and energetics of GRBs

The new era of GRBs started with the discovery of Beppo-SAX of the existence of the afterglow of GRBs (Costa et al., 1997). This fortunate discovery, as it is well known, led to the optical identification of GRB sources and to the determination of their distances and of their energetics. After that pioneering work a large number of missions including HETE-II, INTEGRAL, KONUS-Wind, Suzaku, Swift have given a wealth of information of GRB sources, giving details of their cosmological redshifts, their energetics and their spectra. It has been then possible to draw a figure (see Fig. 3.1) representing these sources as well as giving a diagram of the number of GRBs at selected redshift value (Fig. 3.2), where there are represented all the 140 GRBs with such characteristics.

3.2. The black hole and GRB uniqueness

It has become evident from the theoretical analysis of these sources that we are witnessing a vast number of progenitors to the GRB phenomena. In particular, we can identify a family of progenitors formed by a binary system of a neutron star and a companion star in the late phase of thermonuclear evolution. These systems lead to the less energetic GRB sources which have the characteristic signature of being associated to a supernovae explosion. A specific model has been studied by our group following the idea of induced gravitational collapse, see section A. The emission of GRB in this case originates from a black hole with the smallest possible mass: the one originating from a neutron star going over to its critical mass. This naturally explains why these sources are the less energetic ones.

There is also evidence for GRBs originating from binary neutron star-white dwarf system, and from neutron star-neutron star binary systems (see e.g. GRB 060614 in section C.2, GRB 071227 in section C.3, and GRB 050509B in section 8). And there is mounting evidence for a different family of black holes linked to more energetic gravitational collapse of a massive core around 10 $M_\odot$ (see e.g. GRB 080916C and GRB 050904 in section 9, as well as GRB 090423 at $z \sim 8.1$ in section 10, GRB 080916C and GRB 090902B in section 11)).
Figure 3.1.: GRB Distribution in distance and in energy.

Figure 3.2.: Histogram of GRB redshifts.
3.2. The black hole and GRB uniqueness

Figure 3.3.: Fermi observations of GRB 080916C

After the pioneering observations of the AGILE satellite and the Fermi mission it appears that there is an additional family of sources, extremely energetic, giving rise not only to emission in the X- and \( \gamma \)-rays, but also in the GeV region (see Fig. 3.3).

One may wonder how such a variety of astrophysical scenarios and of initial conditions may lead to a unified picture of GRBs.

The fundamental point is that all the above mentioned processes (see Fig. 3.4) are leading to the formation of a black hole, characterized uniquely by the three parameters of mass, charge and angular momentum. The emission process of GRBs occurs when this standard final configuration is approached. Therefore, the differences are uniquely in the energetics, but it is clear that the underlying physical process is the same. We report in the following progress in this understanding based on the theoretical analysis of specific sources.
3. Brief description

Figure 3.4.: Left: The Black Hole Uniqueness theorem (see e.g. Ref. Ruffini and Wheeler, 1971). Right: The GRB uniqueness.

which we have accomplished in this year.

3.3. The blackholic energy

It is now clear that the basic mechanism of acceleration of the GRBs is the electron-positron plasma created in the process of gravitational collapse to a black hole. The latest developments on these topics have been presented in the Reports on pages 559 and 1333, where we have also reported progress in the understanding of dyadospheres and dyado-torii of black holes. We have also formalized the understanding of the crucial thermalization process of such electron-positron plasma and its interaction with the baryons, see the report on page 1333. We also obtained recent results on the dynamical evolution of such an electron-positron plasma, in presence of selected profiles of baryons (see Fig. 3.5, details in the report on page 1333).

The understanding of all these processes is crucial for describing the extraction of the blackholic energy, see the report on page 1. Similarly important is the use of the electron-positron plasma for the acceleration of baryons up to Lorentz gamma factors $\gamma \sim 10^3 - 10^4$. Far from being academic topic of researches, such concepts find their natural observational consequence in the study of the structure of the signal emitted when the electron-positron-baryon plasma reaches transparency in the emission of the Proper-GRB (see below).
Figure 3.5.: Detailed structure of the spatial distribution of Lorentz factor and baryonic loading (upper panel), energy and matter density (lower panel) is shown for the hybrid case and for the moment $t = 434$. The $B$ parameter changes 8 orders of magnitude in the extension of the shell. $B$ is plotted until the point where Lorentz factor is equal one. Now we can see two shells for both densities $E$ and $D$. Details in the report on page 1333.
3. Brief description

3.4. The limits on the energetics of GRBs

One of the crucial steps which made possible the identification of the first black hole in our Galaxy has been the establishing an upper limits on the neutron star mass on general principles: 1) the validity of General Relativity, 2) the velocity of sound smaller than the speed of light, and 3) the existence of a fiducial density. This is today considered a classic result (see the report on page 1). What we have attempted now (presented in the talk by R. Ruffini at XII Marcel Grossmann Meeting) is to find a similar argument on the upper limit of the energetics of GRBs, quite independent of any details of the process, and uniquely based on the properties of the black holes and of the vacuum polarization process.

In brief, we recall that, in the process of gravitational collapse, a massive object of mass $M$ reaches a minimum dimension $R$ given by

$$ R \sim d \frac{GM}{c^2}, \quad (3.4.1) $$

where $d$ is a number of the order of 1-2 for black holes and close to 10 in the case of neutron stars. The gravitational energy at disposal is of the order of

$$ E_{\text{grav}} \sim \frac{Mc^2}{d}, \quad (3.4.2) $$

and the average density of such an object is given by

$$ \langle \rho \rangle \sim 1.86^2 \frac{m_n}{\frac{4}{3} \pi d^3 \left( \frac{\hbar}{m_n c} \right)^3 \left( \frac{M}{M_\odot} \right)^2}. \quad (3.4.3) $$

Since the process of vacuum polarization necessarily occur at nuclear densities, see report on page 429, we have

$$ \langle \rho \rangle > \rho_{\text{nuc}} \sim \frac{m_n}{\frac{4}{3} \pi d^3 \left( \frac{\hbar}{m_{\pi} c} \right)^3}. \quad (3.4.4) $$

And the necessary condition that $\langle \rho \rangle > \rho_{\text{nuc}}$ imposes an upper limit on the mass of the collapsing object:

$$ \frac{M}{M_\odot} < 1.86d^{-3/2} \left( \frac{m_n}{m_\pi} \right)^{3/2}. \quad (3.4.5) $$

This implies that the mass of a neutron star should be in the range $0.1 < \frac{M_{\text{NS}}}{M_\odot} < 3.2$, while for black holes $M_{\text{BH}} < 32.5d^{3/2}M_\odot = 11.5M_\odot$. We can then conclude that an absolute upper limit to the energy of GRBs is $E < 1.1 \times 10^{55}$
3.5. The “canonical” GRB: short vs long GRBs

(GrB991216 and GrB 050315 as the prototypes)

As we recall later (see section 6) in our “canonical GRB” scenario there are only two free parameters characterizing the source (Ruffini et al., 2000, 2001b, 2007a):

- the total energy $E_{\text{tot}}^{e^\pm}$ of the $e^\pm$ plasma forming the self-accelerating optically thick fireshell

- the fireshell baryon loading $B \equiv M_B c^2 / E_{e^\pm}^{\text{tot}}$, where $M_B$ is the total baryons’ mass.

These two parameters fully determine the optically thick self-acceleration phase of the fireshell, which lasts until the transparency condition is reached and the Proper-GRB (P-GRB) is emitted. After the transparency point the self-acceleration phase ends and it remains only an optically thin fireshell of baryonic matter ballistically expanding with an initially ultrarelativistic velocity and loosing its kinetic energy via the interaction with the CircumBurst Medium (CBM).

Therefore, we define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different components (see Fig. 3.7 and Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2007a; Bernardini et al., 2007; Bianco et al., 2008a,b):

- The P-GRB, which is emitted when the optically thick fireshell becomes transparent. It depends only on $E_{e^\pm}^{\text{tot}}$ and $B$. It has the imprint of the black hole formation, an harder spectrum and no spectral lag (Bianco et al., 2001; Ruffini et al., 2005d).

- the extended afterglow, which is due to the collision between the left-over optically thin fireshell and the CBM (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2007a; Bianco and Ruffini, 2004, 2005b,a). It depends on $E_{e^\pm}^{\text{tot}}$ and $B$ but its temporal structure depends also on the additional parameters describing the effective CBM distribution: its density $n_{\text{cbm}}$ and the ratio $R \equiv A_{\text{eff}} / A_{\text{vis}}$ between the effective emitting area of the fireshell $A_{\text{eff}}$ and its total visible area $A_{\text{vis}}$. It presents a clear hard-to-soft spectral evolution in time and it is composed by a rising part, a peak and a decaying
Figure 3.6: The Pursuit & Plunge scenario, from Rees et al. (1974).
3.5. The “canonical” GRB: short vs long GRBs

Figure 3.7.: The “canonical GRB” light curve theoretically computed for GRB 991216. The prompt emission observed by BATSE is identified with the peak of the afterglow, while the small precursor is identified with the P-GRB. For this source we have $E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} = 4.83 \times 10^{53}$ ergs, $B \simeq 3.0 \times 10^{-3}$ and $\langle n_{\text{cbm}} \rangle \sim 1.0$ particles/cm$^3$. Details in Ruffini et al. (2001b, 2002, 2007a).
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We clarify that what in the literature is called “prompt emission” within our theory is composed by both the P-GRB and the peak of the extended afterglow (see Fig. 3.7).

The ratio between the total time-integrated luminosity of the P-GRB (namely, its total energy) and the corresponding one of the afterglow is the crucial quantity for the identification of GRBs’ nature (Ruffini et al., 2001b):

- When \( B \leq 10^{-5} \) we have a P-GRB dominated event (in the limit \( B \to 0 \) the afterglow vanishes).
- In the opposite limit, for \( 10^{-4} \leq B \leq 10^{-2} \) we have an afterglow dominated GRB, and this is indeed the case of most of the GRBs we have recently examined (see Fig. 3.8).

3.6. Brief summary of recent progresses

Major progresses have been accomplished this year in the following aspects:

- In well identifying the origin of the new GRB family which we have defined as “disguised short” GRBs, the prototype being GRB 970228 (see section C.1) confirmed by GRB 060614 (see section C.2), by GRB 071227 (see section C.3), and by GRB 050509B (see section 8); all these objects appear to be related to progenitors formed by binary systems of neutron stars or a neutron star and a white dwarf (see section 6.6).
- In identifying the offset of disguised GRB host galaxies as a key parameter to classify this kind of sources (see section 6.5, C.3 and 8).
- In understanding the role of the “Amati” relation for the disguised short GRBs (see sections C.3.2 and 8.4).
- In studying the possible selection effect preventing the identification of “genuine” short GRBs (see section 8).
- In evidencing a broadening of the spectral energy distribution within the fireshell model for highly energetic GRBs (\( \sim 10^{53} \text{ – } 10^{54} \text{ ergs} \)) (see section 7).
- In identifying a new family of very energetic sources (GRB 080319B and GRB 050904, see section 9); both these sources are at an energy of \( 10^{54} \text{ ergs} \) and they offer unprecedented opportunities since one is located at \( z \sim 1 \) and the other at \( z \sim 6.3 \): the nearby source allow a most
Figure 3.8: Here the energies emitted in the P-GRB (red line) and in the afterglow (green line), in units of the total energy of the plasma, are plotted as functions of the $B$ parameter. When $B \leq 10^{-5}$, the P-GRB becomes predominant over the afterglow, giving rise to a P-GRB dominated GRB. In the figure are also marked in blue the values of the $B$ parameters corresponding to some GRBs we analyzed.
significant high-quality data on very short time scale which has allowed
to reach a deeper understanding of the instantaneous spectrum vs. the
average one. Both of them appear to originate from a collapse of a black
hole of 10 solar masses. Still members of this family appears to be GRB
090423 at $z \sim 8$ (see section [10]) and GRB 060607A (see section [C.8]).

• New outlook has been brought to this field by the Fermi and AGILE
satellites and the very exciting preliminary results have been obtained
on GRB 080916C and GRB 090902B (see section [11]).

• In studying the P-GRB observed spectra (see section [11]).

• Particularly exciting is the new possibility of having components yet to
be observed in GRB sources. In fact, we have shown that it is not pos-
sible to interpret GRB 090618 and GRB 101023 within the framework
of the traditional single component GRB model. We argue that the ob-
servation of the first episode of duration of around 50s could not be a
part of a canonical GRB, while the residual emission could be modeled
easily with the models existing in literature. This led to the definition
of the novel concept of “proto-black hole emission” (see sections [12] and
[13]).

We have reached a new understanding of these family of sources thanks
to the knowledge we had acquired previously on GRB 011121, GRB 031203,
GRB 050315, GRB 060218, GRB 970228, GRB 060607A, GRB 060614, GRB
071227 whose details can be found in appendix [C].
4. Selected publications before 2005

4.1. Refereed journals


A formula is derived for the mass of a black hole as a function of its “irreducible mass”, its angular momentum, and its charge. It is shown that 50% of the mass of an extreme charged black hole can be converted into energy as contrasted with 29% for an extreme rotating black hole.


Following the classical approach of Sauter, of Heisenberg and Euler and of Schwinger the process of vacuum polarization in the field of a “bare” Kerr-Newman geometry is studied. The value of the critical strength of the electromagnetic fields is given together with an analysis of the feedback of the discharge on the geometry. The relevance of this analysis for current astrophysical observations is mentioned.


The “dyadosphere” has been defined as the region outside the horizon of a black hole endowed with an electromagnetic field (abbreviated to EMBH for “electromagnetic black hole”) where the electromagnetic field exceeds the critical value, predicted by Heisenberg & Euler for \( e^\pm \) pair production. In a very short time (\( \sim O(\hbar/mc^2) \)) a very large number of pairs is created there. We here give limits on the EMBH parameters leading to a Dyadosphere for \( 10M_\odot \) and \( 10^5M_\odot \) EMBH’s, and give as well the pair densities as functions of the radial coordinate. We here assume that the pairs reach thermodynamic equilibrium with a photon gas and estimate the average energy per pair as a function of the EMBH mass. These data give the initial conditions for the analysis of an enormous pair-electromagnetic-pulse or “P.E.M. pulse” which naturally leads to relativistic expansion. Basic energy requirements for gamma ray bursts (GRB), including GRB971214 recently observed at \( z=3.4 \), can be accounted for by processes occurring in the dyadosphere. In this letter we do not address the prob-
4. Selected publications before 2005


We study the relativistically expanding electron-positron pair plasma formed by the process of vacuum polarization around an electromagnetic black hole (EMBH). Such processes can occur for EMBH’s with mass all the way up to $6 \times 10^5 M_\odot$. Beginning with a idealized model of a Reissner-Nordstrom EMBH with charge to mass ratio $\xi = 0.1$, numerical hydrodynamic calculations are made to model the expansion of the pair-electromagnetic pulse (PEM pulse) to the point that the system is transparent to photons. Three idealized special relativistic models have been compared and contrasted with the results of the numerically integrated general relativistic hydrodynamic equations. One of the three models has been validated: a PEM pulse of constant thickness in the laboratory frame is shown to be in excellent agreement with results of the general relativistic hydrodynamic code. It is remarkable that this precise model, starting from the fundamental parameters of the EMBH, leads uniquely to the explicit evaluation of the parameters of the PEM pulse, including the energy spectrum and the astrophysically unprecedented large Lorentz factors (up to $6 \times 10^3$ for a $10^3 M_\odot$ EMBH). The observed photon energy at the peak of the photon spectrum at the moment of photon decoupling is shown to range from 0.1 MeV to 4 MeV as a function of the EMBH mass. Correspondingly the total energy in photons is in the range of $10^{52}$ to $10^{54}$ ergs, consistent with observed gamma-ray bursts. In these computations we neglect the presence of baryonic matter which will be the subject of forthcoming publications.


The interaction of an expanding Pair-Electromagnetic pulse (PEM pulse) with a shell of baryonic matter surrounding a Black Hole with electromagnetic structure (EMBH) is analyzed for selected values of the baryonic mass at selected distances well outside the dyadosphere of an EMBH. The dyadosphere, the region in which a super critical field exists for the creation of $e^+e^-$ pairs, is here considered in the special case of a Reissner-Nordstrom geometry. The interaction of the PEM pulse with the baryonic matter is described using a simplified model of a slab of constant thickness in the laboratory frame (constant-thickness approximation) as well as performing the integration of the general relativistic hydrodynamical equations. Te validation of the constant-thickness approximation, already presented in a previous paper Ruffini et al. (1999) for a PEM pulse in vacuum, is here generalized to the presence of baryonic matter. It is found that for a baryonic shell of mass-energy less than 1% of the total
4.1. Refereed journals

energy of the dyadosphere, the constant-thickness approximation is in excellent agreement with full general relativistic computations. The approximation breaks down for larger values of the baryonic shell mass, however such cases are of less interest for observed Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs). On the basis of numerical computations of the slab model for PEM pulses, we describe (i) the properties of relativistic evolution of a PEM pulse colliding with a baryonic shell; (ii) the details of the expected emission energy and observed temperature of the associated GRBs for a given value of the EMBH mass; $10^3 M_\odot$, and for baryonic mass-energies in the range $10^{-8}$ to $10^{-2}$ the total energy of the dyadosphere.


In the framework of the model that uses black holes endowed with electromagnetic structure (EMBH) as the energy source, we study how an elementary spike appears to the detectors. We consider the simplest possible case of a pulse produced by a pure $e^+e^-$ pair-electron-positron plasma, the PEM pulse, in the absence of any baryonic matter. The resulting time profiles show a Fast-Rise-Exponential-Decay shape, followed by a power-law tail. This is obtained without any special fitting procedure, but only by fixing the energetics of the process taking place in a given EMBH of selected mass, varying in the range from $10^3$ to $10^4 M_\odot$ and considering the relativistic effects to be expected in an electron-positron plasma gradually reaching transparency. Special attention is given to the contributions from all regimes with Lorentz $\gamma$ factor varying from $\gamma = 1$ to $\gamma = 10^4$ in a few hundreds of the PEM pulse travel time. Although the main goal of this paper is to obtain the elementary spike intensity as a function of the arrival time, and its observed duration, some qualitative considerations are also presented regarding the expected spectrum and on its departure from the thermal one. The results of this paper will be comparable, when data will become available, with a subfamily of particularly short GRBs not followed by any afterglow. They can also be propedeutical to the study of longer bursts in presence of baryonic matter currently observed in GRBs.


The GRB 991216 and its relevant data acquired from the BATSE experiment and RXTE and Chandra satellites are used as a prototypical case to test the theory linking the origin of gamma ray bursts (GRBs) to the process of vacuum polarization occurring during the formation phase of a black hole endowed with electromagnetic structure (EMBH). The relative space-time transformation paradigm (RSTT paradigm) is presented. It relates the observed signals of GRBs to their past light cones, defining the events on the worldline of the
source essential for the interpretation of the data. Since GRBs present regimes with unprecedentedly large Lorentz $\gamma$ factor, also sharply varying with time, particular attention is given to the constitutive equations relating the four time variables: the comoving time, the laboratory time, the arrival time at the detector, duly corrected by the cosmological effects. This paradigm is at the very foundation of any possible interpretation of the data of GRBs.


Given the very accurate data from the BATSE experiment and RXTE and Chandra satellites, we use the GRB 991216 as a prototypical case to test the EMBH theory linking the origin of the energy of GRBs to the electromagnetic energy of black holes. The fit of the afterglow fixes the only two free parameters of the model and leads to a new paradigm for the interpretation of the burst structure, the IBS paradigm. It leads as well to a reconsideration of the relative roles of the afterglow and burst in GRBs by defining two new phases in this complex phenomenon: a) the injector phase, giving rise to the proper-GRB (P-GRB), and b) the beam-target phase, giving rise to the extended afterglow peak emission (E-APE) and to the afterglow. Such differentiation leads to a natural possible explanation of the bimodal distribution of GRBs observed by BATSE. The agreement with the observational data in regions extending from the horizon of the EMBH all the way out to the distant observer confirms the uniqueness of the model.


The data from the Chandra satellite on the iron emission lines in the afterglow of GRB 991216 are used to give further support for the EMBH theory, which links the origin of the energy of GRBs to the extractable energy of electromagnetic black holes (EMBHs), leading to an interpretation of the GRB-supernova correlation. Following the relative space-time transformation (RSTT) paradigm and the interpretation of the burst structure (IBS) paradigm, we introduce a paradigm for the correlation between GRBs and supernovae. The following sequence of events is shown as kinematically possible and consistent with the available data: a) the GRB-progenitor star $P_1$ first collapses to an EMBH, b) the proper GRB (P-GRB) and the peak of the afterglow (E-APE) propagate in interstellar space until the impact on a supernova-progenitor star $P_2$ at a distance $\leq 2.69 \times 10^{17}$ cm, and they induce the supernova explosion, c) the accelerated baryonic matter (ABM) pulse, originating the afterglow, reaches the supernova remnants 18.5 hours after the supernova explosion and gives rise to the iron emission lines. Some considerations on the dynamical implementation of the paradigm are presented. The concept of induced supernova
explosion introduced here specifically for the GRB-supernova correlation may have more general application in relativistic astrophysics.


The relative-space-time-transformation (RSTT) paradigm and the interpretation of the burst-structure (IBS) paradigm are applied to probe the origin of the time variability of GRBs. Again GRB 991216 is used as a prototypical case, thanks to the precise data from the CGRO, RXTE and Chandra satellites. It is found that with the exception of the relatively inconspicuous but scientifically very important signal originating from the initial “proper gamma ray burst” (P-GRB), all the other spikes and time variabilities can be explained by the interaction of the accelerated-baryonic-matter pulse with inhomogeneities in the interstellar matter. This can be demonstrated by using the RSTT paradigm as well as the IBS paradigm, to trace a typical spike observed in arrival time back to the corresponding one in the laboratory time. Using these paradigms, the identification of the physical nature of the time variability of the GRBs can be made most convincingly. It is made explicit the dependence of a) the intensities of the afterglow, b) the spikes amplitude and c) the actual time structure on the Lorentz gamma factor of the accelerated-baryonic-matter pulse. In principle it is possible to read off from the spike structure the detailed density contrast of the interstellar medium in the host galaxy, even at very high redshift.


Using GRB 991216 as a prototype, it is shown that the intensity substructures observed in what is generally called the “prompt emission” in gamma ray bursts (GRBs) do originate in the collision between the accelerated baryonic matter (ABM) pulse with inhomogeneities in the interstellar medium (ISM). The initial phase of such process occurs at a Lorentz factor $\gamma \sim 310$. The crossing of ISM inhomogeneities of sizes $\Delta R \sim 10^{15}$ cm occurs in a detector arrival time interval of $\sim 0.4$ s implying an apparent superluminal behavior of $\sim 10^5 c$.

The long lasting debate between the validity of the external shock model vs. the internal shock model for GRBs is solved in favor of the first.


We have recently proposed three paradigms for the theoretical interpretation of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). (1) The relative space-time transformation (RSTT) paradigm emphasizes how the knowledge of the entire world-line of the source
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from the moment of gravitational collapse is a necessary condition in order to interpret GRB data. (2) The interpretation of the burst structure (IBS) paradigm differentiates in all GRBs between an injector phase and a beam-target phase. (3) The GRB-supernova time sequence (GSTS) paradigm introduces the concept of induced supernova explosion in the supernovae-GRB association. In the introduction the RSTT and IBS paradigms are enunciated and illustrated using our theory based on the vacuum polarization process occurring around an electromagnetic black hole (EMBH theory). The results are summarized using figures, diagrams and a complete table with the space-time grid, the fundamental parameters and the corresponding values of the Lorentz gamma factor for GRB 991216 used as a prototype. In the following sections the detailed treatment of the EMBH theory needed to understand the results of the three above letters is presented. We start from the considerations on the dyadosphere formation. We then review the basic hydrodynamic and rate equations, the equations leading to the relative space-time transformations as well as the adopted numerical integration techniques. We then illustrate the five fundamental eras of the EMBH theory: the self acceleration of the $e^+e^-$ pair-electromagnetic plasma (PEM pulse), its interaction with the baryonic remnant of the progenitor star, the further self acceleration of the $e^+e^-$ pair-electromagnetic radiation and baryon plasma (PEMB pulse). We then study the approach of the PEMB pulse to transparency, the emission of the proper GRB (P-GRB) and its relation to the “short GRBs”. Particular attention is given to the free parameters of the theory and to the values of the thermodynamical quantities at transparency. Finally the three different regimes of the afterglow are described within the fully radiative and radial approximations: the ultrarelativistic, the relativistic and the nonrelativistic regimes. The best fit of the theory leads to an unequivocal identification of the “long GRBs” as extended emission occurring at the afterglow peak (E-APE). The relative intensities, the time separation and the hardness ratio of the P-GRB and the E-APE are used as distinctive observational test of the EMBH theory and the excellent agreement between our theoretical predictions and the observations are documented. The afterglow power-law indexes in the EMBH theory are compared and contrasted with the ones in the literature, and no beaming process is found for GRB 991216. Finally, some preliminary results relating the observed time variability of the E-APE to the inhomogeneities in the interstellar medium are presented, as well as some general considerations on the EMBH formation. The issue of the GSTS paradigm will be the object of a forthcoming publication and the relevance of the iron-lines observed in GRB 991216 is shortly reviewed. The general conclusions are then presented based on the three fundamental parameters of the EMBH theory: the dyadosphere energy, the baryonic mass of the remnant, the interstellar medium density. An in depth discussion and comparison of the EMBH theory with alternative theories is presented as well as indications of further developments beyond the radial approximation, which will be the subject of paper II in this series. Future needs for specific
GRB observations are outlined.


A theoretical attempt to identify the physical process responsible for the afterglow emission of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) is presented, leading to the occurrence of thermal emission in the comoving frame of the shock wave giving rise to the bursts. The determination of the luminosities and spectra involves integration over an infinite number of Planckian spectra, weighted by appropriate relativistic transformations, each one corresponding to a different viewing angle in the past light cone of the observer. The relativistic transformations have been computed using the equations of motion of GRBs within our theory, giving special attention to the determination of the equitemporal surfaces. The only free parameter of the present theory is the “effective emitting area” in the shock wave front. A self consistent model for the observed hard-to-soft transition in GRBs is also presented. When applied to GRB 991216 a precise fit ($\chi^2 \simeq 1.078$) of the observed luminosity in the 2–10 keV band is obtained. Similarly, detailed estimates of the observed luminosity in the 50–300 keV and in the 10–50 keV bands are obtained.

4.2. Conference proceedings


The “dyadosphere” (from the Greek word “duas-duados” for pairs) is here defined as the region outside the horizon of a black hole endowed with an electromagnetic field (abbreviated to EMBH for “electromagnetic black hole”) where the electromagnetic field exceeds the critical value, predicted by Heisenberg and Euler for $e^+e^-$ pair production. In a very short time ($\sim O(\hbar/mc^2)$), a very large number of pairs is created there. I give limits on the EMBH parameters leading to a Dyadosphere for $10M_\odot$ and $10^5M_\odot$ EMBH’s, and give as well the pair densities as functions of the radial coordinate. These data give the initial conditions for the analysis of an enormous pair-electromagnetic-pulse or “PEM-pulse” which naturally leads to relativistic expansion. Basic energy requirements for gamma ray bursts (GRB), including GRB971214 recently observed at $z = 3.4$, can be accounted for by processes occurring in the dyadosphere.
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If due attention is given in formulating the basic equations for the Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) phenomenon and in performing the corresponding quantitative analysis, GRBs open a main avenue of inquiring on totally new physical and astrophysical regimes. This program is very likely one of the greatest computational efforts in physics and astrophysics and cannot be actuated using shortcuts. A systematic approach is needed which has been highlighted in three basic new paradigms: the relative space-time transformation (RSTT) paradigm, the interpretation of the burst structure (IBS) paradigm, the GRB-supernova time sequence (GSTS) paradigm. From the point of view of fundamental physics new regimes are explored: (1) the process of energy extraction from black holes; (2) the quantum and general relativistic effects of matter-antimatter creation near the black hole horizon; (3) the physics of ultrarelativistic shock waves with Lorentz gamma factor $\gamma > 100$. From the point of view of astronomy and astrophysics also new regimes are explored: (i) the occurrence of gravitational collapse to a black hole from a critical mass core of mass $M \gtrsim 10 M_\odot$, which clearly differs from the values of the critical mass encountered in the study of stars “catalyzed at the endpoint of thermonuclear evolution” (white dwarfs and neutron stars); (ii) the extremely high efficiency of the spherical collapse to a black hole, where almost 99.99% of the core mass collapses leaving negligible remnant; (iii) the necessity of developing a fine tuning in the final phases of thermonuclear evolution of the stars, both for the star collapsing to the black hole and the surrounding ones, in order to explain the possible occurrence of the “induced gravitational collapse”. New regimes are as well encountered from the point of view of nature of GRBs: (I) the basic structure of GRBs is uniquely composed by a proper-GRB (P-GRB) and the afterglow; (II) the long bursts are then simply explained as the peak of the afterglow (the E-APE) and their observed time variability is explained in terms of inhomogeneities in the interstellar medium (ISM); (III) the short bursts are identified with the P-GRBs and the crucial information on general relativistic and vacuum polarization effects are encoded in their spectra and intensity time variability. A new class of space missions to acquire information on such extreme new regimes are urgently needed.

This is a summary of the two talks presented at the Rome GRB meeting by C.L. Bianco and R. Ruffini. It is shown that by respecting the Relative Space-Time Transformation (RSTT) paradigm and the Interpretation of the Burst Structure (IBS) paradigm, important inferences are possible: a) in the new physics occurring in the energy sources of GRBs, b) on the structure of the bursts and c) on the composition of the interstellar matter surrounding the source.


We analyze the data of the Gamma-Ray Burst/Supernova GRB030329/SN2003dh system obtained by HETE-2, R-XTE, XMM and VLT within our theory for GRB030329. By fitting the only three free parameters of the EMBH theory, we obtain the luminosity in fixed energy bands for the prompt emission and the afterglow. Since the Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) analysis is consistent with a spherically symmetric expansion, the energy of GRB030329 is $E = 2.1 \times 10^{52}$ erg, namely $\sim 2 \times 10^3$ times larger than the Supernova energy. We conclude that either the GRB is triggering an induced-supernova event or both the GRB and the Supernova are triggered by the same relativistic process. In no way the GRB can be originated from the supernova. We also evidence that the XMM observations, much like in the system GRB980425/SN1998bw, are not part of the GRB afterglow, as interpreted in the literature, but are associated to the Supernova phenomenon. A dedicated campaign of observations is needed to confirm the nature of this XMM source as a newly born neutron star cooling by generalized URCA processes.


Our GRB theory, previously developed using GRB 991216 as a prototype, is here applied to GRB 980425. We fit the luminosity observed in the 40–700 keV, 2–26 keV and 2–10 keV bands by the BeppoSAX satellite. In addition the supernova SN1998bw is the outcome of an “induced gravitational collapse” triggered by GRB 980425, in agreement with the GRB-Supernova Time Sequence (GSTS) paradigm. A further outcome of this astrophysically exceptional sequence of events is the formation of a young neutron star generated by the SN1998bw event. A coordinated observational activity is recommended to
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further enlighten the underlying scenario of this most unique astrophysical system.


We consider the gamma-ray burst of 1997 February 28 (GRB 970228) within the ElectroMagnetic Black Hole (EMBH) model. We first determine the value of the two free parameters that characterize energetically the GRB phenomenon in the EMBH model, that is to say the dyadosphere energy, $E_{dya} = 5.1 \times 10^{52}$ ergs, and the baryonic remnant mass $M_B$ in units of $E_{dya}$, $B = M_Bc^2/E_{dya} = 3.0 \times 10^{-3}$. Having in this way estimated the energy emitted during the beam-target phase, we evaluate the role of the InterStellar Medium (ISM) number density ($n_{ISM}$) and of the ratio $R$ between the effective emitting area and the total surface area of the GRB source, in reproducing the observed profiles of the GRB 970228 prompt emission and X-ray (2-10 keV energy band) afterglow. The importance of the ISM distribution three-dimensional treatment around the central black hole is also stressed in this analysis.

5.1. Refereed journals


It is shown that the concept of a fireball with a definite filamentary structure naturally emerges from the analysis of the spectra of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs). These results, made possible by the recently obtained analytic expressions of the equitemporal surfaces in the GRB afterglow, depend crucially on the single parameter R describing the effective area of the fireball emitting the X-ray and gamma-ray radiation. The X-ray and gamma-ray components of the afterglow radiation are shown to have a thermal spectrum in the comoving frame of the fireball and originate from a stable shock front described self-consistently by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. Precise predictions are presented on a correlation between spectral changes and intensity variations in the prompt radiation verifiable, e.g., by the Swift and future missions. The highly variable optical and radio emission depends instead on the parameters of the surrounding medium. The GRB 991216 is used as a prototype for this model.


The introduction of the three interpretational paradigms for Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) and recent progress in understanding the X- and gamma-ray luminosity in the afterglow allow us to make assessments about the astrophysical settings of GRBs. In particular, we evidence the distinct possibility that some GRBs occur in a binary system. This subclass of GRBs manifests itself in a “triptich”: one component formed by the collapse of a massive star to a black hole, which originates the GRB; a second component by a supernova and a third one by a young neutron star born in the supernova event. Similarly, the understanding of the physics of quantum relativistic processes during the gravitational collapse makes possible precise predictions about the structure of short GRBs.

The X-ray and gamma-ray observations of the source GRB 031203 by INTEGRAL are interpreted within our theoretical model. In addition to a complete spacetime parameterization of the GRB, we specifically assume that the afterglow emission originates from a thermal spectrum in the comoving frame of the expanding baryonic matter shell. By determining the two free parameters of the model and estimating the density and filamentary structure of the ISM, we reproduce the observed luminosity in the 20-200 keV energy band. As in previous sources, the prompt radiation is shown to coincide with the peak of the afterglow, and the luminosity substructure is shown to originate in the filamentary structure of the ISM. We predict a clear hard-to-soft behavior in the instantaneous spectra. The time-integrated spectrum over 20 s observed by INTEGRAL is well fitted. Despite the fact that this source has been considered “unusual”, it appears to us to be a normal low-energy GRB.


The issue of the possible presence or absence of jets in GRBs is here re-examined for GRB991216. We compare and contrast our theoretically predicted afterglow luminosity in the 2–10 keV band for spherically symmetric versus jetted emission. At these wavelengths the jetted emission can be excluded and data analysis confirms spherical symmetry. These theoretical fits are expected to be improved by the forthcoming data of the Swift mission.


Using the Swift data of GRB 050315, we are making progress toward understanding the uniqueness of our theoretically predicted gamma-ray burst (GRB) structure, which is composed of a proper GRB (P-GRB), emitted at the transparency of an electron-positron plasma with suitable baryon loading, and an afterglow comprising the so-called prompt emission due to external shocks. Thanks to the Swift observations, the P-GRB is identified, and for the first time we can theoretically fit detailed light curves for selected energy bands on a continuous timescale ranging over 106 s. The theoretically predicted instantaneous spectral distribution over the entire afterglow is presented, confirming a clear hard-to-soft behavior encompassing, continuously, the “prompt emission” all the way to the latest phases of the afterglow.

GRB011121 is analyzed as a prototype to understand the “flares” recently observed by Swift in the afterglow of many GRB sources. Detailed theoretical computation of the GRB011121 light curves in selected energy bands are presented and compared with observational BeppoSAX data.


Using the Swift data of GRB 050315, we progress on the uniqueness of our theoretically predicted Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) structure as composed by a proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted at the transparency of an electron-positron plasma with suitable baryon loading, and an afterglow comprising the so called “prompt emission” as due to external shocks. Thanks to the Swift observations, we can theoretically fit detailed light curves for selected energy bands on a continuous time scale ranging over $10^6$ seconds. The theoretically predicted instantaneous spectral distribution over the entire afterglow confirms a clear hard-to-soft behavior encompassing, continuously, the “prompt emission” all the way to the latest phases of the afterglow. Consequences of the instrumental threshold on the definition of “short” and “long” GRBs are discussed.


GRB970228 is analyzed as a prototype to understand the relative role of short GRBs and their associated afterglows, recently observed by Swift and HETE-II. Detailed theoretical computation of the GRB970228 light curves in selected energy bands are presented and compared with observational BeppoSAX data.


Context: The Swift satellite has given continuous data in the range 0.3–150 keV from 0 s to $10^6$ s for GRB060218 associated with SN2006aj. This Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) which has an unusually long duration ($T_90 \sim 2100$ s) fulfills the Amati relation. These data offer the opportunity to probe theoretical models for GRBs connected with Supernovae (SNe).

Aims: We plan to fit the complete $\gamma$- and X-ray light curves of this long duration GRB, including the prompt emission, in order to clarify the nature of the progenitors and the astrophysical scenario of the class of GRBs associated with SNe Ib/c.
Methods: We apply our “fireshell” model based on the formation of a black hole, giving the relevant references. It is characterized by the precise equations of motion and equitemporal surfaces and by the role of thermal emission.

Results: The initial total energy of the electron-positron plasma $E_{\text{tot}}^{e \pm} = 2.32 \times 10^{50}$ erg has a particularly low value, similar to the other GRBs associated with SNe. For the first time, we observe a baryon loading $B = 10^{-2}$ which coincides with the upper limit for the dynamical stability of the fireshell. The effective CircumBurst Medium (CBM) density shows a radial dependence $n_{\text{cbm}} \propto r^{-a}$ with $1.0 \lesssim a \lesssim 1.7$ and monotonically decreases from 1 to $10^{-6}$ particles/cm$^3$. This behavior is interpreted as being due to a fragmentation in the fireshell. Analogies with the fragmented density and filling factor characterizing Novae are outlined. The fit presented is particularly significant in view of the complete data set available for GRB060218 and of the fact that it fulfills the Amati relation.

Conclusions: We fit GRB060218, usually considered as an X-Ray Flash (XRF), as a “canonical GRB” within our theoretical model. The smallest possible black hole, formed by the gravitational collapse of a neutron star in a binary system, is consistent with the especially low energetics of the class of GRBs associated with SNe Ib/c. We provide the first evidence for a fragmentation in the fireshell. This fragmentation is crucial in explaining both the unusually large $T_{90}$ and the consequently inferred abnormally low value of the CBM effective density.


Context: The discovery by Swift and HETE-2 of an afterglow emission associated possibly with short GRBs opened the new problematic of their nature and classification. This issue has been further enhanced by the observation of GRB060614 and by a new analysis of the BATSE catalog which led to the identification of a new class of GRBs with “an occasional softer extended emission lasting tenths of seconds after an initial spikelike emission”.

Aims: We plan a twofold task: a) to fit this new class of “hybrid” sources within our “canonical GRB” scenario, where all GRBs are generated by a “common engine” (i.e. the gravitational collapse to a black hole); b) to propose GRB970228 as the prototype of the above mentioned class, since it shares the same morphology and observational features.

Methods: We analyze BeppoSAX data on GRB970228 within the “fireshell” model and we determine the parameters describing the source and the CircumBurst Medium (CBM) needed to reproduce its light curves in the 40–700 keV and 2–26 keV energy bands.

Results: We find that GRB970228 is a “canonical GRB”, like e.g. GRB050315, with the main peculiarity of a particularly low average density of the CBM $\langle n_{\text{cbm}} \rangle \sim 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$. We also simulate the light curve corresponding
to a rescaled CBM density profile with $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 1$ particle/cm$^3$. From such a comparison it follows that the total time-integrated luminosity is a faithful indicator of the nature of GRBs, contrary to the peak luminosity which is merely a function of the CBM density.

**Conclusions:** We call attention on discriminating the short GRBs between the “genuine” and the “fake” ones. The “genuine” ones are intrinsically short, with baryon loading $B \lesssim 10^{-5}$, as stated in our original classification. The “fake” ones, characterized by an initial spikelike emission followed by an extended emission lasting tenths of seconds, have a baryon loading $10^{-4} \lesssim B \lesssim 10^{-2}$. They are observed as such only due to an underdense CBM consistent with a galactic halo environment which deflates the afterglow intensity.


**Context:** The cosmological origin of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) has been firmly established, with redshifts up to $z = 6.29$. They are possible candidates for use as “distance indicators” for testing cosmological models in a redshift range hardly achievable by other cosmological probes. Asserting the validity of the empirical relations among GRB observables is now crucial for their calibration.

**Aims:** Motivated by the relation proposed by Amati and collaborators, we look within the “fireshell” model for a relation between the peak energy $E_p$ of the $\nu F_\nu$ total time-integrated spectrum of the afterglow and the total energy of the afterglow $E_{aft}$, which in our model encompasses and extends the prompt emission.

**Methods:** The fit within the fireshell model, as for the “canonical” GRB050315, uses the complete arrival time coverage given by the Swift satellite. It is performed simultaneously, self-consistently, and recursively in the four BAT energy bands (15–25 keV, 25–50 keV, 50–100 keV, and 100-150 keV), as well as in the XRT one (0.2–10 keV). It uniquely determines the two free parameters characterizing the GRB source, the total energy $E^{\pm}_{tot}$ of the $e^\pm$ plasma and its baryon loading $B$, as well as the effective CircumBurst Medium (CBM) distribution. We can then build two sets of “gedanken” GRBs varying the total energy of the electron-positron plasma $E^{\pm}_{tot}$ and keeping the same baryon loading $B$ of GRB050315. The first set assumes the one obtained in the fit of GRB050315 for the effective CBM density. The second set assumes instead a constant CBM density.

**Results:** For the first set of “gedanken” GRBs we find a relation $E_p \propto (E_{aft})^a$, with $a = 0.45 \pm 0.01$, whose slope strictly agrees with the Amati one. Such a relation, in the limit $B \to 10^{-2}$, coincides with the Amati one. Instead, no correlation is found in the second set of “gedanken” GRBs.

**Conclusions:** Our analysis excludes the proper GRB (P-GRB) from the prompt emission, extends all the way to the latest afterglow phases, and is independent of the assumed cosmological model, since all “gedanken” GRBs are at
the same redshift. The Amati relation, on the other hand, includes the P-GRB, focuses only on the prompt emission, being therefore influenced by the instrumental threshold that fixes the end of the prompt emission, and depends on the assumed cosmology. This might explain the intrinsic scatter observed in the Amati relation.


**Context:** GRB060614 observations by VLT and by Swift have infringed the traditionally accepted gamma-ray burst (GRB) collapsar scenario that purports the origin of all long duration GRBs from supernovae (SN). GRB060614 is the first nearby long duration GRB clearly not associated with a bright Ib/c SN. Moreover, its duration \( T_{90} \sim 100 \) s makes it hardly classifiable as a short GRB. It presents strong similarities with GRB970228, the prototype of a new class of “fake” short GRBs that appear to originate from the coalescence of binary neutron stars or white dwarfs spiraled out into the galactic halo.

**Aims:** Within the “canonical” GRB scenario based on the “fireshell” model, we test if GRB060614 can be a “fake” or “disguised” short GRB. We model the traditionally termed “prompt emission” and discriminate the signal originating from the gravitational collapse leading to the GRB from the process occurring in the circumburst medium (CBM).

**Methods:** We fit GRB060614 light curves in Swift’s BAT \((15 - 150 \) keV) and XRT \((0.2 - 10 \) keV) energy bands. Within the fireshell model, light curves are formed by two well defined and different components: the proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the fireshell becomes transparent, and the extended afterglow, due to the interaction between the leftover accelerated baryonic and leptonic shell and the CBM.

**Results:** We determine the two free parameters describing the GRB source within the fireshell model: the total \( e^\pm \) plasma energy \( (E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} = 2.94 \times 10^{51} \) erg) and baryon loading \( (B = 2.8 \times 10^{-3}) \). A small average CBM density \( \sim 10^{-3} \) particles/cm\(^3\) is inferred, typical of galactic halos. The first spikelike emission is identified with the P-GRB and the following prolonged emission with the extended afterglow peak. We obtain very good agreement in the BAT \((15 - 150 \) keV) energy band, in what is traditionally called “prompt emission”, and in the XRT \((0.2 - 10 \) keV) one.

**Conclusions:** The anomalous GRB060614 finds a natural interpretation within our canonical GRB scenario: it is a “disguised” short GRB. The total time-integrated extended afterglow luminosity is greater than the P-GRB one, but its peak luminosity is smaller since it is deflated by the peculiarly low average CBM density of galactic halos. This result points to an old binary system, likely formed by a white dwarf and a neutron star, as the progenitor of GRB060614 and well justifies the absence of an associated SN Ib/c. Particularly important for further studies of the final merging process are the temporal structures in the P-GRB down to 0.1 s.
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Within the “fireshell” model, we define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different components: the proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the optically thick fireshell of an electron-positron plasma originating from the phenomenon reaches transparency, and the afterglow, emitted due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the circumburst medium (CBM). On the basis of the recent understanding of GRB970228 as the prototype for a new class of GRBs with “an occasional softer extended emission lasting tenths of seconds after an initial spikelike emission”, we outline our “canonical GRB” scenario, originating from the gravitational collapse to a black hole, with special emphasis on the discrimination between “genuine” and “fake” short GRBs. Furthermore, we investigate how the GRB970228 analysis provides a theoretical explanation for the apparent absence of such a correlation for the GRBs belonging to this new class.


The explosion of GRB 060614 produced a deep break in the GRB scenario and opened new horizons of investigation because it can’t be traced back to any traditional scheme of classification. In fact, it manifests peculiarities both of long bursts and of short bursts, and above all, it is the first case of a long-duration near GRB without any bright Ib/c associated Supernova. We will show that, in our canonical GRB scenario, this “anomalous” situation finds a natural interpretation and allows us to discuss a possible variation in the traditional classification scheme, introducing a distinction between “genuine” and “fake” short bursts.


The Swift satellite has given continuous data in the range 0.3–150 keV from 0 s to $10^6$ s for GRB060218 associated with SN2006aj. This GRB is the fourth GRB spectroscopically associated with SNe after the cases of GRB980425-SN1998bw, GRB031203-SN2003lw, GRB 030329-SN2003dh. It has an unusually long duration ($T_{90} \sim 2100$ s). These data offer the opportunity to probe theoretical models for Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) connected with Supernovae (SNe). We plan to fit the complete $\gamma$- and X-ray light curves of this long duration GRB, including the prompt emission, in order to clarify the nature of the progenitors and the astrophysical scenario of the class of GRBs associated to SNe Ib/c. We apply our “fireshell” model based on the formation of a black hole, giving
the relevant references. The initial total energy of the electron-positron plasma $E_{\text{e}^+ \text{e}^-}^{\text{tot}} = 2.32 \times 10^{50}$ erg has a particularly low value similarly to the other GRBs associated with SNe. For the first time we observe a baryon loading $B = 10^{-2}$ which coincides with the upper limit for the dynamical stability of the fireshell. The effective CircumBurst Medium (CBM) density shows a radial dependence $n_{\text{cbm}} \propto r^{-\alpha}$ with $1.0 \lesssim \alpha \lesssim 1.7$ and monotonically decreases from $1$ to $10^{-6}$ particles/cm$^3$. Such a behavior is interpreted as due to a fragmentation in the fireshell. Such a fragmentation is crucial in explaining both the unusually large $T_90$ and the consequently inferred abnormal low value of the CBM effective density. We fit GRB060218, usually considered as an X-Ray Flash (XRF), as a “canonical GRB” within our theoretical model. The smallest possible black hole, formed by the gravitational collapse of a neutron star in a binary system, is consistent with the especially low energetics of the class of GRBs associated with SNe Ib/c. We present the URCA process and the connection between the GRBs associated with SNe extended also to the case of GRB060218.


GRB 090423 is the farthest gamma ray burst ever observed, with a redshift of about 8.1. We present within the fireshell scenario a complete analysis of this GRB. We model the prompt emission and the first rapid flux decay of the afterglow emission as being to the canonical emission of the interaction in the interval $0 \leq t \leq 440$ s by using accelerated baryonic matter with the circumburst medium. After the data reduction of the Swift data in the BAT (15 - 150 keV) and XRT (0.2 - 10 keV) energy bands, we interpret the light curves and the spectral distribution in the context of the fireshell scenario. We also confirm in this source the existence of a second component, a plateau phase, as being responsible for the late emission in the X-ray light curve. This extra component originates from the fact that the ejecta have a range of the bulk Lorentz $\Gamma$ factor, which starts to interact each other ejecta at the start of the plateau phase.


Context: Observations of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have shown an hybridization between the two classes of long and short bursts. In the context of the fireshell model, the GRB light curves are formed by two different components: the proper GRB (P-GRB) and the extended afterglow. Their relative intensity is linked to the fireshell baryon loading $B$. The GRBs with P-GRB predominance are the short ones, the remainders are long. A new family of disguised short bursts has been identified: long bursts with a protracted low instantaneous luminosity due to a low density CircumBurst Medium (CBM). In the 15–150
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keV energy band GRB 071227 exhibits a short duration (about 1.8s) spike-like emission followed by a very soft extended tail up to one hundred seconds after the trigger. It is a faint ($E_{\text{iso}} = 5.8 \times 10^{50}$) nearby GRB ($z = 0.383$) that does not have an associated type Ib/c bright supernova (SN). For these reasons, GRB 071227 has been classified as a short burst not fulfilling the Amati relation holding for long burst. **Aims:** We check the classification of GRB 071227 provided by the fireshell model. In particular, we test whether this burst is another example of a disguised short burst, after GRB 970228 and GRB 060614, and, for this reason, whether it fulfills the Amati relation. **Methods:** We simulate GRB 071227 light curves in the Swift BAT 15–50 keV bandpass and in the XRT (0.3–10 keV) energy band within the fireshell model. **Results:** We perform simulations of the tail in the 15–50 keV bandpass, as well as of the first part of the X-ray afterglow. This infers that: $E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ke}} = 5.04 \times 10^{51}$ erg, $B = 2.0 \times 10^{-4}$, $E_{\text{P-GRB}}/E_{\text{af}} \sim 0.25$, and $\langle n_{\text{cbm}} \rangle = 3.33$ particles/cm$^3$. These values are consistent with those of “long duration” GRBs. We interpret the observed energy of the first hard emission by identifying it with the P-GRB emission. The remaining long soft tail indeed fulfills the Amati relation. **Conclusions:** Previously classified as a short burst, GRB 071227 on the basis of our analysis performed in the context of the fireshell scenario represents another example of a disguised short burst, after GRB 970228 and GRB 060614. Further confirmation of this result is that the soft tail of GRB 071227 fulfills the Amati relation.


**Context:** GRB060607A is a very distant ($z = 3.082$) and energetic event ($E_{\text{iso}} \sim 10^{53}$ erg). Its main peculiarity is that the peak of the near-infrared (NIR) afterglow has been observed with the REM robotic telescope. This NIR peak has been interpreted as the afterglow onset within the fireball forward shock model, and the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the emitting system has been inferred. **Aims:** We analyze GRB060607A within the fireshell model. We emphasize the central role of the prompt emission in determining the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the extended afterglow and we interpret the X-ray flares as produced by the interaction of the optically thin fireshell with overdense CircumBurst Medium (CBM) clumps. **Methods:** We deal only with the Swift BAT and XRT observations, that are the basic contribution to the GRB emission and that are neglected in the treatment adopted in the current literature. The numerical modeling of the fireshell dynamics allows to calculate all its characteristic quantities, in particular the exact value of the Lorentz gamma factor at the transparency. **Results:** We show that the theoretically computed prompt emission light curves are in good agreement with the observations in all the Swift BAT energy bands as well as the spectra integrated over different time intervals. The flares observed in the decaying phase of the X-ray afterglow are
also reproduced by the same mechanism, but in a region in which the typical dimensions of the clumps are smaller than the visible area of the fireshell and most energy lies in the X-ray band due to the hard-to-soft evolution. Conclusions: We show that it is possible to obtain flares with $\Delta t/t$ compatible with the observations when the three-dimensional structure of the CBM clumps is duly taken into account. We stop our analysis at the beginning of the X-ray plateau phase, since we suppose this originates from the instabilities developed in the collision between different subshells within a structured fireshell.


Context: GRB 050509b, detected by the Swift satellite, is the first case where an X-ray afterglow has been observed associated with a short gamma-ray burst (GRB). Within the fireshell model, the canonical GRB light curve presents two different components: the proper-GRB (P-GRB) and the extended afterglow. Their relative intensity is a function of the fireshell baryon loading parameter $B$ and of the CircumBurst Medium (CBM) density ($n_{\text{CBM}}$). In particular, the traditionally called short GRBs can be either “genuine” short GRBs (with $B \lesssim 10^{-5}$, where the P-GRB is energetically predominant) or “disguised” short GRBs (with $B \gtrsim 3.0 \times 10^{-4}$ and $n_{\text{CBM}} \ll 1$, where the extended afterglow is energetically predominant). Aims: We verify whether GRB 050509b can be classified as a “genuine” short or a “disguised” short GRB, in the fireshell model.

Methods: We investigate two alternative scenarios. In the first, we start from the assumption that this GRB is a “genuine” short burst. In the second attempt, we assume that this GRB is a “disguised” burst.

Results: If GRB 050509b were a genuine short GRB, there should initially be very hard emission which is ruled out by the observations. The analysis that assumes that this is a disguised short GRB is compatible with the observations. The theoretical model predicts a value of the extended afterglow energy peak that is consistent with the Amati relation. Conclusions: GRB 050509b cannot be classified as a “genuine” short GRB. The observational data are consistent with a “disguised” short GRB classification, i.e., a long burst with a weak extended afterglow “deflated” by the low density of the CBM. We expect that all short GRBs with measured redshifts are disguised short GRBs because of a selection effect: if there is enough energy in the afterglow to measure the redshift, then the proper GRB must be less energetic than the afterglow. The Amati relation is found to be fulfilled only by the extended afterglow excluding the P-GRB.


Observations of Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs) put forward in the recent years have revealed, with increasing evidence, that the historical classification be-
between long and short bursts has to be revised. Within the Fireshell scenario, both short and long bursts are canonical bursts, consisting of two different phases. First, a Proper-GRB (P-GRB), that is the emission of photons at the transparency of the fireshell. Then, the Extended Afterglow, multiwavelength emission due to the interaction of the baryonic remnants of the fireshell with the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). We discriminate between long and short bursts by the amount of energy stored in the first phase with respect to the second one. Within the Fireshell scenario, we have introduced a third intermediate class: the disguised GRBs. They appear like short bursts, because their morphology is characterized by a first, short, hard episode and a following deflated tail, but this last part — coincident with the peak of the afterglow — is energetically predominant. The origin of this peculiar kind of sources is inferred to a very low average density of the environment (of the order of $10^{-3}$).

After GRB 970228 and GRB 060614, we find in GRB 071227 a third example of disguised burst.


In this paper we discuss a possible explanation for the high energy emission (up to $\sim$ GeV) seen in GRB 080916C. We propose that the GeV emission is originated by the collision between relativistic baryons in the fireshell after the transparency and the nucleons located in molecular clouds near the burst site. This collision should give rise pion production, whose immediate decay provides high energy photons, neutrinos and leptons. Using a public code (SYBILL) we simulate these relativistic collisions in their simple form, so that we can draw our preliminary results in this paper. We will present moreover our hypothesis that the delayed onset of this emission identifies in a complete way the P-GRB emission.


The analysis of various Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) having a low energetics (an isotropic energy $E_{iso} \lesssim 10^{53}$ ergs) within the fireshell model has shown how the $N(E)$ spectrum of their prompt emission can be reproduced in a satisfactory way by a convolution of thermal spectra. Nevertheless, from the study of very energetic bursts ($E_{iso} \lesssim 10^{54}$ ergs) such as, for example, GRB 080319B, some discrepancies between the numerical simulations and the observational data have been observed. We investigate a different spectrum of photons in the comoving frame of the fireshell in order to better reproduce the spectral properties of GRB prompt emission within the fireshell model. We introduce
a phenomenologically modified thermal spectrum: a thermal spectrum characterized by a different asymptotic power-law index in the low energy region. Such an index depends on a free parameter $\alpha$, so that the pure thermal spectrum corresponds to the case $\alpha = 0$. We test this spectrum by comparing the numerical simulations with the observed prompt emission spectra of various GRBs. From this analysis it has emerged that the observational data can be correctly reproduced by assuming a modified thermal spectrum with $\alpha = -1.8$.
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We outline the confluence of three novel theoretical fields in our modeling of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs): 1) the ultrarelativistic regime of a shock front expanding with a Lorentz gamma factor $\sim 300$; 2) the quantum vacuum polarization process leading to an electron-positron plasma originating the shock front; and 3) the general relativistic process of energy extraction from a black hole originating the vacuum polarization process. There are two different classes of GRBs: the long GRBs and the short GRBs. We here address the issue of the long GRBs. The theoretical understanding of the long GRBs has led to the detailed description of their luminosities in fixed energy bands, of their spectral features and made also possible to probe the astrophysical scenario in which they originate. We are specially interested, in this report, to a subclass of long GRBs which appear to be accompanied by a supernova explosion. We are considering two specific examples: GRB980425/SN1998bw and GRB030329/SN2003dh. While these supernovae appear to have a standard energetics of $10^{49}$ ergs, the GRBs are highly variable and can have energetics $10^4 – 10^5$ times larger than the ones of the supernovae. Moreover, many long GRBs occurs without the presence of a supernova. It is concluded that in no way a GRB can originate from a supernova. The precise theoretical understanding of the GRB luminosity we present evidence, in both these systems, the existence of an independent component in the X-ray emission, usually interpreted in the current literature as part of the GRB afterglow. This component has been observed by Chandra and XMM to have a strong decay on scale of months. We have named here these two sources respectively URCA-1 and URCA-2, in honor of the work that George Gamow and Mario Shoenberg did in 1939 in this town of Urca identifying the basic mechanism, the Urca pro-
cesses, leading to the process of gravitational collapse and the formation of a neutron star and a supernova. The further hypothesis is considered to relate this X-ray source to a neutron star, newly born in the Supernova. This hypothesis should be submitted to further theoretical and observational investigation. Some theoretical developments to clarify the astrophysical origin of this new scenario are outlined. We turn then to the theoretical developments in the short GRBs: we first report some progress in the understanding the dynamical phase of collapse, the mass-energy formula and the extraction of blackholic energy which have been motivated by the analysis of the short GRBs. In this context progress has also been accomplished on establishing an absolute lower limit to the irreducible mass of the black hole as well as on some critical considerations about the relations of general relativity and the second law of thermodynamics. We recall how this last issue has been one of the most debated in theoretical physics in the past thirty years due to the work of Bekenstein and Hawking. Following these conceptual progresses we analyze the vacuum polarization process around an overcritical collapsing shell. We evidence the existence of a separatrix and a dyadosphere trapping surface in the dynamics of the electron-positron plasma generated during the process of gravitational collapse. We then analyze, using recent progress in the solution of the Vlasov-Boltzmann-Maxwell system, the oscillation regime in the created electron-positron plasma and their rapid convergence to a thermalized spectrum. We conclude by making precise predictions for the spectra, the energy fluxes and characteristic time-scales of the radiation for short-bursts. If the precise luminosity variation and spectral hardening of the radiation we have predicted will be confirmed by observations of short-bursts, these systems will play a major role as standard candles in cosmology. These considerations will also be relevant for the analysis of the long-bursts when the baryonic matter contribution will be taken into account.


We outline the confluence of three novel theoretical fields in our modeling of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs): 1) the ultrarelativistic regime of a shock front expanding with a Lorentz gamma factor $\sim 300$; 2) the quantum vacuum polarization process leading to an electron-positron plasma originating the shock front; and 3) the general relativistic process of energy extraction from a black hole originating the vacuum polarization process. There are two different classes of GRBs: the long GRBs and the short GRBs. We here address the issue of the long GRBs. The theoretical understanding of the long GRBs has led to the detailed description of their luminosities in fixed energy bands, of
their spectral features and made also possible to probe the astrophysical scenario in which they originate. We are specially interested, in this report, to a subclass of long GRBs which appear to be accompanied by a supernova explosion. We are considering two specific examples: GRB980425/SN1998bw and GRB030329/SN2003dh. While these supernovae appear to have a standard energetics of $10^{49}$ ergs, the GRBs are highly variable and can have energetics $10^4$ – $10^5$ times larger than the ones of the supernovae. Moreover, many long GRBs occurs without the presence of a supernova. It is concluded that in no way a GRB can originate from a supernova. The precise theoretical understanding of the GRB luminosity we present evidence, in both these systems, the existence of an independent component in the X-ray emission, usually interpreted in the current literature as part of the GRB afterglow. This component has been observed by Chandra and XMM to have a strong decay on scale of months. We have named here these two sources respectively URCA-1 and URCA-2, in honor of the work that George Gamow and Mario Shoenberg did in 1939 in this town of Urca identifying the basic mechanism, the Urca processes, leading to the process of gravitational collapse and the formation of a neutron star and a supernova. The further hypothesis is considered to relate this X-ray source to a neutron star, newly born in the Supernova. This hypothesis should be submitted to further theoretical and observational investigation. Some theoretical developments to clarify the astrophysical origin of this new scenario are outlined.


GRB 030329 is considered within the EMBH model. We determine the three free parameters and deduce its luminosity in given energy bands comparing it with the observations. The observed substructures are compared with the predictions of the model: by applying the result that substructures observed in the extended afterglow peak emission (E-APE) do indeed originate in the collision of the accelerated baryonic matter (ABM) pulse with the inhomogeneities in the interstellar medium around the black-hole, masks of density inhomogeneities are considered in order to reproduce the observed temporal substructures. The induced supernova concept is applied to this system and the general consequences that we are witnessing are the formation of a cosmological triptych of a black hole originating the GRB 030329, the supernova SN2003dh and a young neutron star. Analogies to the system GRB 980425–SN1998bw are outlined.

4. R. Ruffini, M.G. Bernardini, C.L. Bianco, P. Chardonnet, A. Corsi, F. Fraschetti, S.-S. Xue; “GRB 970228 and its associated Supernova in the
The $\gamma$-ray burst of 1997 February 28 is analyzed within the Electromagnetic Black Hole model. We first estimate the value of the total energy deposited in the dyadosphere, $E_{dya}$, and the amount of baryonic matter left over by the EMBH progenitor star, $B = M_B c^2 / E_{dya}$. We then consider the role of the interstellar medium number density $n_{ISM}$ and of the ratio $R$ between the effective emitting area and the total surface area of the $\gamma$-ray burst source, in reproducing the prompt emission and the X-ray afterglow of this burst. Some considerations are also done concerning the possibility of explaining, within the theory, the observed evidence for a supernova in the optical afterglow.


We determine the four free parameters within the EMBH model for GRB 980425 and deduce its luminosity in given energy bands, its spectra and its time variability in the prompt radiation. We compute the basic kinematical parameters of GRB 980425. In the extended afterglow peak emission the Lorentz $\gamma$ factor is lower than the critical value 150 which has been found in Ruffini et al. (2002) to be necessary in order to perform the tomography of the ISM surrounding the GRB as suggested by Dermer & Mitman (1999). The detailed structure of the density inhomogeneities as well as the effects of radial apparent superluminal effects are evaluated within the EMBH model. Under the assumption that the energy distribution of emitted radiation is thermal in the comoving frame, time integrated spectra of EMBH model for prompt emission are computed. The induced supernova concept is applied to this system and general consequences on the astrophysical and cosmological scenario are derived.


Using the Swift data of GRB 050315, we progress in proving the uniqueness of our theoretically predicted Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) structure as composed by a proper-GRB, emitted at the transparency of an electron-positron plasma
with suitable baryon loading, and an afterglow comprising the “prompt radiation” as due to external shocks. Detailed light curves for selected energy bands are theoretically fitted in the entire temporal region of the Swift observations ranging over $10^6$ seconds.


Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) represent very likely “the” most extensive computational, theoretical and observational effort ever carried out successfully in physics and astrophysics. The extensive campaign of observation from space based X-ray and $\gamma$-ray observatory, such as the Vela, CGRO, BeppoSAX, HETE-II, INTEGRAL, Swift, R-XTE, Chandra, XMM satellites, have been matched by complementary observations in the radio wavelength (e.g. by the VLA) and in the optical band (e.g. by VLT, Keck, ROSAT). The net result is unprecedented accuracy in the received data allowing the determination of the energetics, the time variability and the spectral properties of these GRB sources. The very fortunate situation occurs that these data can be confronted with a mature theoretical development. Theoretical interpretation of the above data allows progress in three different frontiers of knowledge: a) the ultrarelativistic regimes of a macroscopic source moving at Lorentz gamma factors up to $\sim 400$; b) the occurrence of vacuum polarization process verifying some of the yet untested regimes of ultrarelativistic quantum field theories; and c) the first evidence for extracting, during the process of gravitational collapse leading to the formation of a black hole, amounts of energies up to $10^{55}$ ergs of blackholic energy — a new form of energy in physics and astrophysics. We outline how this progress leads to the confirmation of three interpretation paradigms for GRBs proposed in July 2001. Thanks mainly to the observations by Swift and the optical observations by VLT, the outcome of this analysis points to the existence of a “canonical” GRB, originating from a variety of different initial astrophysical scenarios. The communality of these GRBs appears to be that they all are emitted in the process of formation of a black hole with a negligible value of its angular momentum. The following sequence of events appears to be canonical: the vacuum polarization process in the dyadosphere with the
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creation of the optically thick self accelerating electron-positron plasma; the engulfment of baryonic mass during the plasma expansion; adiabatic expansion of the optically thick "fireshell" of electron-positron-baryon plasma up to the transparency; the interaction of the accelerated baryonic matter with the interstellar medium (ISM). This leads to the canonical GRB composed of a proper GRB (P-GRB), emitted at the moment of transparency, followed by an extended afterglow. The sole parameters in this scenario are the total energy of the dyadosphere $E_{dya}$, the fireshell baryon loading $M_B$ defined by the dimensionless parameter $B \equiv M_B c^2 / E_{dya}$, and the ISM filamentary distribution around the source. In the limit $B \to 0$ the total energy is radiated in the P-GRB with a vanishing contribution in the afterglow. In this limit, the canonical GRBs explain as well the short GRBs. In these lecture notes we systematically outline the main results of our model comparing and contrasting them with the ones in the current literature. In both cases, we have limited ourselves to review already published results in refereed publications. We emphasize as well the role of GRBs in testing yet unexplored grounds in the foundations of general relativity and relativistic field theories.


The luminosity and the spectral distribution of the afterglow of GRB 031203 have been presented within our theoretical framework, which envisages the GRB structure as composed by a proper-GRB, emitted at the transparency of an electron-positron plasma with suitable baryon loading, and an afterglow comprising the "prompt emission" as due to external shocks. In addition to the GRB emission, there appears to be a prolonged soft X-Ray emission lasting for $10^6–10^7$ seconds followed by an exponential decay. This additional source has been called by us URCA-3. It is urgent to establish if this component is related to the GRB or to the Supernova (SN). In this second case, there are two possibilities: either the interaction of the SN ejecta with the interstellar medium or, possibly, the cooling of a young neutron star formed in the SN 2003lw process. The analogies and the differences between this triptych GRB 031203 / SN 2003lw / URCA-3 and the corresponding ones GRB 980425 / SN 1998bw / URCA-1 and GRB 030329 / SN 2003dh / URCA-2, as well as GRB 060218 / SN 2006aj are discussed.

10. M.G. Bernardini, C.L. Bianco, L. Caito, M.G. Dainotti, R. Guida, R. Ruffini; "GRB970228 and the class of GRBs with an initial spikelike emission: do they follow the Amati relation?"; in Relativistic Astrophysics Proceedings of the 4th Italian-Sino Workshop, Pescara (Italy), July 2007, C.L.


On the basis of the recent understanding of GRB050315 and GRB060218, we return to GRB970228, the first Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) with detected afterglow. We proposed it as the prototype for a new class of GRBs with “an occasional softer extended emission lasting tenths of seconds after an initial spikelike emission”. Detailed theoretical computation of the GRB970228 light curves in selected energy bands for the prompt emission are presented and compared with observational BeppoSAX data. From our analysis we conclude that GRB970228 and likely the ones of the above mentioned new class of GRBs are “canonical GRBs” have only one peculiarity: they exploded in a galactic environment, possibly the halo, with a very low value of CBM density. Here we investigate how GRB970228 unveils another peculiarity of this class of GRBs: they do not fulfill the “Amati relation”. We provide a theoretical explanation within the fireshell model for the apparent absence of such correlation for the GRBs belonging to this new class.


In the “fireshell” model we define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different components: the Proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the optically thick fireshell of electron-positron plasma originating the phenomenon reaches transparency, and the afterglow, emitted due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). We outline our “canonical GRB” scenario, originating from the gravitational collapse to a black hole, with a special emphasis on the discrimination between “genuine” and “fake” short GRBs.


The explosion of GRB 060614, detected by the Swift satellite, produced a deep break in the GRB scenario opening new horizons of investigation, because it can’t be traced back to any traditional scheme of classification. In fact, it manifests peculiarities both of long bursts and of short bursts. Above all, it is the first case of long duration near GRB without any bright Ib/c associated Supernova. We will show that, in our canonical GRB scenario, this “anomalous” situation finds a natural interpretation and allows us to discuss a possible variation to the traditional classification scheme, introducing the distinction between “genuine” and “fake” short bursts.
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We study the Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) 060218: a particularly close source at \( z = 0.033 \) with an extremely long duration, namely \( T_{90} \sim 2000 \) s, related to SN 2006aj. This source appears to be a very soft burst, with a peak in the spectrum at 4.9 keV, therefore interpreted as an X-Ray Flash (XRF). It fulfills the Amati relation. I present the fitting procedure, which is time consuming. In order to show its sensitivity I also present two examples of fits with the same value of \( B \) and different value of \( E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} \). We fit the X- and \( \gamma \)-ray observations by Swift of GRB 060218 in the 0.1–150 keV energy band during the entire time of observations from 0 all the way to \( 10^6 \) s within a unified theoretical model. The free parameters of our theory are only three, namely the total energy \( E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} \) of the \( e^\pm \) plasma, its baryon loading \( B \equiv M_B c^2 / E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} \), as well as the CircumBurst Medium (CBM) distribution. We justify the extremely long duration of this GRB by a total energy \( E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} = 2.32 \times 10^{50} \) erg, a very high value of the baryon loading \( B = 1.0 \times 10^{-2} \) and the effective CircumBurst Medium (CBM) density which shows a radial dependence \( n_{\text{cbm}} \propto r^{-\alpha} \) with \( 1.0 \leq \alpha \leq 1.7 \) and monotonically decreases from 1 to \( 10^{-6} \) particles/cm\(^3\). We recall that this value of the \( B \) parameter is the highest among the sources we have analyzed and it is very close to its absolute upper limit expected. By our fit we show that there is no basic differences between XRFs and more general GRBs. They all originate from the collapse process to a black hole and their difference is due to the variability of the three basic parameters within the range of full applicability of the theory. We also think that the smallest possible black hole, formed by the gravitational collapse of a neutron star in a binary system, is consistent with the especially low energetics of the class of GRBs associated with SNe Ib/c.


In this work we show the existence of a spectral-energy correlation within our “fireshell” model for GRBs. The free parameters of the model are the total energy \( E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} \) of the \( e^\pm \) plasma and its baryon loading \( B \equiv M_B c^2 / E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} \), characterizing the source, and the parameters describing the effective CircumBurst medium (CBM) distribution, namely its particle number density \( \rho \) and its effective emitting area \( R \). We build a sample of pseudo-GRBs, i.e. a set of theoretically simulated light curves, varying the total energy of the electron-positron plasma \( E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} \) and keeping the same baryon loading; the parametrization used
to describe the distribution of the CircumBurst medium is the same as well for all the pseudo-GRBs. The values of these parameters ($B$, $\rho$ and $R$) used in this work are equal to the ones assumed to fit GRB050315, a *Swift* burst representing a good example of what in the literature has been addressed as “canonical light curve”. For each GRB of the sample we calculate the $\nu F_\nu$ spectrum integrating the theoretically computed light curve over the total time, namely from our $T_0$, the end of the Proper-GRB (P-GRB), up to the end of our afterglow phase, when the fireshell Lorentz gamma factor is close to unity; we exclude the P-GRB from this spectral computation because, following our “canonical” GRB scenario, this component of the GRB emission is physically different from the other component, that is our afterglow component, so one should take care in no mixing them. We find that the maximum of this spectrum, that is the observed peak energy $E_{p,\text{tot}}$, correlates with the initial electron-positron plasma energy $E_{e,\pm,\text{tot}}$ in a way very similar to the Amati one: $E_{p,\text{tot}} \propto (E_{e,\pm,\text{tot}})^{0.5}$.


We discuss within our theoretical “fireshell” model for Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) the theoretical interpretation of the phenomenological correlation between the isotropic-equivalent radiated energy of the prompt emission $E_{\text{iso}}$ and the cosmological rest-frame $\nu F_\nu$ spectrum peak energy $E_p$ observed by Amati and collaborators. Possible reasons for some of the outliers of this relation are given.


The explosion of GRB 060614 produced a deep break in the GRB scenario and opened new horizons of investigation because it can’t be traced back to any traditional scheme of classification. In fact, it manifests peculiarities both of long bursts and of short bursts and, above all, it is the first case of long duration near GRB without any bright Ib/c associated Supernova. We will show that, in our canonical GRB scenario, this “anomalous” situation finds a natural interpretation and allows us to discuss a possible variation to the traditional classification scheme, introducing the distinction between “genuine” and “fake” short bursts.

17. C.L. Bianco, M.G. Bernardini, L. Caito, M.G. Dainotti, R. Guida, R. Ruffini; “Short and canonical GRBs”; in GAMMA-RAY BURSTS 2007: Proceed-
Within the “fireshell” model for the Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) we define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different components: the Proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the optically thick fireshell of electron-positron plasma originating the phenomenon reaches transparency, and the afterglow, emitted due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). We outline our “canonical GRB” scenario, with a special emphasis on the discrimination between “genuine” and “fake” short GRBs.


The Fireshell originating a Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) encompasses an optically thick regime followed by an optically thin one. In the first one the fireshell self-accelerates from a Lorentz gamma factor equal to 1 all the way to 200-300. The physics of this system is based on the continuous annihilation of electron-positron pairs in an optically thick $e^+e^-$ plasma with a small baryon loading. In the following regime, the optically thin fireshell, composed by the baryons left over after the transparency point, ballistically expands into the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). The dynamics of the fireshell during both regimes will be analyzed. In particular we will re-examine the validity of the constant-index power-law relation between the fireshell Lorentz gamma factor and its radial coordinate, usually adopted in the current literature on the grounds of an “ultrarelativistic” approximation. Such expressions are found to be mathematically correct but only approximately valid in a very limited range of the physical and astrophysical parameters and in an asymptotic regime which is reached only for a very short time, if any.


Within the fireshell model we define a “canonical” GRB light curve with two sharply different components: the Proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the optically thick fireshell of electron-positron plasma originating the phenomenon reaches transparency, and the afterglow, emitted due to the collision between

the remaining optically thin fireshell and the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). On the basis of the recent understanding of GRB970228 as the prototype for a new class of GRBs with “an occasional softer extended emission lasting tenths of seconds after an initial spikelike emission” we outline our “canonical” GRB scenario, originating from the gravitational collapse to a black hole, with a special emphasis on the discrimination between short GRBs and the ones appearing as such due to their peculiar astrophysical setting.


The Swift satellite has given continuous data in the range 0.3150 keV from 0 s to 106 s for GRB060218 associated with SN2006aj. It has an unusually long duration \( T_{90} \sim 2100 \) s. We plan to fit the complete \( \gamma \)- and X-ray light curves of this long duration GRB, including the prompt emission and we give peculiar attention to the afterglow lightcurve in order to better constrain the density mask. We apply our “fireshell” model based on the formation of a black hole, giving the relevant references. The initial total energy of the electron-positron plasma \( E^{tot}_{e} = 2.32 \times 10^{50} \) erg has a particularly low value similarly to the other GRBs associated with SNe. For the first time we observe a baryon loading \( B = 10^{-2} \) which coincides with the upper limit for the dynamical stability of the fireshell. The effective CircumBurst Medium (CBM) density shows a radial dependence \( n_{cbm} \propto r^{-a} \) with \( 1.0 \leq a \leq 1.7 \) and monotonically decreases from 1 to \( 10^{-6} \) particles/cm\(^3\). Such a behavior is interpreted as due to a fragmentation in the fireshell. Such a fragmentation is crucial in explaining both the unusually large \( T_{90} \) and the consequently inferred abnormal low value of the CBM effective density. We present the comparison between the density mask of this source and the ones of a normal GRB 050315 and a fake short, GRB 970228, making some assumptions on the CBM behaviour in the surrounding of the Black hole.


Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) 060614 is the first nearby long duration GRB clearly not associated to any bright Ib/c Supernova. The explosion of this burst undermines one of the fundamental assumptions of the standard scenario and opens new horizons and hints of investigation. GRB 060614, hardly classifiable as a short GRB, is not either a “typical” long GRB since it occurs in a low
star forming region. Moreover, it presents deep similarities with GRB 970228, which is the prototype of the “fake” short bursts, or better canonical GRBs disguised as short ones. Within the “fireshell” model, we test if this “anomalous” source can be a disguised short GRB.


The physics of hadronic interactions found much difficulties for explain the experimental data. In this work we study the approach of Fermi (1950) about the multiplicity of pions emitted in pp interactions and in follow we compare with the modern approach


The fireshell model for Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) naturally leads to a canonical GRB composed of a proper-GRB (P-GRB) and an afterglow. P-GRBs, introduced by us in 2001, are sometimes considered “precursors” of the main GRB event in the current literature. We show in this paper how the fireshell model leads to the understanding of the structure of GRBs, with precise estimates of the time sequence and intensities of the P-GRB and the of the afterglow. It leads as well to a natural classification of the canonical GRBs which overcomes the traditional one in short and long GRBs.


GRB060607A is a very distant (z = 3.082) and energetic event ($E_{iso} \sim 10^{53}$ erg). Its main peculiarity is that the peak of the near-infrared afterglow has been observed with the REM robotic telescope, allowing to infer the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the emitting system. We present a preliminary analysis of the spectra and light curves of GRB060607A prompt emission within the fireshell model. We show that the N(E) spectrum of the prompt emission,
whose behavior is usually described as “simple power-law”, can also be fitted in a satisfactory way by a convolution of thermal spectra as predicted by the model we applied. The theoretical time-integrated spectrum of the prompt emission as well as the light curves in the BAT and XRT energy band are in good agreement with the observations, enforcing the plausibility of our approach. Furthermore, the initial value of Lorentz gamma factor we predict is compatible with the one deduced from the REM observations.


The Swift observation of GRB 060614, as well as the catalog analysis by [Norris and Bonnell (2006)], opened the door “on a new Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) classification scheme that straddles both long and short bursts” [Gehrels et al., 2006]. Within the “fireshell” model for the Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) we define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different components: the Proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the optically thick fireshell of electron-positron plasma originating the phenomenon reaches transparency, and the afterglow, emitted due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). We here outline our “canonical GRB” scenario, which implies three different GRB classes: the “genuine” short GRBs, the “fake” or “disguised” short GRBs and the other (so-called “long”) GRBs. We also outline some implications for the theoretical interpretation of the Amati relation.


Within our “fireshell” model we introduced a “canonical” GRB scenario which differentiates physically the “proper GRB” (P-GRB) emission when photons decouple, and the afterglow emission due to interaction of the accelerated baryons with the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). The ratio between energetics of the two components is ruled by the baryon loading of the fireshell. We here analyse the possibility that GRB050509b is the first case of a “genuine” short GRB the ones with smaller baryon loading. In such a case, the GRB050509b “prompt emission” would be dominated by the “proper GRB” and, moreover, the P-GRB total energy would be greater than the afterglow one. Our fit of the afterglow data and of the P-GRB energetics indicates that this source present
the smallest baryon loading we ever encountered so far, being on the order of $10^{-4}$.


We revisit Cavallo and Rees classification based on the analysis of initial conditions in electron-positron-photon plasma which appears suddenly around compact astrophysical objects and gives origin to GRBs. These initial conditions were recently studied in [1,2] by numerical integration of relativistic Boltzmann equations with collision integrals, including binary and triple interactions between particles. The main conclusion is that the pair plasma in GRB sources quickly reaches thermal equilibrium well before its expansion starts. In light of this work we comment on each of the four scenarios proposed by Cavallo and Rees and discuss their applicability to describe evolution of GRB sources.


We interpret GRB970228 prompt emission within our “canonical” GRB scenario, identifying the initial spikelike emission with the Proper-GRB (P-GRB) and the following bumps with the afterglow peak emission. Furthermore, we emphasize the necessity to consider the “canonical” GRB as a whole due to the highly non-linear nature of the model we applied.


We applied our “fireshell” model to GRB980425 observational data, reproducing very satisfactory its prompt emission. We use the results of our analysis to provide a possible interpretation for the X-ray emission of the source S1. The effect on the GRB analysis of the lack of data in the pre-Swift observations is also outlined.

Within the “fireshell” model we define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different components: the Proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the optically thick fireshell of electron-positron plasma originating the phenomenon reaches transparency, and the afterglow, emitted due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). We here present the consequences of such a scenario on the theoretical interpretation of the nature of “long” and “short” GRBs.


We show how an emission endowed with an instantaneous thermal spectrum in the co-moving frame of the expanding fireshell can reproduce the time-integrated GRB observed non-thermal spectrum. An explicit example in the case of GRB 031203 is presented.


We here re-examine the validity of the constant-index power-law relation between the fireshell Lorentz gamma factor and its radial coordinate, usually adopted in the current Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) literature on the grounds of an “ultrarelativistic” approximation. Such expressions are found to be mathematically correct but only approximately valid in a very limited range of the physical and astrophysical parameters and in an asymptotic regime which is reached only for a very short time, if any.


GRB 011121, detected by the BeppoSAX satellite, is studied as a prototype to understand the presence of flares observed by Swift in the afterglow of many GRB sources. Detailed theoretical analysis of the GRB 011121 light curves in selected energy bands are presented and compared with observational data. An interpretation of the flare of this source is provided by the introduction of the three-dimensional structure of the CircumBurst Medium (CBM).

We study the Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) 060218: a particularly close source at $z = 0.033$ with an extremely long duration, namely $T_{90} \sim 2000$ s, related to SN 2006aj. This source appears to be a very soft burst, with a peak in the spectrum at 4.9 keV, therefore interpreted as an X-Ray Flash (XRF) and it obeys to the Amati relation. We fit the X- and $\gamma$-ray observations by Swift of GRB 060218 in the 0.1150 keV energy band during the entire time of observations from 0 all the way to 106 s within a unified theoretical model. The details of our theoretical analysis have been recently published in a series of articles. The free parameters of the theory are only three, namely the total energy $E_{\text{tot}}^{-\pm}$ of the $e^\pm$ plasma, its baryon loading $B = M_B c^2 / E_{\text{tot}}^{-\pm}$, as well as the CircumBurst Medium (CBM) distribution. We fit the entire light curve, including the prompt emission as an essential part of the afterglow. We recall that this value of the $B$ parameter is the highest among the sources we have analyzed and it is very close to its absolute upper limit expected. We successfully make definite predictions about the spectral distribution in the early part of the light curve, exactly we derive the instantaneous photon number spectrum $N(E)$ and we show that although the spectrum in the co-moving frame of the expanding pulse is thermal, the shape of the final spectrum in the laboratory frame is clearly non thermal. In fact each single instantaneous spectrum is the result of an integration of thousands of thermal spectra over the corresponding EQuiTemporal Surfaces (EQTS). By our fit we show that there is no basic differences between XRFs and more general GRBs. They all originate from the collapse process to a black hole and their difference is due to the variability of the three basic parameters within the range of full applicability of the theory.


We show the preliminary results of the application of our “fireshell” model to GRB060124. This source is very peculiar because it is the first event for which both the prompt and the afterglow emission were observed simultaneously by the three Swift instruments: BAT (15 - 350 keV), XRT (0.2 - 10 keV) and UVOT (170 - 650 nm), due to the presence of a precursor $\sim 570$ s before the main burst. We analyze GRB060124 within our “canonical” GRB scenario, identifying the precursor with the P-GRB and the prompt emission with the afterglow peak emission. In this way we reproduce correctly the energetics of both these two
components. We reproduce also the observed time delay between the precur-
sor (P-GRB) and the main burst. The effect of such a time delay in our model
will be discussed.

36. R. Ruffini, M.G. Bernardini, C.L. Bianco, L. Caito, P. Chardonnet, C.
Cherubini, M.G. Dainotti, F. fraschetti, A. Geralico, R. Guida, B. Patri-
celli, M. Rotondo, J. Rueda Hernandez, G. Vereshchagin, S.-S. Xue; “Gamma-
Ray Bursts”; in Proceedings of the Eleventh Marcel Grossmann Meet-
ing on General Relativity, Berlin, Germany, July 2006, H. Kleinert, R.T.
Jantzen, Editors; World Scientific, (Singapore, 2008).

We show by example how the uncoding of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) offers
unprecedented possibilities to foster new knowledge in fundamental physics
and in astrophysics. After recalling some of the classic work on vacuum po-
larization in uniform electric fields by Klein, Sauter, Heisenberg, Euler and
Schwinger, we summarize some of the efforts to observe these effects in heavy
ions and high energy ion collisions. We then turn to the theory of vacuum po-
larization around a Kerr-Newman black hole, leading to the extraction of the
blackholic energy, to the concept of dyadosphere and dyadotorus, and to the
creation of an electron-positron-photon plasma. We then present a new theo-
retical approach encompassing the physics of neutron stars and heavy nuclei.
It is shown that configurations of nuclear matter in bulk with global charge
neutrality can exist on macroscopic scales and with electric fields close to the
critical value near their surfaces. These configurations may represent an ini-
tial condition for the process of gravitational collapse, leading to the creation
of an electron-positron-photon plasma. We then turn to recall the two basic interpretational paradigms of our
GRB model: 1) the Relative Space-Time Transformation (RSTT) paradigm and
2) the Interpretation of the Burst Structure (IBS) paradigm. These paradigms
lead to a “canonical” GRB light curve formed from two different components:
a Proper-GRB (P-GRB) and an extended afterglow comprising a raising part,
a peak, and a decaying tail. When the P-GRB is energetically predominant
we have a “genuine” short GRB, while when the afterglow is energetically
predominant we have a so-called long GRB or a “fake” short GRB. We com-
pare and contrast the description of the relativistic expansion of the electron-
positron plasma within our approach and within the other ones in the current
literature. We then turn to the special role of the baryon loading in discrim-
inating between “genuine” short and long or “fake” short GRBs and to the
special role of GRB 991216 to illustrate for the first time the “canonical” GRB
bolometric light curve. We then propose a spectral analysis of GRBs, and pro-
cceed to some applications: GRB 031203, the first spectral analysis, GRB 050315,
the first complete light curve fitting, GRB 060218, the first evidence for a critical
value of the baryon loading, GRB 970228, the appearance of “fake” short GRBs.
We finally turn to the GRB-Supernova Time Sequence (GSTS) paradigm: the
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concept of induced gravitational collapse. We illustrate this paradigm by the systems GRB 980425 / SN 1998bw, GRB 030329 / SN 2003dh, GRB 031203 / SN 2003lw, GRB 060218 / SN 2006aj, and we present the enigma of the URCA sources. We then present some general conclusions.


The Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) offer the unprecedented opportunity to observe for the first time the blackholic energy extracted by the vacuum polarization during the process of gravitational collapse to a black hole leading to the formation of an electron-positron plasma. The uniqueness of the Kerr-Newman black hole implies that very different processes originating from the gravitational collapse a) of a single star in a binary system induced by the companion, or b) of two neutron stars, or c) of a neutron star and a white dwarf, do lead to the same structure for the observed GRB. The recent progress of the numerical integration of the relativistic Boltzmann equations with collision integrals including 2-body and 3-body interactions between the particles offer a powerful conceptual tool in order to differentiate the traditional “fireball” picture, an expanding hot cavity considered by Cavallo and Rees, as opposed to the “fireshell” model, composed of an internally cold shell of relativistically expanding electron-positron-baryon plasma. The analysis of the fireshell naturally leads to a canonical GRB composed of a proper-GRB and an extended afterglow. By recalling the three interpretational paradigms for GRBs we show how the fireshell model leads to an understanding of the GRB structure and to an alternative classification of short and long GRBs.


GRB 060607A is a very distant and energetic event. Its main peculiarity is that the peak of the near-infrared (NIR) afterglow has been observed with the REM robotic telescope, allowing to estimate the initial Lorentz gamma factor within the fireball forward shock model. We analyze GRB 060607A within the

The initial Lorentz gamma factor of the fireshell can be obtained adopting the exact solutions of its equations of motion, dealing only with the BAT and XRT observations, that are the basic contribution to the afterglow emission, up to a distance from the progenitor \( r \sim 10^{18} \text{ cm} \). According to the “canonical GRB” scenario we interpret the whole prompt emission as the peak of the afterglow emission, and we show that the observed temporal variability of the prompt emission can be produced by the interaction of the fireshell with overdense CircumBurst Medium (CBM) clumps. This is indeed the case also of the X-ray flares which are present in the early phases of the afterglow light curve.


Within the “fireshell” model for GRBs we define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different components: the Proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the optically thick fireshell reaches transparency, and the extended afterglow, emitted due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the CircumBurst Medium (CBM). We here outline our “canonical GRB” scenario, which implies three different GRB classes: the “genuine” short GRBs, the “fake” or “disguised” short GRBs and the other (so-called “long”) GRBs. We will also outline the corresponding implications for the Amati relation, which are opening its use for cosmology.


We report some recent developments in the understanding of GRBs based on the theoretical framework of the “fireshell” model, already presented in the last three editions of the “Brazilian School of Cosmology and Gravitation”. After recalling the basic features of the “fireshell model”, we emphasize the following novel results: 1) the interpretation of the X-ray flares in GRB afterglows as due to the interaction of the optically thin fireshell with isolated clouds in the CircumBurst Medium (CBM); 2) an interpretation as “fake - disguised”
short GRBs of the GRBs belonging to the class identified by Norris & Bonnell; we present two prototypes, GRB 970228 and GRB 060614; both these cases are consistent with an origin from the final coalescence of a binary system in the halo of their host galaxies with particularly low CBM density \( n_{\text{cbm}} \sim 10^{-3} \) particles/cm\(^3\); 3) the first attempt to study a genuine short GRB with the analysis of GRB 050509B, that reveals indeed still an open question; 4) the interpretation of the GRB-SN association in the case of GRB 060218 via the “induced gravitational collapse” process; 5) a first attempt to understand the nature of the “Amati relation”, a phenomenological correlation between the isotropic-equivalent radiated energy of the prompt emission \( E_{\text{iso}} \) with the cosmological rest-frame \( \nu F_{\nu} \) spectrum peak energy \( E_{p,j} \). In addition, recent progress on the thermalization of the electron-positron plasma close to their formation phase, as well as the structure of the electrodynamics of Kerr-Newman Black Holes are presented. An outlook for possible explanation of high-energy phenomena in GRBs to be expected from the AGILE and the Fermi satellites are discussed. As an example of high energy process, the work by Enrico Fermi dealing with ultrarelativistic collisions is examined. It is clear that all the GRB physics points to the existence of overcritical electrodynamical fields. In this sense we present some progresses on a unified approach to heavy nuclei and neutron stars cores, which leads to the existence of overcritical fields under the neutron star crust.


The fireshell model for GRBs is briefly outlined, and the currently ongoing developments are summarized.


The shallow decay emission, revealed by the Swift satellite in the X-ray afterglow of a good sample of bursts, is a puzzle. Within the fireshell model it has been recently proposed an alternative explanation: if we assume that after the prompt phase the system has a range of Lorentz factors, the plateau phase is simply the product of the injection of slower material into the fireshell. This injection produces a modification both in the dynamics of the fireshell and in the spectrum of the emitted radiation. We postulate that this spread in the

fireshell Lorentz factor occurs when the fireshell becomes transparent and do not depend on a prolonged activity of the central engine. The aim of this paper is to characterize dynamically the system in order to understand the nature of that material.


The fireshell model of Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) postulates that the emission process is thermal in the comoving frame of the fireshell, but this is just a first approximation. We investigate a different spectrum of photons in the comoving frame in order to better reproduce the observed spectral properties of GRB prompt emission. We introduce a modified thermal spectrum whose low energy slope depends on an index \( \alpha \), left as a free parameter. We test it by comparing the numerical simulations with observed BAT spectra integrated over different intervals of time. We find that the observational data can be correctly reproduced by assuming \( \alpha = -1.8 \).


The class of “Disguised short” GRBs implied by the fireshell scenario is presented, with special emphasis on the implications for the Amati relation.


We propose a possible explanation, in the context of the Fireshell scenario, for the high-energy emission observed in GRB 080916C and GRB 090902B. The physical process underlying this emission consists mainly in the interaction
of the baryon in the Fireshell with some high-density region around the burst site. Moreover we associate the observed delay of the onset of the high-energy emission as due to the P-GRB emission.


Within the fireshell model, Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) originate from an optically thick $e^\pm$ plasma created by vacuum polarization process during the formation of a Black Hole (BH). Here we briefly recall the basic features of this model, then we show how it is possible to interpret GRB observational properties within it. In particular we present, as a specific example, the analysis of GRB 050904 observations of the prompt emission light curve and spectrum in the Swift BAT energy band (15-150 keV).


6. Brief reminder of the fireshell model

The black hole uniqueness theorem (see Left panel in Fig. 3.4 and e.g. Ref. Ruffini and Wheeler, 1971) is at the very ground of the fact that it is possible to explain the different Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) features with a single theoretical model, over a range of energies spanning over 6 orders of magnitude. The fundamental point is that, independently of the fact that the progenitor of the gravitational collapse is represented by merging binaries composed by neutron stars and white dwarfs in all possible combinations, or by a single process of gravitational collapse, or by the process of “induced” gravitational collapse, the formed black hole is totally independent from the initial conditions and reaches the standard configuration of a Kerr-Newman black hole (see Right panel in Fig. 3.4). It is well known that pair creation by vacuum polarization process can occur in a Kerr-Newman black hole (Damour and Ruffini, 1975; Ruffini et al., in press).

We consequently assume, within the fireshell model, that all GRBs originate from an optically thick $e^\pm$ plasma with total energy $E_{e^\pm_{\text{tot}}}$ in the range $10^{49}$–$10^{54}$ ergs and a temperature $T$ in the range 1–4 MeV (Preparata et al., 1998). Such an $e^\pm$ plasma has been widely adopted in the current literature (see e.g. Refs. Piran, 2005; Meszaros, 2006, and references therein). After an early expansion, the $e^\pm$-photon plasma reaches thermal equilibrium with the engulfed baryonic matter $M_B$ described by the dimensionless parameter $B = M_B c^2 / E_{e^\pm_{\text{tot}}}$, that must be $B < 10^{-2}$ (Ruffini et al., 1999, 2000). As the optically thick fireshell composed by $e^\pm$-photon-baryon plasma self-accelerate to ultrarelativistic velocities, it finally reaches the transparency condition. A flash of radiation is then emitted. This is the P-GRB (Ruffini et al., 2001b). Different current theoretical treatments of these early expansion phases of GRBs are compared and contrasted in Bianco et al. (2006b) and Ruffini et al. (2008a). The amount of energy radiated in the P-GRB is only a fraction of the initial energy $E_{e^\pm_{\text{tot}}}$. The remaining energy is stored in the kinetic energy of the optically thin baryonic and leptonic matter fireshell that, by inelastic collisions with the CBM, gives rise to a multi-wavelength emission. This is the extended afterglow. It presents three different regimes: a rising part, a peak and a decaying tail. We therefore define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different components (see Fig. 6.1) (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2007; Bernardini et al., 2007; Bianco et al., 2008a,b): 1) the P-GRB and 2) the extended afterglow.
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Figure 6.1.: The “canonical GRB” light curve theoretically computed for GRB 991216. The prompt emission observed by BATSE is identified with the peak of the extended afterglow, while the small precursor is identified with the P-GRB. For this source we have $E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} = 4.83 \times 10^{53}$ ergs, $B \simeq 3.0 \times 10^{-3}$ and $\langle n_{\text{cm}} \rangle \sim 1.0$ particles/cm$^3$. Details in Ruffini et al. (2001b, 2002, 2007a).
6.1. The optically thick phase

What is usually called “Prompt emission” in the current literature mixes the P-GRB with the raising part and the peak of the extended afterglow. Such an unjustified mixing of these components, originating from different physical processes, leads to difficulties in the current models of GRBs, and can as well be responsible for some of the intrinsic scatter observed in the Amati relation (Amati 2006; Guida et al. 2008b, see also below, section Theoretical background for GRBs’ empirical correlations).

6.1. The optically thick phase

In Fig. 6.2 we present the evolution of the optically thick fireshell Lorentz $\gamma$ factor as a function of the external radius for 7 different values of the fireshell baryon loading $B$ and two selected limiting values of the total energy $E_{\text{tot}}$ of the $e^\pm$ plasma. We can identify three different eras:

1. **Era I**: The fireshell is made only of electrons, positrons and photons in thermodynamical equilibrium (the “pair-electromagnetic pulse”, or PEM pulse for short). It self-accelerates and begins its expansion into vacuum, because the environment has been cleared by the black hole collapse. The Lorentz $\gamma$ factor increases with radius and the dynamics can be described by the energy conservation and the condition of adiabatic expansion (Ruffini et al. 1999; Bianco et al. 2006b):

   \[
   T^0_{\nu\nu} = 0 \quad (6.1.1)
   \]

   \[
   \frac{\epsilon_0}{\epsilon} = \left( \frac{V}{V_0} \right)^\Gamma = \left( \frac{\nu_0 \gamma}{\nu \gamma_0} \right)^\Gamma \quad (6.1.2)
   \]

   where $T^{\mu\nu}$ is the energy-momentum tensor of the $e^+e^-$ plasma (assumed to be a perfect fluid), $\epsilon$ is its internal energy density, $V$ and $V_0$ are its volumes in the co-moving and laboratory frames respectively, $\Gamma$ is the thermal index and the quantities with and without the $\circ$ subscript are measured at two different times during the expansion.

2. **Era II**: The fireshell impacts with the non-collapsed bayonic remnants and engulfs them. The Lorentz $\gamma$ factor drops. The dynamics of this era can be described by imposing energy and momentum conservation during the fully inelastic collision between the fireshell and the baryonic remnant. For the fireshell solution to be still valid, it must be $B \lesssim 10^{-2}$ (Ruffini et al. 2000).

3. **Era III**: The fireshell is now made of electrons, positrons, baryons and photons in thermodynamical equilibrium (the “pair-electromagnetic-
baryonic pulse”, or PEMB pulse for short). It self-accelerate again and the Lorentz $\gamma$ factor increases again with radius up to when the transparency condition is reached, going to an asymptotic value $\gamma_{\text{asym}} = 1/B$. If $B \sim 10^{-2}$ the transparency condition is reached when $\gamma \sim \gamma_{\text{asym}}$. On the other hand, when $B < 10^{-2}$, the transparency condition is reached much before $\gamma$ reaches its asymptotic value (Ruffini et al., 2000, 2001b, see next section for details). In this era the dynamical equations are the same of the first one, together with the baryon number conservation:

$$T^{0\nu,\nu} = 0$$

$$\frac{\dot{\epsilon}_0}{\epsilon} = \left( \frac{V}{V_0} \right)^\Gamma = \left( \frac{\nu \gamma}{\nu_0 \gamma_0} \right)^\Gamma$$

$$\frac{n_B^2}{n_B} = \frac{V}{V_0} = \frac{\nu \gamma}{\nu_0 \gamma_0}$$

where $n_B$ is the baryon number density in the fireshell. In this era it starts to be crucial the contribution of the rate equation to describe the annihilation of the $e^+e^-$ pairs:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} N_{e^\pm} = -N_{e^\pm} \frac{1}{V} \frac{\partial V}{\partial t} + \frac{\sigma v}{\gamma^2} \left( N_{e^\pm}^2 (T) - N_{e^\pm}^2 \right)$$

where $N_{e^\pm}$ is the number of $e^+e^-$ pairs and $N_{e^\pm}^2 (T)$ is the number of $e^+e^-$ pairs at thermal equilibrium at temperature $T$ (Ruffini et al., 2000; Bianco et al., 2006b).

In the “fireball” model in the current literature the baryons are usually considered present in the plasma since the beginning. In other words, in the fireball dynamics there is only one era corresponding to the Era III above (Meszaros et al., 1993; Shemi and Piran, 1990; Piran et al., 1993; Bianco et al., 2006b). Moreover, the rate equation is usually neglected, and this affects the reaching of the transparency condition. A detailed comparison between the different approaches is reported in Bianco et al. (2006b).

### 6.2. The transparency point

At the transparency point, the value of the $B$ parameter rules the ratio between the energetics of the P-GRB and the kinetic energy of the baryonic and leptonic matter giving rise to the extended afterglow. It rules as well the time separation between the corresponding peaks (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2008a).

We have recently shown (Aksenov et al., 2009) that a thermal spectrum still occurs in presence of $e^\pm$ pairs and baryons. By solving the rate equation we...
6.2. The transparency point

Figure 6.2.: The Lorentz $\gamma$ factor of the expanding fireshell is plotted as a function of its external radius for 7 different values of the fireshell baryon loading $B$, ranging from $B = 10^{-8}$ and $B = 10^{-2}$, and two selected limiting values of the total energy $E_{\text{tot}}$ of the $e^\pm$ plasma: $E_{e^\pm}^{\text{tot}} = 1.17 \times 10^{49}$ ergs (upper panel) and $E_{e^\pm}^{\text{tot}} = 1.47 \times 10^{53}$ ergs (lower panel). The asymptotic values $\gamma \rightarrow 1/B$ are also plotted (dashed horizontal lines). The lines are plotted up to when the fireshell transparency is reached.
Figure 6.3.: At the fireshell transparency point, for 4 different values of $E^{\text{tot}}_{\epsilon \pm}$, we plot as a function of $B$, from top panel to bottom one: The fireshell radius in the laboratory frame; the fireshell temperature in the co-moving frame $T_{\text{com}}$ (thicker lines) and the one Doppler blue-shifted along the line of sight toward the observer in the source cosmological rest frame $T_{\text{obs}}$ (thinner lines); The fireshell Lorentz gamma factor $\gamma$ together with the asymptotic value $\gamma = 1/B$; The energy radiated in the P-GRB (thinner lines, rising when $B$ decreases) and the one converted into baryonic kinetic energy and later emitted in the extended afterglow (thicker lines, rising when $B$ increases), in units of $E^{\text{tot}}_{\epsilon \pm}$. 
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have evaluated the evolution of the temperature during the fireshell ex-
pansion, all the way up to when the transparency condition is reached (Ruffini 
et al., 1999, 2000). In the first panel of Fig. 6.3 we plot, as a function of B, the 
fireshell radius at the transparency point. The plot is drawn for four differ-
ent values of $E_{\text{tot}}^{e\pm}$ in the interval $[10^{49}, 10^{55}]$ ergs, well encompassing GRBs’ 
observed isotropic energies.

In the second panel of Fig. 6.3 we plot, as a function of B, the fireshell 
temperature $T_0$ at the transparency point, i.e. the temperature of the P-GRB 
radiation. The plot is drawn for the same four different values of $E_{\text{tot}}^{e\pm}$ of the 
upper panel. We plot both the value in the co-moving frame $T_{\text{com}}^{\text{obs}}$ and the 
one Doppler blue-shifted toward the observed $T_{\text{obs}}^{\text{com}} = (1 + \beta_0)^{-1} T_{\text{com}}^{\text{obs}}$, where 
$\beta_0$ is the fireshell speed at the transparency point in units of $c$ (Ruffini et al. 
2000).

In the middle panel of Fig. 6.3 we plot, as a function of B, the fireshell 
Lorentz gamma factor $\gamma_0$ at the transparency point. The plot is drawn for 
the same four different values of $E_{\text{tot}}^{e\pm}$ of the upper panel. Also plotted is the 
asymptotic value $\gamma_0 = 1/B$, which corresponds to the condition when the 
entire initial internal energy of the plasma $E_{\text{tot}}^{e\pm}$ has been converted into kinetic 
ergy of the baryons (Ruffini et al. 2000). We see that such an asymptotic 
value is approached for $B \to 10^{-2}$. We see also that, if $E_{\text{tot}}^{e\pm}$ increases, the 
maximum values of $\gamma_0$ are higher and they are reached for lower values of B.

In the lower panel of Fig. 6.3 we plot, as a function of B, the total energy 
radiated at the transparency point in the P-GRB and the one converted into 
baryonic and leptonic kinetic energy and later emitted in the extended after-
glow. The plot is drawn for the same four different values of $E_{\text{tot}}^{e\pm}$ of the upper 
panel and middle panels. We see that for $B \lesssim 10^{-5}$ the total energy 
emitted in the P-GRB is always larger than the one emitted in the extended afterglow. 
In the limit $B \to 0$ it gives rise to a “genuine” short GRB (see also Fig. 6.4). 
On the other hand, for $3.0 \times 10^{-4} \lesssim B < 10^{-2}$ the total energy emitted 
in the P-GRB is always smaller than the one emitted in the extended afterglow. 
If it is not below the instrumental threshold and if $n_{\text{cmb}} \sim 1$ particle/cm$^3$, the 
P-GRB can be observed in this case as a small pulse preceding the main 
GRB event (which coincides with the peak of the extended afterglow), i.e. as 
a GRB “precursor” (Ruffini et al. 2001b, 2003; Bianco et al. 2008b; Ruffini 
et al. 2008a; Bernardini et al. 2007; Bianco et al. 2008c).

Particularly relevant for the new era of the Agile and GLAST satellites is 
that for $B < 10^{-3}$ the P-GRB emission has an observed temperature up to $10^3$ 
keV or higher. This high-energy emission has been unobservable by the Swift 
satellite.
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Figure 6.4: Here the energies emitted in the P-GRB (solid line) and in the extended afterglow (dashed line), in units of the total energy of the plasma, are plotted as functions of the $B$ parameter for a typical value of $E_{\text{tot}}^e \sim 10^{53}$ erg (see lower panel of Fig. 6.3). When $B \lesssim 10^{-5}$, the P-GRB becomes predominant over the extended afterglow, giving rise to a “genuine” short GRB. In the figure are also marked the values of the $B$ parameters corresponding to some GRBs we analyzed, all belonging to the class of long GRBs.
6.3. The optically thin phase

The dynamics of the optically thin fireshell of baryonic matter propagating in the CBM can be obtained from the relativistic conservation laws of energy and momentum (see e.g. Ref. Bianco and Ruffini [2005b]):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dE_{\text{int}}}{dt} &= (\gamma - 1)\frac{dM_{\text{cbm}}}{dt}c^2 \\
\frac{d\gamma}{dt} &= -\frac{\gamma^2 - 1}{M}dM_{\text{cbm}} \\
\frac{dM}{dt} &= \frac{1-\epsilon}{c^2}dE_{\text{int}} + dM_{\text{cbm}} \\
\frac{dM_{\text{cbm}}}{dr} &= 4\pi m_p n_{\text{cbm}} r^2 dr
\end{align*}
\]  
\hspace{1em} (6.3.1)

where \(\gamma, E_{\text{int}}\) and \(M\) are the pulse Lorentz gamma factor, internal energy and mass-energy respectively, \(n_{\text{cbm}}\) is the CBM number density, \(m_p\) is the proton mass, \(\epsilon\) is the emitted fraction of the energy developed in the collision with the CBM and \(M_{\text{cbm}}\) is the amount of CBM mass swept up within the radius \(r\):

\[
M_{\text{cbm}} = m_p n_{\text{cbm}} \left(\frac{4\pi}{3}\right) \left(r^3 - r_o^3\right),
\]

where \(r_o\) is the starting radius of the shock front.

In both our approach and in the other ones in the current literature (see e.g. Refs. Piran [1999]; Chiang and Dermer [1999]; Bianco and Ruffini [2005b,a]; Ruffini et al. [2007a]) such conservations laws are used. The main difference is that in the current literature an ultra-relativistic approximation, following the Blandford and McKee (1976) self-similar solution, is widely adopted, leading to a simple constant-index power-law relations between the Lorentz \(\gamma\) factor of the optically thin “fireshell” and its radius:

\[
\gamma \propto r^{-a}, \quad (6.3.2)
\]

with \(a = 3\) in the fully radiative case and \(a = 3/2\) in the adiabatic case (Piran, 1999; Bianco and Ruffini, 2005a). On the contrary, we use the exact solutions of the equations of motion of the fireshell (Bianco and Ruffini, 2004, 2005b,a, 2006; Ruffini et al., 2007a). In the adiabatic regime (\(\epsilon = 0\)) we get:

\[
\gamma^2 = \frac{\gamma_o^2 + 2\gamma_o (M_{\text{cbm}}/M_B) + (M_{\text{cbm}}/M_B)^2}{1 + 2\gamma_o (M_{\text{cbm}}/M_B) + (M_{\text{cbm}}/M_B)^2},
\]

where \(\gamma_o\) and \(M_B\) are respectively the values of the Lorentz gamma factor and of the mass of the accelerated baryons at the beginning of the afterglow phase. In the fully radiative regime (\(\epsilon = 1\)), instead, we have:

\[
\gamma = \frac{1 + (M_{\text{cbm}}/M_B) \left(1 + \gamma_o^{-1}\right) \left[1 + (1/2) (M_{\text{cbm}}/M_B)\right]}{\gamma_o^{-1} + (M_{\text{cbm}}/M_B) \left(1 + \gamma_o^{-1}\right) \left[1 + (1/2) (M_{\text{cbm}}/M_B)\right]}, \quad (6.3.4)
\]
A detailed comparison between the equations used in the two approaches has been presented by Bianco and Ruffini (2004, 2005b,a, 2006). In particular, Bianco and Ruffini (2005a) show that the regime represented in Eq. (6.3.2) is reached only asymptotically when $\gamma \gg 1$ in the fully radiative regime and $\gamma_0^2 \gg \gamma^2 \gg 1$ in the adiabatic regime, where $\gamma_0$ the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the optically thin fireshell.

In Fig. 6.5 we show the differences between the two approaches. In the upper panel there are plotted the exact solutions for the fireshell dynamics in the fully radiative and adiabatic cases. In the lower panel we plot the corresponding “effective” power-law index $a_{\text{eff}}$, defined as the index of the power-law tangent to the exact solution (Bianco and Ruffini, 2005a):

$$a_{\text{eff}} = -\frac{d \ln \gamma}{d \ln r}.$$  

Such an “effective” power-law index of the exact solution smoothly varies from 0 to a maximum value which is always smaller than 3 or $3/2$, in the fully radiative and adiabatic cases respectively, and finally decreases back to 0 (see Fig. 6.5).

### 6.4. Extended afterglow luminosity and spectrum

The extended afterglow luminosity in the different energy bands is governed by two quantities associated to the environment. Within the fireshell model, these are the effective CBM density profile, $n_{cbm}$, and the ratio between the effective emitting area $A_{\text{eff}}$ and the total area $A_{\text{tot}}$ of the expanding baryonic and leptonic shell, $R = A_{\text{eff}} / A_{\text{tot}}$. This last parameter takes into account the CBM filamentary structure (Ruffini et al., 2004b, 2005c) and the possible occurrence of a fragmentation in the shell (Dainotti et al., 2007).

Within the “fireshell” model, in addition to the determination of the baryon loading, it is therefore possible to infer a detailed description of the CBM, its average density and its porosity and filamentary structure, all the way from the black hole horizon to distance $r \lesssim 10^{17}$ cm. This corresponds to the prompt emission. This description is lacking in the traditional model based on the synchrotron emission. The attempt to use the internal shock model for the prompt emission (see e.g. Refs. Rees and Meszaros, 1994; Piran, 2005; Meszaros, 2006, and references therein) only applies to regions where $r > 10^{17}$ cm (Kumar and McMahon, 2008).

In our hypothesis, the emission from the baryonic and leptonic matter shell is spherically symmetric. This allows us to assume, in a first approximation, a modeling of thin spherical shells for the CBM distribution and consequently to consider just its radial dependence (Ruffini et al., 2002). For simplicity, and in order to have an estimate of the energetics, the emission process is
Figure 6.5.: In the upper panel, the analytic behavior of the Lorentz $\gamma$ factor during the afterglow era is plotted versus the radial coordinate of the expanding optically thin fireshell in the fully radiative case (solid line) and in the adiabatic case (dotted line) starting from $\gamma_0 = 10^2$ and the same initial conditions as GRB 991216 (Bianco and Ruffini, 2005a). In the lower panel are plotted the corresponding values of the “effective” power-law index $a_{\text{eff}}$ (see Eq. (6.3.5)), which is clearly not constant, is highly varying and systematically lower than the constant values 3 and $3/2$ purported in the current literature (horizontal thin dotted lines).
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Figure 6.6.: For 4 different values of $E_{\text{tot}}$, we plot as a function of $B$ the arrival time separation $\Delta t_a$ between the P-GRB and the peak of the extended afterglow (i.e. the “quiescent time between the “precursor” and the main GRB event), measured in the source cosmological rest frame. The computation has been performed assuming a constant value of the CBM density in four different cases: $n_{\text{cbm}} = 1.0$ particles/cm$^3$, $n_{\text{cbm}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$, $n_{\text{cbm}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ particles/cm$^3$, $n_{\text{cbm}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$ particles/cm$^3$. The points represents the actually numerically computed values, connected by straight line segments.

postulated to be thermal in the co-moving frame of the shell (Ruffini et al. 2004b). We are currently examining a departure from this basic mechanism by taking into account inverse Compton effects due to the electron collisions with the thermal photons. The observed GRB non-thermal spectral shape is due to the convolution of an infinite number of thermal spectra with different temperatures and different Lorentz and Doppler factors. Such a convolution is to be performed over the surfaces of constant arrival time of the photons at the detector (EQuiTEmporal Surfaces, EQTSs; see e.g. Ref. Bianco and Ruffini 2005b) encompassing the whole observation time (Bernardini et al. 2005a).

In Fig. 6.6 we plot, as a function of $B$, the arrival time separation $\Delta t_a$ between the P-GRB and the peak of the extended afterglow measured in the cosmological rest frame of the source. Such a time separation $\Delta t_a$ is the “quiescent time” between the precursor (i.e. the P-GRB) and the main GRB event
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Figure 6.7: We plot three theoretical extended afterglow bolometric light curves together with the corresponding P-GRB peak luminosities (the horizontal segments). The computations have been performed assuming the same $E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{e}}$ and CBM structure of GRB 991216 and three different values of $B$. The P-GRBs have been assumed to have the same duration in the three cases, i.e. 5 s. For $B$ decreasing, the extended afterglow light curve squeezes itself on the P-GRB.

(i.e. the peak of the extended afterglow). The plot is drawn for the same four different values of $E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{e}}$ of Fig. 6.3. The arrival time of the peak of the extended afterglow emission depends on the detailed profile of the CBM density. In this plot it has been assumed a constant CBM density in four different cases: $n_{\text{cbm}} = 1.0$ particles/cm$^3$, $n_{\text{cbm}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$, $n_{\text{cbm}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ particles/cm$^3$, $n_{\text{cbm}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-7}$ particles/cm$^3$. We can see that, for $3.0 \times 10^{-4} \lesssim B < 10^{-2}$, which is the condition for P-GRBs to be “precursors” (see above), $\Delta t_{\alpha}$ increases both with $B$ and with $E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{e}}$. We can have $\Delta t_{\alpha} > 10^2$ s and, in some extreme cases even $\Delta t_{\alpha} \sim 10^3$ s. For $B \lesssim 3.0 \times 10^{-4}$, instead, $\Delta t_{\alpha}$ presents a behavior which qualitatively follows the opposite of $\gamma_\circ$ (see middle panel of Fig. 6.3).

Finally, in Fig. 6.7 we present three theoretical extended afterglow bolometric light curves together with the corresponding P-GRB peak luminosities for three different values of $B$. The duration of the P-GRBs has been assumed to be the same in the three cases (i.e. 5 s). The computations have been performed assuming the same $E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{e}}$ and the same detailed CBM density profile of GRB 991216 (Ruffini et al., 2003). In this picture we clearly see how, for $B$ decreasing, the extended afterglow light curve “squeezes” itself on the P-GRB and the P-GRB peak luminosity increases.
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The “prompt emission” light curves of many GRBs present a small pulse preceding the main GRB event, with a lower peak flux and separated by this last one by a quiescent time. The nature of such GRB “precursors” is one of the most debated issues in the current literature (see e.g. Refs. Burlon et al., 2008; Ruffini et al., 2008a). Already in 2001 (Ruffini et al., 2001b), within the “fireshell” model, we proposed that GRB “precursors” are the P-GRBs emitted when the fireshell becomes transparent, and we gave precise estimates of the time sequence and intensities of the P-GRB and of the extended afterglow, recalled above.

The radiation viewed in the co-moving frame of the accelerated baryonic matter is assumed to have a thermal spectrum and to be produced by the interaction of the CBM with the front of the expanding baryonic shell (Ruffini et al., 2004b). In Bernardini et al. (2005a) it is shown that, although the instantaneous spectrum in the co-moving frame of the optically thin fireshell is thermal, the shape of the final instantaneous spectrum in the laboratory frame is non-thermal. In fact, as explained in Ruffini et al. (2004b), the temperature of the fireshell is evolving with the co-moving time and, therefore, each single instantaneous spectrum is the result of an integration of hundreds of thermal spectra with different temperature over the corresponding EQTS. This calculation produces a non thermal instantaneous spectrum in the observer frame (Bernardini et al., 2005a). Another distinguishing feature of the GRBs spectra which is also present in these instantaneous spectra is the hard to soft transition during the evolution of the event (Crider et al., 1997; Piran, 1999; Frontera et al., 2000; Ghirlanda et al., 2002). In fact the peak of the energy distributions \( E_p \) drift monotonically to softer frequencies with time (Bernardini et al., 2005a). This feature explains the change in the power-law low energy spectral index \( \alpha \) which at the beginning of the prompt emission of the burst \( (t_d = 2 \text{ s}) \) is \( \alpha = 0.75 \), and progressively decreases for later times (Bernardini et al., 2005a). In this way the link between \( E_p \) and \( \alpha \) identified in Crider et al. (1997) is explicitly shown.

The time-integrated observed GRB spectra show a clear power-law behavior. Within a different framework (see e.g. Ref. Pozdniakov et al., 1983, and references therein) it has been argued that it is possible to obtain such power-law spectra from a convolution of many non power-law instantaneous spectra monotonically evolving in time. This result was recalled and applied to GRBs (Blinnikov et al., 1999) assuming for the instantaneous spectra a thermal shape with a temperature changing with time. It was shown that the integration of such energy distributions over the observation time gives a typical power-law shape possibly consistent with GRB spectra.

Our specific quantitative model is more complicated than the one considered by Blinnikov et al. (1999): the instantaneous spectrum here is not a black body. Each instantaneous spectrum is obtained by an integration over the corresponding EQTS: (Bianco and Ruffini, 2004, 2005b) it is itself a convolution, weighted by appropriate Lorentz and Doppler factors, of \( \sim 10^6 \) thermal...
spectra with variable temperature. Therefore, the time-integrated spectra are not plain convolutions of thermal spectra: they are convolutions of convolutions of thermal spectra (Ruffini et al., 2004b; Bernardini et al., 2005a). In Fig. 6.8 we present the photon number spectrum \( N(E) \) time-integrated over the 20 s of the whole duration of the prompt event of GRB 031203 observed by INTEGRAL (Sazonov et al., 2004a): in this way we obtain a typical non-thermal power-law spectrum which results to be in good agreement with the INTEGRAL data (Sazonov et al., 2004a; Bernardini et al., 2005a) and gives a clear evidence of the possibility that the observed GRBs spectra are originated from a thermal emission (Bernardini et al., 2005a).

Before closing, we like to mention that, using the diagrams represented in Figs. 6.3-6.6, in principle one can compute the two free parameters of the fireshell model, namely \( E_{\text{tot}} \) and \( B \), from the ratio between the total energies of the P-GRB and of the extended afterglow and from the temporal separation between the peaks of the corresponding bolometric light curves. None of these quantities depends on the cosmological model. Therefore, one can in principle use this method to compute the GRBs’ intrinsic luminosity and make GRBs the best cosmological distance indicators available today. The increase of the number of observed sources, as well as the more accurate knowledge of their CBM density profiles, will possibly make viable this procedure to test cosmological parameters, in addition to the Amati relation (Amati et al., 2008; Guida et al., 2008b).

6.5. The new class of “disguised” short GRBs

In the context of the fireshell model, we considered a new class of GRBs, pioneered by Norris and Bonnell (2006). This class is characterized by an occasional softer extended emission after an initial spike-like emission. The softer extended emission has a peak luminosity lower than the one of the initial spike-like emission. As shown in the prototypical case of GRB 970228 (Bernardini et al., 2007) and then in GRB 060614 (Caito et al., 2009), we can identify the initial spike-like emission with the P-GRB and the softer extended emission with the peak of the extended afterglow. That the time-integrated extended afterglow luminosity is much larger than the P-GRB one is crucial. This unquestionably identifies GRB 970228 and GRB 060614 as canonical GRBs with \( B > 10^{-4} \). The consistent application of the fireshell model allows us to infer the CBM filamentary structure and average density, which, in that specific case, is \( n_{\text{cbm}} \sim 10^{-3} \) particles/cm\(^3\) (Bernardini et al., 2007). This low CBM density value explains the peculiarity of the low extended afterglow peak luminosity and its more protracted time evolution. These features are not intrinsic to the progenitor, but depend uniquely on the peculiarly low value of the CBM density. This led us to expand the traditional classification of GRBs to three classes: “genuine” short GRBs, “fake” or
Figure 6.8: Three theoretically predicted time-integrated photon number spectra $N(E)$, computed for GRB 031203 (Bernardini et al., 2005a), are here represented for $0 \leq t_d^a \leq 5$ s, $5 \leq t_d^a \leq 10$ s and $10 \leq t_d^a \leq 20$ s (dashed and dotted curves), where $t_d^a$ is the photon arrival time at the detector (Ruffini et al., 2001c; Bernardini et al., 2005a). The hard to soft behavior is confirmed. Moreover, the theoretically predicted time-integrated photon number spectrum $N(E)$ corresponding to the first 20 s of the "prompt emission" (black bold curve) is compared with the data observed by INTEGRAL (Sazonov et al., 2004a). This curve is obtained as a convolution of 108 instantaneous spectra, which are enough to get a good agreement with the observed data. Details in Bernardini et al. (2005a).
“disguised” short GRBs, and the remaining “long duration” ones.

A CBM density $n_{\text{cbm}} \sim 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$ is typical of a galactic halo environment, and GRB 970228 was indeed found to be in the halo of its host galaxy (Sahu et al., 1997; van Paradijs et al., 1997). We therefore proposed that the progenitors of this new class of “disguised” short GRBs are merging binary systems, formed by neutron stars and/or white dwarfs in all possible combinations, which spiraled out from their birth place into the halo (see Bernardini et al., 2007; Caito et al., 2009; Kramer, 2008). This hypothesis can also be supported by other observations. Assuming that the soft tail peak luminosity is directly related to the CBM density, GRBs displaying a prolonged soft tail should have a systematically smaller offset from the center of their host galaxy. Some observational evidence was found in this sense (Troja et al., 2008). However, the present sample of observations does not enable us to derive any firm conclusion that short GRBs with extended emission have smaller physical offsets than those without extended emission (Fong et al., 2010; Berger, 2010).

6.6. The “fireshell” model and GRB progenitors

We have recalled in the introduction that “long” GRBs are traditionally related in the current literature to the idea of a single progenitor, identified as a “collapsar” (Woosley, 1993). Similarly, short GRBs are assumed to originate from binary mergers formed by white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes in all possible combinations. It also has been suggested that short and long GRBs originate from different galaxy types. In particular, short GRBs are proposed to be associated with galaxies with low specific star forming rate (see e.g. Berger, 2009). Some evidence against such a scenario have been advanced, due to the small sample size and the different estimates of the star forming rates (see e.g. Savaglio et al., 2009). However, the understanding of GRB structure and of its relation to the CBM distribution, within the fireshell model, leads to a more complex and interesting perspective than the one in the current literature.

The first general conclusion of the “fireshell” model (Ruffini et al., 2001b) is that, while the time scale of “short” GRBs is indeed intrinsic to the source, this does not happen for the “long” GRBs: their time scale is clearly only a function of the instrumental noise threshold. This has been dramatically confirmed by the observations of the Swift satellite (Ruffini et al., 2006a). Among the traditional classification of “long” GRBs we distinguish two different subclasses of events, neither of which originates from collapsars.

The first sub-class contains “long” GRBs that are particularly weak ($E_{\text{iso}} \sim 10^{50}$ erg) and associated with SN Ib/c. In fact, it has been often proposed that such GRBs, only observed at smaller redshift $0.0085 < z < 0.168$, form a different class, less luminous and possibly much more numerous than the high
luminosity GRBs at higher redshift (Pian et al., 2006; Soderberg et al., 2004; Maeda et al., 2007; Della Valle, 2006). Therefore in the current literature they have been proposed to originate from a separate class of progenitors (Liang et al., 2007; Cobb et al., 2006). Within our “fireshell” model, they originate in a binary system formed by a neutron star, close to its critical mass, and a companion star, evolved out of the main sequence. They produce GRBs associated with SNe Ib/c, via the “induced gravitational collapse” process (Ruffini et al., 2001a). The low luminosity of these sources is explained by the formation of a black hole with the smallest possible mass: the one formed by the collapse of a just overcritical neutron star (Ruffini et al., 2007b; Dainotti et al., 2007).

A second sub-class of “long” GRBs originates from merging binary systems, formed either by two neutron stars or a neutron star and a white dwarf. A prototypical example of such systems is GRB970228. The binary nature of the source is inferred by its migration from its birth location in a star forming region to a low density region within the galactic halo, where the final merging occurs (Bernardini et al., 2007). The location of such a merging event in the galactic halo is indeed confirmed by optical observations of the GRB970228 afterglow (Sahu et al., 1997; van Paradijs et al., 1997). The crucial point is that, as recalled above, GRB970228, GRB060614, GRB071227 and GRB050509b are “canonical” GRBs with $B > 10^{-4}$ “disguised” as short GRBs.

If the binary merging would occur in a region close to its birth place, with an average density of 1 particle/cm$^3$, the GRB would appear as a traditional high-luminosity “long” GRB, of the kind currently observed at higher redshifts (see Fig. C.3), similar to, e.g., GRB050315 (Ruffini et al., 2006b).

Within our approach, therefore, there is the distinct possibility that all GRB progenitors are formed by binary systems, composed of neutron stars, white dwarfs, or stars evolved out of the main sequence, in different combinations.

The case of the “genuine” short GRBs is currently being examined within the “fireshell” model.
7. Evidence for broadening of the spectral energy distribution of GRBs within the fireshell model

7.1. Introduction

Thanks to the numerous missions dedicated to the detection of Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) such as, for example, Swift, many progresses have been made in the comprehension of these phenomena; nevertheless, there are different fundamental questions that remain unanswered, for example the mechanism for the prompt emission is still uncertain (Zou et al., 2009).

In general, the behaviour of the N(E) spectrum of the prompt emission can be phenomenologically fit by a broken power-law. To interpret this behaviour various possible physical mechanisms have been proposed, for example Synchrotron and Synchrotron Self Compton (SSC), but both of them presents various problems (Kumar and McMahon, 2008; Zou et al., 2009) and it is clear that the comprehension of the prompt emission requires the investigation of other scenarios.

A different approach to explain the properties of GRB emission is given by the Fireshell Model. The Fireshell Model postulates that the emission process is thermal in the comoving frame of the fireshell and the observed N(E) spectrum has a non thermal-shape, being the convolution of various thermal spectra having different temperatures over the Equitemporal Surfaces (EQTS, Bianco and Ruffini, 2005b) and observational time (Bernardini et al., 2005a).

It was demonstrated that the assumption of thermal spectrum is a good approximation for some GRBs such as, for example, GRB 031203 (Bernardini et al., 2005a). Nevertheless, it represents just a first approximation. In particular, the discovery of very bright GRBs such as, for example, GRB 080319B, allowed to analyse in detail GRB spectra integrated just over few seconds, revealing some discrepancies between the theoretical predicted spectrum and the observed one.

The aim of this section is to investigate if a better description of GRB emission could be obtained by assuming a different spectral energy distribution of photons in the comoving frame of the fireshell; in particular, we introduce a phenomenologically modified thermal spectrum and test it by fitting the observational data of a set of GRBs.
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7.2. The Fireshell Model

Within the Fireshell Model all GRBs are generated by the gravitational collapse of the star progenitor to a black hole (BH) (Ruffini et al., 2001b). The electron–positron plasma created in the process of BH formation, having total energy $E_{\text{tot}}^\pm$, expands as a spherically symmetric “fireshell”. After this first stage, the fireshell reaches the baryonic remnants left over from the gravitational collapse of the star progenitor, having mass $M_B$; the baryon loading is measured by the dimensionless parameter $B = \frac{M_Bc^2}{E_{\text{tot}}^\pm}$. After the baryonic matter loading, the fireshell expands until the transparency condition is reached and the Proper - GRB (P-GRB) is emitted. The extended afterglow emission starts due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the CircumBurst Medium (CBM) and it depends on the parameters describing the effective CBM distribution: its density $n_{\text{cbm}}$ and the ratio $\mathcal{R} = \frac{A_{\text{eff}}}{A_{\text{vis}}}$ between the effective emitting area of the fireshell $A_{\text{eff}}$ and its total visible area $A_{\text{vis}}$ (Ruffini et al., 2002, 2004b, 2005c). We recall that the extended afterglow comprises both the so called “prompt” emission and the “afterglow” emission.

In general, the N(E) spectrum of the prompt emission of GRBs can be phenomenologically fit by two power laws joined smoothly at a given break energy (Band et al., 1993). The non-thermal character of the spectrum suggests Synchrotron as one possible radiation mechanism, but Kumar and McMahon (2008) have shown the inconsistency of the observational data with the overall synchrotron model: they found that for GRBs to be produced via the synchrotron process, unphysical conditions are required and the values of the various parameters are in conflict with afterglow data. Another possible mechanism is the Synchrotron self-Compton (SSC), but also in this case there are several problems. For example, Piran et al. (2009) found that SSC model cannot explain the prompt emission unless the prompt optical emission is very high ($\lesssim 14$th magnitude for $z \sim 2$). Zou et al. (2009) applied the SSC model to GRB 080319B, that is characterized by a peak visual magnitude of 5.3 (Racusin et al., 2008), but even in this case SSC could not be responsible for the prompt $\gamma$-rays.

The “Fireshell” Model of GRBs has a different approach: this model assumes that radiation has a thermal spectrum in the co-moving frame of the fireshell (Ruffini et al., 2004b). The observed GRB non-thermal spectral shape is due to the convolution of various thermal spectra with different temperatures and different Lorentz and Doppler factors. Such a convolution is to be performed over the EquiTemporal Surfaces (EQTS), which are the surfaces of constant arrival time of the photons at the detector and over the observation time. The Fireshell Model has been succesfully tested on some GRBs such as, for example, GRB 031203 (Bernardini et al., 2005a), but the assumption of thermal spectrum represents just a first approximation. In fact, the discovery of very
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Figure 7.1.: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 080319B for $3s \leq t_{da}^d \leq 10s$ (black solid line) is compared with the observed data by BAT (red points). The theoretical data have been obtained by assuming a thermal spectrum in the comoving frame of the fireshell.

Bright GRBs such as, for example, GRB 080319B, allowed to analyse in detail GRB spectra more resolved in time (integrated just over few seconds), revealing some discrepancies between the theoretical predicted spectrum and the observed one. In fig. 7.1 is shown, as an example, the fit of the BAT spectrum of this burst integrated just over 10 s: it can be seen that there are difficulties in correctly fit the observational data, especially at the lower energies. This problematic induced us to investigate the possibility of better reproducing the observed time-resolved spectra of GRBs starting from a different spectral energy distribution of photons in the comoving frame of the fireshell.

7.3. The source luminosity and the spectrum

Within the fireshell model, the source luminosity at the detector arrival time $t_{da}^d$ per unit solid angle $d\Omega$ and in the energy band $[\nu_1, \nu_2]$ is given by (Ruffini...
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\[ \frac{dE[v_1,v_2]}{dt dΩ dΩ} = \int_{EQTS} \frac{\Delta ε}{4π v \cos θ} \Lambda^{-4} \frac{dt}{dt_a} W(v_1,v_2,T_{arr}) dΣ, \quad (7.3.1) \]

where \( \Delta ε = \frac{ΔE_{int}}{v} \) is the emitted energy density released in the interaction of the accelerated baryons with the ISM measured in the comoving frame, \( Λ = γ[1 - (v/c)\cos θ] \) is the Doppler factor, \( W(v_1,v_2,T_{arr}) \) is an “effective weight” required to evaluate only the contributions in the energy band \([v_1,v_2] \), \( dΣ \) is the surface element of the EQTS at detector arrival time \( t_{da} \), on which the integration is performed and \( T_{arr} \) is the observed temperature of the radiation emitted from \( dΣ \). In eq. (7.3.1), there is only one term depending on the spectral energy distribution of photons: the “effective weight” \( W(v_1,v_2,T_{arr}) \), defined as ratio between the energy density emitted in a given energy band \([v_1,v_2] \) and the bolometric energy density:

\[ W(v_1,v_2,T_{arr}) = \frac{\int_{e_1}^{e_2} \left( \frac{dN_γ}{dv de} \right) e de}{\int_{0}^{∞} \left( \frac{dN_γ}{dv de} \right) e de}, \quad (7.3.2) \]

where \( \frac{dN_γ}{dv de} \) is the number density of photons per unit of energy.

7.3.1. Thermal case

With the assumption of thermal spectrum in the comoving frame of the fireshell

\[ \frac{dN_γ}{dv de} = \left( \frac{8π}{h^3c^3} \right) \frac{e^2}{\exp\left( \frac{e}{k_BT} \right) - 1} \quad (7.3.3) \]

we have

\[ W(v_1,v_2,T_{arr}) = \frac{\int_{e_1}^{e_2} \left( \frac{dN_γ}{dv de} \right) e de}{aT^4}, \quad (7.3.4) \]

where \( a \) is the radiation constant and \( T \) is the temperature in the comoving frame.

In general, the temperature in the comoving frame can be evaluated starting from the following relation:

\[ \frac{ΔE_{int}}{Δτ} = πr^2c R \int_{0}^{∞} \left( \frac{dN_γ}{dv de} \right) e de, \quad (7.3.5) \]
7.3. The source luminosity and the spectrum

where $\Delta \tau$ is the time interval in which the energy $\Delta E_{\text{int}}$ is developed and $\mathcal{R}$ is the surface filling factor. By inserting eq. (7.3.3) in eq. (7.3.5) we obtain

$$T = \left( \frac{\Delta E_{\text{int}}}{\frac{4 \pi r^2 \sigma \mathcal{R}}{\Gamma} \alpha + 2} \right)^{1/4}, \quad (7.3.6)$$

with $\sigma$ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

7.3.2. The “modified” thermal spectrum

We introduce the new spectral energy distribution for the radiation emitted in the comoving frame of the fireshell: we assume that it is a “modified” thermal spectrum, with the number density of photons per unit of energy given by

$$\frac{dN_{\gamma}}{dV d\epsilon} = \left( \frac{8 \pi}{h^3 c^3} \right) \frac{1}{(k_B T)^{\alpha}} \frac{\epsilon^{\alpha + 2}}{\exp(\frac{\epsilon}{k_B T}) - 1}, \quad (7.3.7)$$

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant. The index $\alpha$ is a free parameter; the case $\alpha = 0$ corresponds to the thermal spectrum case.

By using the eq. (7.3.7) and introducing the variable $y = \frac{\epsilon}{k_B T}$, we obtain the following expression for the “effective weight”:

$$W(\nu_1, \nu_2, T_{\text{arr}}) = \frac{\int_{y_1}^{y_2} \frac{y^{\alpha + 3}}{(4 + \alpha)} \frac{\exp(y) - 1}{\Gamma(4 + \alpha) Li_{4+\alpha}(1)}} dy}{ \Gamma(4 + \alpha) Li_{4+\alpha}(1)}, \quad (7.3.8)$$

where $\Gamma(z) = \int_0^\infty t^{z-1} e^{-t} dt$ is the Gamma function and $Li_n(z) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{z^k}{k^n}$ is the Jonquière’s function.

By inserting eq. (7.3.7) in eq. (7.3.5) we obtain the expression for the temperature:

$$T = \left[ \left( \frac{\Delta E_{\text{int}}}{\Delta \tau} \right) \frac{h^3 c^2}{4 \pi r^2 \Gamma(4 + \alpha) Li_{4+\alpha}(1)} \right]^{1/4}. \quad (7.3.9)$$

It can be easily seen that, for $\alpha = 0$, we obtain eq. (7.3.6).

In fig. 7.2 are shown several theoretically predicted instantaneous spectra characterized by the same temperature and different values of the index $\alpha$. It can be seen that the main effect of varying the value of $\alpha$ is a change in the low energy slope of the spectral energy distribution. In particular, by decreasing $\alpha$ the low energy emission increases.
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Figure 7.2: Theoretically predicted instantaneous modified thermal spectra for $t_d^l = 5s$ characterized by the same temperature and different values of the index $\alpha$. The curve with $\alpha = 0.0$ corresponds to the pure thermal spectrum case.
7.4. Comparison with observational data

We apply the “modified” thermal spectrum to fit the observed BAT light curves and spectra of GRBs. In particular here we present, as specific examples, the analysis of the prompt emission spectrum of GRB 080319B and GRB 050904. For a complete analysis of these bursts see Patricelli et al., in preparation.

7.4.1. GRB 080319B

GRB 080319B is a very bright burst: it is characterized by a redshift $z = 0.937$ (Vreeswijk et al., 2008) and an isotropic energy release of $E_\gamma = 1.32 \times 10^{54}$ ergs (Golenetskii et al., 2008). We analysed the spectrum of the prompt emission within the Fireshell Model, using the “modified” thermal spectrum. According to the canonical GRB scenario, we identify the first 8 s of emission with the P-GRB. Concerning the remaining part of the BAT data, there is clear evidence that the emission can be separated into two main episodes, partitioned at about 28 s (Stamatikos et al., 2009; Margutti et al., 2008). We interpret the first episode with the peak of the extended afterglow. In particular, we obtain the best fit of the spectrum (fig. 7.3) of this first episode ($3 \leq t_d \leq 28$ s) with the following parameters: $E_{e^+e^-}^{tot} = 1.0 \times 10^{54}$ ergs, $B = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ and $\alpha = -1.8$; we also consider a mean number density $< n_{cbm} > \sim 6$ particles cm$^{-3}$ and $R = 3.5 \times 10^{-10}$. This burst is very bright, so it was possible to analyse also spectra more resolved in time. In fig 7.4 is shown, as an example, the spectrum for $3 \leq t_d \leq 13$: it can be seen that with the modified thermal spectrum we can correctly reproduce the observational data; on the contrary, by assuming a thermal spectrum there are several discrepancies between the theoretical prediction and the observational data, especially at the lower energies.

Concerning the second episode, we propose that it is due to a different physical mechanism; details about this interpretation will be presented elsewhere.

7.4.2. GRB 050904

GRB 050904 is a very long burst, with $T_{90} = 225 \pm 10$ s (Sakamoto et al., 2005); it is characterized by a very high redshift: $z = 6.29$ (Kawai et al., 2005) and an isotropic energy release of $E_{iso} = 1.04 \times 10^{54}$ ergs (Sugita et al., 2009). We analysed the spectrum of the prompt emission within the Fireshell Model, applying the “modified” thermal spectrum. We identify this emission with the peak of the extended afterglow. In this case we don’t see the P-GRB, as its energetics is under the BAT threshold ($E_{iso}^{P-GRB} = 2.1\%$ $E_{e^+e^-}^{tot} = 1.47 \times 10^{52}$ ergs). The best fit of the spectrum (see fig. 7.5) is obtained with $E_{e^+e^-}^{tot}$ and $B$ found for GRB 080319B $E_{e^+e^-}^{tot} = 1.0 \times 10^{54}$ ergs and $B = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ and,
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Figure 7.3.: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 080319B for $3s \leq t_a \leq 28s$ (black solid line) is compared with the observed data by BAT (red points).
7.4. Comparison with observational data

Figure 7.4.: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 080319B for $3 \leq t_a \leq 13$ s with $\alpha = -1.8$ (black solid line) and $\alpha = 0.0$ (thermal case, green solid line) are compared with the observed data by BAT (red points). It can be seen that with the “modified” thermal spectrum we can correctly fit the observed spectrum, contrarily to what happens with the thermal spectrum.
Figure 7.5.: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 050904 for $0 \leq t_d \leq 225$ s (black solid line) is compared with the observed data by BAT (red points).

also in this case, $\alpha = -1.8$. In the fit we considered a mean number density $< n_{cbm} > \sim 10^{-1}$ particles cm$^{-3}$ and $R = 2 \times 10^{-11}$.

Also for this burst we analyse also spectra integrated over intervals of time smaller than the entire duration of the prompt emission. In fig. 7.6 is shown, as an example, the spectrum for $0 \leq t_d \leq 50$ s: it can be seen that by assuming a modified thermal spectrum with $\alpha = -1.8$ we can correctly reproduce also these data.

7.5. Conclusions

The analysis of various GRBs has shown how the N(E) spectrum of their prompt emission, whose behaviour is usually represented by a “power-law”, can also be fitted in a satisfactory way by a convolution of thermal spectra as predicted by the Fireshell model. Nevertheless, this description can be considered just a first approximation. In particular, the observation of very bright GRBs such as, for example, GRB 080319B, allowed to analyse in detail GRB spectra integrated just over few seconds, revealing some discrepancies.
7.5. Conclusions

Figure 7.6: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 050904 for $0 \leq t_d \leq 50s$ (black solid line) is compared with the observed data by BAT (red points).
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between the theoretical predicted spectrum and the observed one. To better explain the N(E) spectrum of the prompt emission we have introduced a phenomenologically modified thermal spectrum for photons in the comoving frame of the fireshell. We have obtained all the equations to determine the source luminosity, then we have applied the new model to fit the spectrum of the prompt emission of GRBs. In particular we have shown, as an example, the comparison between the theoretical simulations and the observational data of GRB 080319B and GRB 050904. From this analysis we have found some very interesting results: applying the modified thermal spectrum with $\alpha = -1.8$ we can successfully reproduce the observational spectra integrated over intervals of time from few seconds up to the entire prompt duration. It’s important to point out that from the integration of the modified thermal spectrum over the EQTS and observational time we obtain a phenomenological fit as the “Band relation” does; but our approach is different: we made an assumption about the shape of the spectrum for photons, but in the comoving frame; the final spectrum is the result of the convolution over EQTS and observational time. This may allow to put some constraints about the microphysics underlying the emission processes.
8. On the nature of GRB 050509b: a disguised short GRB

8.1. Introduction

The traditional classification of gamma ray bursts (GRBs) is based on the observed time duration of the prompt emission measured with the criterion of “$T_{90}$”, which is the time duration in which the cumulative counts increase from 5% to 95% above the background, encompassing 90% of the total GRB counts. This parameter shows that there are two groups of GRBs, the short ones with $T_{90} < 2$ s, and the long ones with $T_{90} > 2$ s. This analysis motivated the standard classification in the literature of short and long GRBs (Klebesadel, 1992; Dezalay et al., 1992; Kouveliotou et al., 1993).

The observations of GRB 050509b by BAT and XRT on board the Swift satellite (see Gehrels et al., 2004; Burrows et al., 2005a) represent a new challenge to the classification of GRBs as long and short, since it is the first short GRB associated with an afterglow (Gehrels et al., 2005). Its prompt emission observed by BAT lasts 40 milliseconds, but it also has an afterglow in the X-ray band observed by XRT, which begins 100 seconds after the BAT trigger (time needed to point XRT to the position of the burst) and lasts until $\approx 1000$ seconds. It is located 40 kpc away from the center of its host galaxy (Bloom et al., 2006), which is a luminous, non-star-forming elliptical galaxy with redshift $z = 0.225$ (Gehrels et al., 2005). Although an extensive observational campaign has been performed using many different instruments, no convincing optical-IR candidate afterglow nor any trace of any supernova has been found associated with GRB 050509b (see Cenko et al., 2005; Bersier et al., 2005; Hjorth et al., 2005; Castro-Tirado et al., 2005; Bloom et al., 2005a,b, 2006). An upper limit in the R-band 18.5 days after the event onset imply that the peak flux of any underlying supernova should have been $\sim 3$ mag fainter than the one observed for the type Ib/c supernova SN 1998bw associated with GRB 980425, and 2.3 mag fainter than a typical type Ia supernova (Hjorth et al., 2005). An upper limit to the brightening caused by a supernova or supernova-like emission has also been established at 8.17 days after the GRB: $R_c \sim 25.0$ mag (Bloom et al., 2006). While some core-collapse supernovae might be as faint as (or fainter than) this limit (Pastorello et al., 2007), the presence of this supernova in the outskirts of an elliptical galaxy would be truly extraordinary (Mannucci et al., 2008).
Unfortunately, we cannot obtain exhaustive observational constraints for this GRB because XRT data are missing in-between the first 40 milliseconds and 100 seconds. However, this makes the theoretical work particularly interesting, because we can infer from first principles some characteristics of the missing data, which are inferred by our model, and consequently reach a definite understanding of the source. This is indeed the case, specifically, for the verification of the Amati relation (Amati et al., 2002; Amati, 2006; Amati et al., 2009) for these sources as we see in section 8.4.

GRB 050509b is an example that the usual classification is at least incomplete. Within the fireshell model, we propose three classes of GRBs: long, genuine short and disguised short (Ruffini et al., 2009, and references therein). We have a well-defined way of differentiating between the classes, which is based on two parameters, the baryon loading parameter $B$ and the Circum-Burst Medium (CBM) number density $n_{CBM}$ (see next section), that help to make the classification clearer. In this paper, we analyze GRB 050509b within the fireshell model. We proceed with the identification of the two basic parameters, $B$ and $n_{CBM}$, within two different scenarios. We first investigate the “ansatz” that this GRB is the first example of a “genuine” short bursts. After disproving this possibility, we show that this GRB is indeed another example of a disguised short burst.

In the next section, we briefly introduce the fireshell model and explain the classification, in section 8.3 we show the analysis of the data, in section 8.4 we present the theoretical spectrum and the study of the fulfillment of the Amati relation, in section 8.5 we comment on the results, and in section 8.6 we finally present our conclusions.

### 8.2. Fireshell model

Within the fireshell model (Ruffini et al., 2002, 2004b, 2005c, 2009; Bianco and Ruffini, 2005b,a), all GRBs originate from an optically thick $\pm$-plasma of total energy $E_{\pm}^{tot}$ in the range $10^{49} - 10^{54}$ ergs and a temperature $T$ in the range 1–4 MeV. After an early expansion, the $\pm$-photon plasma reaches thermal equilibrium with the engulfed baryonic matter $M_B$ described by the dimensionless parameter $B = M_B c^2 / E_{\pm}^{tot}$, which must be $B < 10^{-2}$ to allow the fireshell to expand further. As the optically thick fireshell composed of $\pm$-photon-baryon plasma self-accelerates to ultrarelativistic velocities, it finally reaches the transparency condition. A flash of radiation is then emitted. This represents the proper-GRB (P-GRB). The amount of energy radiated in the P-GRB is only a fraction of the initial energy $E_{\pm}^{tot}$. The remaining energy is stored in the kinetic energy of the optically thin baryonic and leptonic matter fireshell that, by inelastic collisions with the CBM, gives rise to multiwave-
Figure 8.1: Keck LRIS G-band image, zoomed to show the XRT error circle. The larger, blue circle is the revised XRT position from Rol et al. (2005); the smaller, green circle to the west and north of that is the $2\sigma$ confidence region of the XRT position computed in Bloom et al. (2006). The 11 sources consistent with the Rol et al. (2005) X-ray afterglow localization are labeled in the image. North is up and east is to the left. G1 is the large galaxy to the west and south of the XRT. Bad pixel locations are denoted with “BP”. Figure reproduced from Bloom et al. (2006) with the kind permission of J. Bloom and of the AAS.
length emission. This is the extended afterglow.

Within this model, the value of $B$ strongly affects the ratio of the energetics of the P-GRB to the kinetic energy of the baryonic and leptonic matter within the extended afterglow phase. It also affects the time separation between the corresponding peaks (Ruffini et al. 2009). For baryon loading $B \lesssim 10^{-5}$, the P-GRB component is always energetically dominant over the extended afterglow (see Fig. 8.2). In the limit $B \to 0$, it gives rise to a “genuine” short GRB. Otherwise, when $3.0 \times 10^{-4} \lesssim B \lesssim 10^{-2}$, the kinetic energy of the baryonic and leptonic matter, and consequently the extended afterglow emission, predominates with respect to the P-GRB (Ruffini et al. 2002; Bernardini et al. 2007). Since the “critical” value of $B$ corresponding to the crossing point in Fig. 8.2 is a slowly varying function of the total energy $E_{\text{tot}}$, for $10^{-5} \lesssim B \lesssim 3.0 \times 10^{-4}$ the ratio of the total energies of the P-GRB and the extended afterglow is also a function of $E_{\text{tot}}$.

The extended afterglow luminosity in the different energy bands is governed by two quantities associated with the environment: the CBM density
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profile, \( n_{\text{CBM}} \), and the ratio of the effective emitting area \( A_{\text{eff}} \) to the total area \( A_{\text{tot}} \) of the expanding baryonic shell, \( R = \frac{A_{\text{eff}}}{A_{\text{tot}}} \). This second parameter takes into account the CBM filamentary structure (Ruffini et al., 2004b). Typical values of \( R \) ranges between \( 10^{-10} \) and \( 10^{-6} \) (see e.g. Bernardini et al., 2007, 2005a; Caito et al., 2009, 2010; Dainotti et al., 2007; Ruffini et al., 2006b).

The emission from the baryonic matter shell is spherically symmetric. This allows us to assume, to a first approximation, a modeling of thin spherical shells for the CBM distribution and consequently only consider their radial dependence (Ruffini et al., 2002). The emission process is assumed to be thermal in the comoving frame of the shell (Ruffini et al., 2004b). The observed GRB non-thermal spectral shape is produced by the convolution of a very large number of thermal spectra with different temperatures and different Lorentz and Doppler factors. This convolution is performed over the surfaces of constant arrival times for the photons at the detector (EQuiTemporal Surfaces, EQTSs; Bianco and Ruffini, 2005b,a) encompassing the total observation time. The fireshell model does not address the plateau phase described by Nousek et al. (2006), which may not be related to the interaction of the single baryonic shell with the CBM (Bernardini et al., 2010).

In the context of the fireshell model, we considered a new class of GRBs, pioneered by Norris and Bonnell (2006). This class is characterized by an occasional softer extended emission after an initial spike-like emission. The softer extended emission has a peak luminosity lower than the one of the initial spike-like emission. As shown in the prototypical case of GRB 970228 (Bernardini et al., 2007) and then in both GRB 060614 (Caito et al., 2009) and GRB 071227 (Caito et al., 2010), we can identify the initial spike-like emission with the P-GRB and the softer extended emission with the peak of the extended afterglow. A crucial point is that the time-integrated extended afterglow luminosity (i.e. its total radiated energy) is much higher than the P-GRB one. This unquestionably identifies GRB 970228 and GRB 060614 as canonical GRBs with \( B > 10^{-4} \). The consistent application of the fireshell model allows us to infer the CBM filamentary structure and average density, which, in that specific case, is \( n_{\text{CBM}} \sim 10^{-3} \) particles/cm\(^3\), typical of a galactic halo environment (Bernardini et al., 2007). This low CBM density value explains the peculiarity of the low extended afterglow peak luminosity and its more protracted time evolution. These features are not intrinsic to the progenitor, but depend uniquely on the peculiarly low value of the CBM density. This led us to expand the traditional classification of GRBs to three classes: “genuine” short GRBs, “fake” or “disguised” short GRBs, and the remaining “long duration” ones.

A CBM density \( n_{\text{CBM}} \sim 10^{-3} \) particles/cm\(^3\) is typical of a galactic halo environment, and GRB 970228 was indeed found to be in the halo of its host galaxy (Sahu et al., 1997; van Paradijs et al., 1997). We therefore proposed that the progenitors of this new class of disguised short GRBs are merging binary systems, formed by neutron stars and/or white dwarfs in all possi-
ble combinations, which spiraled out from their birth place into the halo (see
Bernardini et al., 2007; Caito et al., 2009; Kramer, 2008). This hypothesis can
also be supported by other observations. Assuming that the soft-tail peak lu-
minosity is directly related to the CBM density, short GRBs displaying a pro-
longed soft tail should have a systematically smaller offset from the center of
their host galaxy. Some observational evidence was found in this sense (Troja
et al., 2008). However, the present sample of observations does not enable us
to derive any firm conclusion that short GRBs with extended emission have
smaller physical offsets than those without extended emission (Fong et al.,
2010; Berger, 2011).

8. Data analysis of GRB 050509b

8.3. Scenario 1

We first attempt to analyze GRB 050509b under the scenario that assumes
it is a “genuine” short GRB, namely a GRB in which more than 50% of the
total energy is emitted in the P-GRB. This would be the first example of an
identified “genuine” short GRB.

Within our model, the only consistent solution that does not contradict this
assumption leads to the interpretation that all the data belongs to the ex-
tended afterglow phase; the BAT data of the prompt emission (see figure 2 in
Gehrels et al., 2005) are then the peak of the extended afterglow, and the XRT
data represents the decaying phase of the extended afterglow (which in the
literature is simply called “the afterglow”, see section 8.2).

In figure 8.3, we show the result of this analysis. We obtained the follow-
ing set of parameters: $E_{\text{tot}} = 2.8 \times 10^{49}$ erg, $B = 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$, and $n_{\text{CBM}} =
1.0 \times 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$. These parameters would imply, however, that the
energy emitted in the P-GRB should be almost 72% of the total value. This P-
GRB should have been clearly observable, and has not been detected. Conse-
quently, this scenario is ruled out and we conclude that GRB 050509b cannot
be interpreted as a “genuine” short GRB.

8.3.2. Scenario 2

We now analyze GRB 050509b under the alternative scenario that assumes
the energy of the extended afterglow is higher than the P-GRB one. Within our
model, the only consistent solution that does not contradict this assumption
leads to the prompt emission observed by BAT (see Fig. 2 in Gehrels et al.,
2005) being interpreted as the P-GRB, and the X-ray decaying afterglow data
observed by XRT being interpreted as the extended afterglow.

In Fig. 8.4, we show the result of this analysis. We obtained the parameters
$E_{\text{tot}} = 5.52 \times 10^{48}$ erg, $B = 6 \times 10^{-4}$, and an almost constant CBM density
Figure 8.3.: Our numerical simulation within scenario 1, assuming that GRB 050509b is a “genuine” short GRB, i.e. that the P-GRB is energetically predominant over the extended afterglow. The BAT data (crosses) are interpreted as the peak of the extended afterglow. In this case, the predicted P-GRB (solid rectangle) total energy is more than twice the extended afterglow one. The solid line is the theoretical light curve in the 15-150 keV energy band, and the dashed one is the theoretical light curve in the 0.3-10 keV energy band. The dot-dashed horizontal line represents the BAT threshold and the solid horizontal one represents the XRT threshold.
Figure 8.4: Our numerical simulation within scenario 2, assuming that the extended afterglow is energetically predominant over the P-GRB. In this case, the predicted P-GRB (solid rectangle) is less than twice the extended afterglow. We interpret the BAT data (crosses) as the P-GRB and the XRT data as the extended afterglow. The P-GRB has just 28% of the total energy. The double-dashed line is the theoretical light curve in the band 15–150 keV, and the dot-dashed line is the theoretical light curve in the band 0.3–10 keV. The two horizontal lines are from above to below: the BAT threshold and the XRT threshold.
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The theoretical spectrum and Amati relation

The low value of the number density is justified by the GRB being located 40 kpc away from the center of the host galaxy (Bloom et al., 2006), see Fig. 8.1. The initial value of \( R \) is quite large, \( R = 1.2 \times 10^{-1} \), which indicates that there is a very homogeneous CBM in the region close to the progenitor system. However, at \( t \approx 10 \) seconds, corresponding to a fireshell radius of \( \sim 2 \times 10^{16} \) cm, the effective area of interaction between the expanding plasma and the CBM drops six orders of magnitude and we have \( R = 3 \times 10^{-7} \), a value pointing to the typical CBM filamentary structure also encountered in other sources (see Sec. 8.2). The P-GRB has an estimated energy of \( E_{P-GRB} = 28\%E_{tot}^{\pm} \), which means that 72\% of the energy is released in the extended afterglow. The peak of the extended afterglow, theoretically predicted by our model in figure 8.4, was not observed by BAT, since the energy was below its threshold, and also not observed by XRT, since unfortunately its data collection started only 100 seconds after the BAT trigger.

Following our classification, therefore, due to the values of the baryon loading and of the CBM density, as well as due to the offset with respect to the host galaxy, GRB 050509b is consistent with being another example of a disguised short GRB. This follows the previous identification of GRB 970228 (Bernardini et al., 2007) GRB 060614 (Caito et al., 2009) and GRB 071227 (Caito et al., 2010).

8.4. The theoretical spectrum and Amati relation

We turn now to the most interesting aspects of our theoretical work, namely the possibility of inferring some characteristics of the missing data and finally the nature of the burst from first principles. The most effective tool for determining the nature and, then, interpreting the different classes of GRBs, is the Amati relation (Amati et al., 2002; Amati, 2006; Amati et al., 2009). This empirical spectrum-energy correlation states that the isotropic-equivalent radiated energy of the prompt emission \( E_{iso} \) is correlated with the cosmological rest-frame \( \nu F_{\nu} \) spectrum peak energy \( E_{p,i} \): \( E_{p,i} \propto (E_{iso})^{a} \), where \( a \approx 0.5 \) and a dispersion \( \sigma(\log E_{p,i}) \sim 0.2 \). The Amati relation holds only for long duration bursts, while short ones, as it has been possible to prove after the “afterglow revolution” and the measurement of their redshift, are inconsistent with it (Amati, 2006; Amati et al., 2009).

This dichotomy can naturally be explained by the fireshell model. As recalled in Sect. 8.2, within this theoretical framework the prompt emission of long GRBs is dominated by the peak of the extended afterglow, while that of the short GRBs is dominated by the P-GRB. Only the extended afterglow emission follows the Amati relation (see Guida et al., 2008b; Caito et al., 2010). Therefore, all GRBs in which the P-GRB provides a negligible contribution to the prompt emission (namely the long ones, where the P-GRB is at most a
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small precursor) fulfill the Amati relation, while all GRBs in which the extended afterglow provides a negligible contribution to the prompt emission (namely the short ones) do not (see Bernardini et al., 2007, 2008; Guida et al., 2008b; Caito et al., 2009, 2010). As a consequence, for disguised short bursts the two components of the prompt emission must be analyzed separately. The first spikelike emission alone, which is identified with the P-GRB, should not follow the Amati relation; the prolonged soft tail, which is identified with the peak of the extended afterglow, should instead follow the Amati relation. This has been confirmed in the cases of GRB 060614 and GRB 071227 (Caito et al., 2010).

Owing to the lack of extended afterglow observational data before 100 seconds, there is no way to confirm whether this source follows the Amati relation on an observational ground. To verify whether GRB 050509b follows the Amati relation, and so clarify its nature, we simulated a theoretical spectrum (see figure 8.5), following scenario 2, to verify a posteriori the consistency of this source with the Amati relation.

We first calculate $E_{\text{iso}}$, which, as mentioned above, in our case is not the total energy of the GRB but the total energy of the extended afterglow, $E_{\text{iso}} \equiv E_{\text{after}} = 72\%E_{\text{tot}} = 4 \times 10^{48}$ erg. To calculate $E_{p,i}$, we simulated the $\nu F_{\nu}$ theoretical spectrum integrated over the entire extended afterglow up to $10^4$
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The theoretical $\nu F_{\nu}$ spectrum in the observer frame is shown in figure 8.5: it peaks at $E_p \sim 2.3$ keV, which implies that $E_{p,i} = (1 + z)E_p \sim 2.8$ keV.

We also checked the position of GRB 050509b in the $E_{p,i}/E_{iso}$ plane considering only the short hard spikelike emission observed by BAT, which is identified with the P-GRB. In this case, only a lower limit to $E_{p,i}$ can be established from the observational data. The $\nu F_{\nu}$ observed spectrum in the BAT 15–150 keV energy range indeed increase with energy and does not exhibit any peak (Bloom et al., 2006). Therefore, a first estimate would lead us to conclude that $E_p > 150$ keV and then that $E_{p,i} > 184$ keV. The corresponding value of the isotropic equivalent energy emitted in the BAT 15–150 keV energy range is $E_{iso,15−150} = (2.7 \pm 1) \times 10^{48}$ ergs (Bloom et al., 2006). Bloom et al. (2006) conclude that the total isotropic equivalent energy emitted can be $E_{iso} \gtrsim 3E_{iso,15−150}$ if $E_p \gtrsim 1$–2 MeV. A more conservative estimate of $E_{p,i}$ and $E_{iso}$ can be found by fitting the observed BAT spectrum with a Band model where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ indices are fixed to typical values ($\alpha = -1$ and $\beta = -2.3$). This leads to the following lower limit to $E_p$ at 90% c.l. of $E_p > 55$ keV, which corresponds to $E_{p,i} > 67$ keV. To compute the corresponding total isotropic equivalent energy $E_{iso}$, we must integrate this Band spectrum from 1 keV to 10000 keV. Since the exact value of $E_p$ is not known, but we have only a lower limit, the result of this integration, and therefore $E_{iso}$, will depend on $E_p$. We find that $E_{iso}$ can range from $5 \times 10^{48}$ erg, if $E_p$ is equal to its lower limit (i.e. $E_p = 55$ keV), all the way up to $3 \times 10^{49}$ erg, if $E_p$ is as high as the upper limit of the integration (i.e. $E_p = 10000$ keV).

In Fig. 8.6 the result of this analysis are shown. When considering both the upper limit following Bloom et al. (2006), namely $E_{p,i} > 184$ keV and $2.6 \times 10^{48} < E_{iso} \lesssim 7.8 \times 10^{48}$ erg, and the more conservative upper limit computed above, namely $E_{p,i} > 67$ keV and $5 \times 10^{48} < E_{iso} < 3 \times 10^{49}$ erg, we find that the short hard spikelike emission observed by BAT, which is identified with the P-GRB, does not fulfill the Amati relation. When, instead, we consider the peak of the extended afterglow alone ($E_{p,i} \sim 2.8$ keV, $E_{iso} \sim 4 \times 10^{48}$ erg, see above), as should be done according to the fireshell scenario (Guida et al., 2008b; Caito et al., 2010), GRB 050509b is fully consistent with the Amati relation.

This result allows us to conclude that, within the theoretical fireshell model, GRB 050509b is consistent with the Amati relation. It implies that this is not a genuine short burst, but instead a long burst disguised as a short one, confirming our hypothesis.
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Figure 8.6.: GRB 050509b position in the $E_{p,i}/E_{iso}$ plane. The continuous orange lines show the best-fit power law of the $E_{p,i} - E_{iso}$ correlation and the dotted gray ones are the 2σ confidence region, as determined by Amati et al. (2009). The green lower limit ($2.6 \times 10^{48} < E_{iso} < 7.8 \times 10^{48}$ erg and $E_{p,i} > 184$ keV, computed following Bloom et al., 2006) and the blue lower limit ($5 \times 10^{48} < E_{iso} < 3 \times 10^{49}$ erg and $E_{p,i} > 67$ keV, computed following the more conservative approach described in this paper) correspond to the short hard spikelike emission observed by BAT. The red dot ($E_{iso} \sim 4 \times 10^{48}$ erg, $E_{p,i} \sim 2.8$ keV) corresponds to the unobserved peak of the extended afterglow theoretically computed within the fireshell model.
8.5. Discussion

In a set of papers based on the fireshell model, it has been introduced a new class of GRBs, called “disguised” short GRBs (see Bernardini et al., 2007, 2008; Caito et al., 2009, 2010; Ruffini et al., 2009, and references therein). These are canonical long GRBs with an extended afterglow that is energetically predominant with respect to the P-GRB (see Fig. 8.2). Their main characteristic is that the emission of the afterglow occurs in an environment characterized by a peculiarly low value of the average CBM density \( n_{\text{CBM}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-3} \) particles/cm\(^3\), which is a value typical of a galactic halo environment. Under this condition, the extended afterglow peak luminosity is much lower than the one expected for a canonical value of the average CBM density inside the galaxy \( n_{\text{CBM}} = 1.0 \) particle/cm\(^3\)). Consequently, the extended afterglow peak luminosity is “deflated” and the energy of the extended afterglow is released on a much longer timescale. The energetic predominance of the afterglow with respect to the P-GRB is quantified by the value of the baryon loading \( B \) (see Fig. 8.2) and can be verified by integrating over time the luminosity of the extended afterglow. Examples of this class are GRB 970228 (Bernardini et al., 2007), GRB 060614 (Caito et al., 2009), and GRB 071227 (Caito et al., 2010).

We have shown that GRB 050509b cannot be considered a “genuine” short GRB and proposed that it be classified as a disguised short GRB. We have tested two alternative scenarios for this GRB, one assuming it is a “genuine” short GRB and an alternative one assuming it is a disguised short GRB. We have demonstrated that the only interpretation of the data compatible with the first scenario would lead to an extremely intense P-GRB that is not observed (see Fig. 8.3); therefore this scenario should be discarded and GRB 050509b cannot be interpreted as a “genuine” short GRB. We have instead obtained a reasonable interpretation within the second scenario for \( B = 6.0 \times 10^{-4} \), corresponding to a long GRB, and an average CBM density of \( n_{\text{CBM}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-3} \) particles/cm\(^3\), which clearly implies that GRB 050509b is a disguised short GRB (see Fig. 8.4).

GRB 050509b does not have XRT data before 100 s. The BAT light curve went beneath its threshold at \( \sim 40 \) ms. All the data about the peak of the extended afterglow is therefore missing, which is the relevant part for the calculation of the energy peak \( E_{p,i} \) of the \( \nu F_\nu \) spectrum for the Amati relation. Despite this lack of data, it has been possible, from our theoretical simulation, to infer both the spectrum of the extended afterglow peak emission and a value of \( E_{p,i} \), and to check a posteriori whether GRB 050509b fulfills the Amati relation. This has been done, as already shown in previous papers (Guida et al., 2008b; Caito et al., 2010), by duly neglecting the contribution of the P-GRB, assuming that the Amati relation is connected only to the extended afterglow emission process. It has been proven indeed (see Fig. 8.5) that GRB 050509b, when the P-GRB contribution is neglected, is in perfect agreement
with the Amati relation. This interpretation is also supported by the P-GRB alone being inconsistent with the Amati relation (see also Fig. 8.6 Sec. 8.4 and e.g. Bloom et al., 2006 and references therein).

The understanding reached for this source and others of the same class points also to a difficulty in identifying a “genuine” short GRB. A selection effect is at work: a genuine short GRB must have a very weak extended afterglow (see Fig. 8.2); consequently, it is very difficult to determine its redshift.

8.6. Conclusion

It has been shown that GRB 050509b originates from the gravitational collapse to a black hole of a merging binary system consisting of two degenerate stars according to three different and complementary considerations:

1. Very stringent upper limits on an associated supernova event have been established (see Cenko et al., 2005; Bersier et al., 2005; Hjorth et al., 2005; Castro-Tirado et al., 2005; Bloom et al., 2005a,b, 2006);
2. The host galaxy has been identified with a luminous, non-star-forming elliptical galaxy (Prochaska et al., 2005; Gehrels et al., 2005; Bloom et al., 2005a, 2006);
3. The GRB exploded in the halo of the host galaxy (Bloom et al., 2006), because the binary system spiraled out before merging.

From an astrophysical point of view, there are three possible cases of merging binary systems that must be considered:

1. Neutron star / neutron star: unlike the case of GRB 970228 (Bernardini et al., 2007), the low energetics of GRB 050509b disfavor this hypothesis;
2. Neutron star / white dwarf: this appears to be the most likely case for GRB 050509b, as in GRB 060614 (Caito et al., 2009) and in GRB 071227 (Caito et al., 2010);
3. White dwarf / white dwarf: this case is viable only for two very massive white dwarfs, allowing the critical mass of neutron stars against gravitational collapse to a black hole to be overcome in the merging process; that low massive white dwarf / white dwarf merging binary systems may lead to low energetics events has been widely expressed in the literature (see e.g. Iben and Tutukov 1984; Paczynski 1985; Pakmor et al., 2010).

From the point of view of GRB classification, we conclude that:

1. GRB 050509b is a disguised short GRB occurring in a low CBM density environment ($n_{CBM} < 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$), typical of a galactic halo;
2. The baryon loading of GRB 050509b, and consequently the ratio of the P-GRB to the extended afterglow energetics, is typical of canonical long-duration GRBs;

3. The possible origin of a genuine short GRB from a merging binary system, as often purported in the literature (see e.g. [Meszaros 2006 but also Gehrels et al. 2009]), still remains an open issue both from an observational and a theoretical point of view; in theory, this will crucially depend on the amount of baryonic matter left over in the process of gravitational collapse originating the fireshell baryon loading, which must be \( B \lesssim 10^{-5} \).

From all the above considerations, it also follows that a binary system merging in a higher density region (i.e. \( n_{\text{CBM}} \sim 1 \) particles/cm\(^3\)) would give rise to a canonical long-duration GRB without an associated supernova (see also Bernardini et al. 2007; Caioto et al. 2009).
9. **A new class of very energetic GRBs within the fireshell model**

Here we present a detailed analysis of two very interesting GRBs: GRB 080319B and GRB 050904. There are two sources with very different redshifts: \( z \sim 1 \) and \( z \sim 6.3 \) respectively, but present many similarities. In fact, both of them are very energetic sources, with an isotropic energy of the order of \( 10^{54} \) ergs and show a very intense optical emission; furthermore, their light curves present a similar structure: both of them have a strong temporal variability.

### 9.1. GRB 080319B

GRB 080319B was discovered by the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) on board of the Swift satellite on March 19, 2008 (Racusin et al., 2008). It is a very peculiar burst: it is the most luminous GRB observed in the optical energy band and one of the brightest in \( \gamma \) and X. It is characterized by a redshift \( z = 0.937 \) (Vreeswijk et al., 2008) and an isotropic energy release of \( E_\gamma = 1.32 \times 10^{54} \) ergs (Golenetskii et al., 2008). Furthermore, there is clear evidence that the prompt emission can be separated into two main episodes, partitioned at about 28 s (Stamatikos et al., 2009; Margutti et al., 2008).

We analysed the prompt emission light curve and spectrum of this burst within the Fireshell Model, using the “modified” thermal spectrum. According to the canonical GRB scenario, we identify the first 8 s of emission with the P-GRB and the remaining part of the first episode (ending at about 28 s) with the peak of the extended afterglow, whose temporal variability is produced by the interaction with the Circumburst Medium (CBM). We obtain the best fit of the light curve (fig. 9.1) and the spectrum (fig. 9.2) of this first episode (3 s \( \leq t_a^d \leq 28 \) s) with the following parameters: \( E_{\text{tot}}^{e^+ e^-} = 1.0 \times 10^{54} \) ergs, \( B = 2.5 \times 10^{-3} \) and \( \alpha = -1.8 \); the Lorentz gamma factor at the transparency point, occurring at \( r_0 = 2.6 \times 10^{14} \) cm, is \( \gamma_0 = 394 \). We also consider a mean number density \( < n_{\text{cbm}} > \sim 6 \) particles cm\(^{-3} \) and \( R = 3.5 \times 10^{-10} \).

Thanks to the high energetics of the burst, it was possible to analyse also spectra more resolved in time. In fig 9.3 is shown, as an example, the spectrum for 3 s \( \leq t_a^d \leq 13 \) s; it can be seen that with the modified thermal spectrum we can correctly reproduce the observational data.

Concerning the second episode, lasting from 28 s to the end of the prompt emission, we propose that it is a “gamma-ray plateau” that originates from
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Figure 9.1.: Theoretically simulated light curve of GRB 080319B prompt emission in the 15-150 keV energy band (black solid curve) is compared with the observed data (red points); the P-GRB is marked with a magenta circle. The blue vertical dotted line marks the begin of the second part of the prompt emission.

a delayed emission produced by a “second component” of the fireshell, as explained in Sec. 7.2; this interpretation is supported by the correlation between the the Lorentz factor of the second shell and the maximum Lorentz factor of the fireshell (see Bernardini et al., in prep.).

After the prompt emission, GRB 080319B shows also an X-ray afterglow which decays as a simple power-law (Racusin et al., 2008); here we don’t present the study of this component, after the onset of the “gamma-ray plateau”, the dynamics of the fireshell as well as the spectrum of the emitted radiation are different and another threatment is needed.

9.2. GRB 050904

GRB 050904 was discovered by BAT on September 4, 2005 (Cummings et al., 2005). This burst is characterized by a very high redshift: \( z = 6.29 \) (Kawai et al., 2005) and an isotropic energy release of \( E_{iso} = 1.04 \times 10^{54} \) ergs (Sugita...
Figure 9.2.: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 080319B for $3 \leq t_{\text{int}} \leq 28$ s (black solid line) is compared with the observed data by BAT (red points).
Figure 9.3.: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 080319B for $3s \leq t_d \leq 13s$ with $\alpha = -1.8$ (black solid line) is compared with the observed data by BAT (red points).
Furthermore, a bright optical flare was detected by TAROT near the end of the prompt emission (Boer et al. 2006). Another interesting feature of this burst is a long-lasting variability of the X-ray emission, showing several X-ray flares (Watson et al. 2006b; Cusumano et al. 2007). In particular, the light curve shows a bright flare at $443 \pm 3$ s; this flaring is similar to the one observed in other GRBs at early times (Burrows et al. 2005b), but the light curve does not settle into a power-law decay, continuing to be dominated by large variability (Watson et al. 2006b). We analysed the light curve (fig. 9.4) and the spectrum (fig. 9.5) of the prompt emission within the Fireshell Model, applying the “modified” thermal spectrum. We identify this emission with the peak of the extended afterglow. In this case we don’t see the P-GRB, as its energetics is under the BAT threshold ($E_{\text{iso,P-GRB}} = 2.1\% E_{\text{tot}} = 1.47 \times 10^{52}$ ergs). The best fit of the light curve (see fig. 9.4) and spectrum (see fig. 9.5) is obtained with the same values of $E_{\text{tot}}^{e^+e^-}$ and $B$ found for GRB 080319B: $E_{\text{tot}}^{e^+e^-} = 1.0 \times 10^{54}$ ergs, $B = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}$; this is an indication of a similar progenitor for the two sources. Furthermore, also in this case we obtain $a = -1.8$ and $\gamma_0 = 394$. We also considered a mean number density $< n_{\text{cbm}} > \sim 10^{-1}$ particles cm$^{-3}$ and $R = 2 \times 10^{-11}$; these values are different from the ones obtained for GRB 080319B and this indicates that, although the two sources have a similar progenitor, the bursts occurred in different environments.

Thanks to the high energetics of the burst, it was possible to analyse spectra more resolved in time. In fig. 9.6 is shown, as an example, the spectrum for $0 \leq t_d \leq 50$: it can be seen that with the modified thermal spectrum we can correctly reproduce the observational data.

We also analysed the XRT observed light curve within the Fireshell Model. In particular, we separate it into two different episodes: a first one, lasting up to $t_{\text{d}} \sim 10^3$s and a second one, characterized by a strong flaring activity. We propose that the first episode contributes to the extended afterglow emission, while the second one originates from a delayed emission produced by a “second component” of the fireshell, like the second component identified in the prompt emission of GRB 080319B. This interpretation is supported by the correlation between the the Lorentz factor of the second shell and the maximum Lorentz factor of the fireshell (see Bernardini et al., in prep.).

Concerning the first episode, we can correctly fit the first part of the XRT emission, but there are difficulties in reproducing the steep decay of the flare (see fig. 9.8 and 9.9). Within the fireshell model, flares have the same origin of the prompt emission: they are the result of the interaction of the fireshell with the CBM. The observed discrepancies between the theoretical and the observational data are due to the “radial approximation” adopted in the Fireshell Model: the CBM is arranged in spherical shells (Ruffini et al. 2002). This approximation is valid when the fireshell visible area is larger than the typical size of the CBM clump, but fails when it becomes comparable to the dimension of the clump: this is the case of the X-ray flares, since at those time...
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Figure 9.4.: Theoretically simulated light curve of GRB 050904 prompt emission in the 15-150 keV energy band (black solid curve) is compared with the observed data (red points).
Figure 9.5: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 050904 for $0 \leq t_d \leq 225$s (black solid line) is compared with the observed data by BAT (red points).
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Figure 9.6.: Theoretically simulated time integrate spectrum of GRB 050904 for $0 \leq t_a^d \leq 50$ s (black solid line) is compared with the observed data by BAT (red points).
Figure 9.7.: Boundaries of the fireshell visible area (red solid lines) compared with the dimensions of two CBM clumps, corresponding to the first spike of the prompt emission (A) and the flare (B).

the fireshell visible area is much larger than during the prompt phase (see fig. 9.7). To solve this problem, following Bernardini et al., we simulate the flare light curve accounting for the three dimensional structure of the CBM clumps: we integrate over the emitting surface only up to a certain angle $\theta_c$ from the line of sight, corresponding to the transverse dimension of the CBM clump. In this way it is possible to correctly reproduce the observed flare (see fig. 9.10).
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Figure 9.8: Theoretically simulated light curve of GRB 050904 afterglow emission in the Swift XRT energy band (0.2-10 keV) (black solid curve) is compared with the observed data (red points). The black circle marks the first episode, the blue circle the second one.

Figure 9.9: Theoretically simulated light curve of GRB 050904 afterglow emission in the Swift XRT energy band obtained under the “radial approximation” (black solid curve) is compared with the observed data (red points).
Figure 9.10.: Theoretically simulated light curve of GRB 050904 afterglow emission in the Swift XRT obtained by imposing a finite transverse dimension for the CBM clump (black solid curve) is compared with the observed data (red points).
10. GRB 090423 : a canonical GRB at redshift 8.1

GRB 090423 is the most distant GRB known to-date, with a spectroscopically determined redshift of \( z \approx 8.1 \), (Tanvir et al. 2009), that was confirmed with an in-depth analysis of the TNG spectrum of GRB 090423 taken on Apr 23 at 22:16 UT using the Italian TNG 3.6m telescope located in the Canary Islands (Spain), (Guidorzi et al. 2009). The Swift satellite triggered GRB 090423 on April 09, 2009 at 07:55:19 UT, (Krimm et al. 2009). At almost the same instant also the Fermi Gamma Ray Burst Monitor (GBM) triggered on GRB 090423. The two light curves show a structured single peak lasting \( \sim 19 \) seconds, while the T-90, in the Swift (15-150 keV) band, is equal to 12 \( \pm 1.4 \) s. This measure, and the estimate of the redshift, suggests that this GRB is intrinsically a short-GRB. Nevertheless GRB 090423 is fully consistent with the Amati relation, (Amati et al. 2009), so that it is considered as a long-GRB. Moreover if we consider the Swift-BAT sensitivity of \( \sim 10^{-8} \) ergs cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), and considering the redshift of \( \sim 8.1 \), it is likely that part of the emission of gamma-rays from GRB 090423 has not been detected because it was below the threshold of Swift-BAT. This evidence is supported by observations of Swift-XRT, which started to observe GRB 090423 \( \sim 72 \) seconds after the BAT trigger time. The XRT light curve of GRB 090423 is a classical 3-steps X-ray light curve, showing in particular a flare just before the start of the plateau phase. This flare is a signature of a prolonged activity of the peak of the afterglow up to \( \sim 400 \) seconds, so when the flare stops then it starts the plateau component.

This second phase in the X-ray afterglow was discovered with the launch of the Swift satellite, which was the first instrument to obtain early X-ray light curves immediately following GRBs. In literature there are several possible explanation for this second component, (Butler & Kovevski 2007, Nousek et al. 2006, Zhang et al. 2006). In the standard model it was attributed to the outflow, being jet-like, and the break in the X-ray light curve occurs when the edge of the jet becomes visible, as the jet slows down, (Meszaros & Rees 2009, Roads 1997, Roads 1999, Sari et al. 1999), while the other models, which exclude a jet-emission model, need a mechanism that allows a prolonged injection of energy, (Kumar & Piran 2000, O’Brien et al. 2006). Here we consider the application of the fireshell model, (Ruffini et al. 2001, Ruffini et al. 2001b, Ruffini 2007a), to GRB 090423, in which a possible alternative to the existing models to explain this second component is the following :
Table 10.1.: Starting parameters for the fireshell fit of GRB 090423

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Starting value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_d\gamma_a$</td>
<td>$1.00 \times 10^{53}$ ergs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{BH}$</td>
<td>$10 M_\odot$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$\sim 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

consider the shell, which expands in the medium surrounding the burst, as a shell structured, which consists of the classical compact front, but ending more smoothly with a tail of the matter distribution less energetic. As the forward shell collides with the circumburst medium (CBM), it loses energy and velocity while the tail moves forward undisturbed by the collision with the CBM. At a certain time, $t_r$, the forward shell, which continues to lose energy and slow down, reaching a Lorentz Gamma factor, $\Gamma_2$, value such that it is caught up by the delayed shells, which constitute the tail of the total fireshell. This second shell does not interact with the CBM, since the first one, after its passage, cleaned up most of the interstellar medium near the GRB site, leaving this second shell in a quasi empty space. It’s important to note the existence of a correlation between the value of the bulk Lorentz Gamma factor at the transparency, $\Gamma_0$, and at the collision of these two shells, $\Gamma_2$. This fact is known only for a tens of GRBs, (Bernardini in preparation), and it could be interesting for constraining better the fireshell dynamics.

At this moment it starts the second component, the plateau, which lasts $10^2 - 10^4$ seconds until a break occurs in the light curve at a time $t_b$, where the radiation flow begins to decline steadily. The physical origin of this second component is to seek in the collision of the shell which occurs at $t_r$. The collision would generate a sort of refreshed shock, whose following dominant radiation emission process is due to magnetohydrodynamics of electrons accelerated in the shell’s collisions.

In the literature there are several indications, see for example (Butler & Kocevski 2007), that the late afterglows is due to a synchrotron-like emission scenario, whose radiation emission theory is well known in the case, (Sari et al. 1998, Granot & Sari 2002). For this reason we strongly believe that the plateau phase and the following X-ray emission is due to another emission process and for the first time we do not expect the equations of motion to hold.

### 10.1. GRB 090423 in the fireshell model

We start the fit of the Swift-BAT light curve and the spectrum of GRB 090423 considering as starting parameters the values indicated in the Table 10.2.

In Fig. 10.1 we report the theoretical fit of Swift-BAT (15-150 keV) light
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**Figure 10.1.:** Swift-BAT (15-150 keV) light curve (green bars) compared with the theoretical fit (red lines).

curve of GRB 090423 prompt emission. As said before, we find the P-GRB below the detector threshold, so we identify all of the gamma-pulses with the afterglow peak emission, in the context of the “fireshell” scenario. These pulses have been reproduced in our simulations assuming a spherical distribution of the density of the CBM. In particular each pulse corresponds to an overdense shell of matter around the site of the burst. On average, we find that during the prompt emission we have for the CBM density the value of \( <n> = 5 \times 10^{-2} \) particles/cm\(^3\). Nevertheless after the prompt emission, when it starts the X-afterglow, the density decreases abruptly up to the lower value of \( 10^{-7} \) at the onset of the plateau. In particular the big X-flare, starting at \( T_0 + 170 \) s is fitted considering a density shell of \( 10^{-5} \). This value is quite low, but it could be reconsidered in light of the possible shell’s fragmentations, e.g. (Dainotti et al. 2008), as we can see in the next subsection.

Last we obtain for the two parameters characterizing the source in the Fireshell model the value of \( E_{\text{dya}} = 1.20 \times 10^{53} \) ergs, and \( B = 8 \times 10^{-4} \). With these values we obtain an initial plasma created between the radii \( r_1 = 2.93 \times 10^6 \) cm and \( r_2 = 1.39 \times 10^8 \) cm, with a total number of pairs \( N_{e\pm} = 4.10 \times 10^{57} \) and an initial temperature of about 2.3 MeV. So we can estimate the energy emitted in the P-GRB, which turns out to be \( E_{\text{P-GRB}} = 4.5 \%  \ E_{\text{dya}} = 5.4 \times 10^{51} \) ergs. Immediately we note that, at that redshift and with the energy given by \( E_{\text{P-GRB}} \), the P-GRB should not be visible, as we verify in the observations. The transparency point happens to the radius of \( r_0 = 5.03 \times 10^{13} \) cm, when the fireshell has a Lorentz Gamma factor of about 1100.

For the fit of the energy spectrum we assume that the spectral energy distribution of photons emitted in the co-moving frame of the fireshell is:
Figure 10.2: Swift-BAT (15-150 keV) energy spectrum (green bars) compared with the theoretical fit (red lines).

\[
\frac{dE}{dAd\Omega d\nu dt} = \frac{2h^2}{c^2} \left( \frac{h\nu}{k_BT} \right)^\alpha \frac{1}{\exp\left( \frac{h\nu}{k_BT} \right) - 1}
\]  

(10.1.1)

which is characterized by the parameter \( \alpha \). The spectrum in the observer’s frame is obtained by the convolution over the EquiTemporal Surfaces (EQTS, (Biacno et al. 2001)) and the observational time, (Patricelli et al. in preparation). Here we show the application of this spectral model, for which we find for the \( \alpha \)-index in Eq.(10.1.1) the value of \( \alpha = -1.8 \). The fit of the energy spectrum is plotted in Fig.10.2.

### 10.1.1. The fragmentation of the fireshell

The fit of the X-afterglow of GRB 090423 appears to have a significant lower effective CBM density. This fact could be due to the possible fragmentation of the incoming baryon fireshell. One of the possible causes of the fireshell fragmentation is attributable to the interaction of the same shell with the CBM. In particular at a certain radius the surface of the fireshell, responsible for the radiation emission, does not increase as \( r^2 \), but as \( r^\beta \), with \( \beta < 2 \), (Ruffini et al. 2007). So the effective CBM density \( n \) is linked to the actual one \( n_{act} \) by the following relation:

\[
n = \mathcal{R} n_{act}
\]  

(10.1.2)

where \( \mathcal{R} = (r^*/r)^\delta \), with \( r^* \) the starting radius at which the fragmentation occurs and \( \delta = 2 - \beta \). Considering a constant density of the CBM, exactly \( n_{act} = 10^{-2} \) particles/cm\(^3\) at \( r^* = 6 \times 10^{16} \) cm, we obtain from the fit of the late-prompt light curve, the value of \( \beta = -3 \).
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In light of the new results from the disguised short GRBs, see Secs. C.3, C.1 and C.2, an intriguing possible explanation for the emission observed in GRB 090423 could be that this GRB is a disguised short GRB. We tried to simulate the emission observed considering the prompt light curve, and of consequence the most energetic part of the GRB, as due to the P-GRB emission, and an intermediate case, where we considered both the contributes, the P-GRB and the extended afterglow, in the GRB prompt light curve.

In the first case, see Fig. 10.3, we don’t see the peak of the afterglow and, more important, we are not able to simulate the x-ray flare observed in the XRT light curve. Moreover we don’t have in this case enough energy to model the following x-ray emission (the plateau and the late decay), which we consider as due to a different emission mechanism, see next section. In the latter case the simulation of the light curve is in good agreement with the observed data, see Fig. 10.4, but in order to simulate it we must take into account a strong variation of the emitting fireshell area.

In all cases the CBM average density exhibits a sharp variation at a certain radius. This fact seems in agreement with an initial wind density of the CBM, \( \rho \propto r^{-2} \), and a subsequent high-density cloud, \( \rho \sim 10 \text{ particles/cm}^3 \).

The work about this source is still in progress, and it would be very interesting in particular to take some other similar results from other high-redshift sources as, for example, GRB 080913.

Finally we note that these two extra possibilities can be discarded by the fact that, at that redshift, the detector threshold act as a sort of selection effect for the GRB emission. In particular there could be a hidden emission that
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Figure 10.4.: The fit of the Swift BAT and XRT light curve of 090423, obtained considering the first 4 seconds of the prompt light curve as due to the P-GRB emission.

was not detected by Swift BAT, and it can be happened both before and after the observed prompt light curve. However we cannot speculate more on this argument, but there is the possibility that the prompt emission is due to the most energetic pulse of the intrinsic hard x-ray emission of the GRB.

10.2. A new component in the afterglow scenario

This GRB was first detected in the X-ray by Swift-XRT, which began observing the region of the explosion 72.5 s after the Swift-BAT trigger. The analysis of the first 8.4 ks in the 0.3-10 keV band, (Stratta et al. 2009), reveals a classical 3-steps X-ray trend. In the first steep phase, at T0+170 s, there is a big flare, ending at about T0+260 s when immediately the plateau component starts. At about T0+3.9ks the light curve is well-described by a power-law model with index $\alpha = -1.30 \pm 0.10$.

Then we consider the time integrated and time resolved spectral analysis, in particular analyzing the spectrum emitted during each of the X-ray phase. All of these spectrum are well fit by an absorbed power-law spectral model whose energy indexes $\beta$ are shown in the second column of the Table 10.2. For these spectrum we impose as the Galactic column density the value of $6.9 \times 10^{22} cm^{-2}$, which was found for the fit of the total spectrum, while as intrinsic column density we obtain the value of $2.9 \times 10^{20} cm^{-2}$.

As a result of the previous analysis we report an evident spectral variation in the respective energy index between the first phase and the remaining ones of the X-ray light curve. Nevertheless we note that a similar spectral variation was also noted in the past, (Butler). In that work the authors describe this
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![Figure 10.5: Time decay index $\alpha$ versus Energy index $\beta$ for the X-ray afterglows for each of the three afterglow phases described in the text. We consider a sample of 133 GRBs with time decay $\alpha$ and energy index $\beta$ taken in (Evans2). In particular we consider only energy spectra taken by the Swift-XRT satellite in Photon Countig mode for at least the first two afterglow phases. Note the data sample clustering in the second and the third phase, as delineated in (Butler & Kocevski 2007).](image)

variation as the signature of a second component in the afterglow of GRBs, (Nousek). In particular a detailed spectral analysis of a sample of GRBs, that we reproduce in Fig. 10.5, where the red dot represents GRB090423, led the authors to state that this second component has all of the observational characteristics of an adiabatic external shock synchrotron radiation, e.g. see (Sari). In this work we don’t tackle directly this argument, but we assert that after a certain time, the fireshell emission drops down so that the following dominant radiation emission process is due to the magnetohydrodynamics of electrons accelerated in the previous shell’s collision. A complete analysis and explanation of these considerations will be explained in a forthcoming paper.

In this way we stop our analysis of GRB 090423 at the start of the plateau component. As delineated previously, the plateau component starts after a big flare lasting about 150 $s$. It is also the presence of this flare which bring us to the conclusion that 090423 is a long GRB. Indeed it is seen in the X-ray part of the e.m. spectrum, but if we consider the correction for the redshift of the GRB, we obtain that this emission should stay in the $\gamma$-ray part of the e.m. spectrum. Moreover the flare is the signature of a prolonged activity of the shell with the CBM. From our analysis we preliminarily obtain that this flare is due to some blob of interstellar matter located at $\approx 0.5$ l. y. along the line of sight from the Black Hole formed. At these high distances from the progenitor we have that the fireshell visible area (defined by the condition $\cos \theta = v/c$, where $\theta$ is the angle between the emitted photon and the line of sight, and $v$ is the fireshell velocity, (Bernardini et al. 2009), is wider than that at short distances, see Fig. , and this fact translates in the fit with a different treatment for the flare: we consider a bidimensional structure.
of the CBM clump along the line of sight, as already done for GRB 011121, (Caito et al. 2009). For this reason we integrate up to a well-defined angle $\theta_c$ from the line of sight, corresponding to the transverse dimension of the CBM clump which in this case is given by $d_c = 2r_c \sin \theta_c$, where $r_c$ is the distance of the clump from the formed black hole. We obtain a good fit for the flare considering a cut at 170 s after the initial emission, which corresponds to a distance from the black hole formed of $r_{cut} = 3.25 \times 10^{17}$ cm. The final fit of the flare is shown in Fig.10.8 while a graphical explanation of our flare analysis is shown in Fig.10.9. Even if the fireshell emission after the cut is different from that simulated, our procedure confirms the fact that we can obtain a good representations of the flares in the context of the interactions of the fireshell with the CircumBurst medium. However, in order to simulate the effective emission after a cut to the fireshell visible area, it is required a net improvement of the code, also for a fully treatment in a three-dimensional context of the CBM clump responsible for the flare.
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Figure 10.7.: The fit of the X-ray flare of 090423 considering that all of the emission from the fireshell contributes to it.

Figure 10.8.: The fit of the X-ray flare of 090423. In order to obtain a good fit, we consider a cut to the fireshell visible area corresponding to the total emission up to 170 s after the initial emission.
GRB 090423 is the most distant GRB up to date, with a redshift of about $z = 8.1$. In the cosmological $\Lambda$CDM standard model this means that 090423 bursted about 700,000 years after the Big Bang. For this reason we argue that 090423 originated from the collapse of a massive star, generating a Black Hole with a minimum mass of 10 solar masses. A binary merging origin is rejected since the time for the formation and the merging of two compact binary stars is supposed greater than 700,000 years.

The fit in the fireshell scenario suggests that 090423 is a canonical Gamma Ray Burst. We obtain a CBM average density of about $10^{-2} \text{#}\text{/cm}^3$, and a high value of the Lorentz Gamma factor at the transparency $\Gamma \approx 10^3$. The presence of a big flare in the X-ray light curve is a signature of the late interaction of the fireshell with the CBM and, more important, is the confirmation that 090423 is a long GRB. This fact is supported also by the fact that this GRB satisfies the Amati relation.

The X-ray light curve consists of 3 distinct power-law segments. The first one consists of a rapid flux decay (if we do not consider the flare) and it represents the residual emission of the fireshell. In the second phase the flux is approximately constant so the light curve become shallower than the previous phase, while in the last one we have another flux decay but with a different time decay index $\alpha$ than the first phase. Nevertheless we note a variation in the power-law spectral index $\beta$ between the first and the remaining 2 X-ray light curve phases. This fact is more evident in the diagram shown in Fig. 10.5, where is reported the same analysis but considering a sample of 133 GRBs.
In particular it is clearly evident a clustering of the data sample in the second and the third phases. This fact suggests the presence of a second component in the GRB scenario. We are studying this possibility in the FireShell scenario and in particular we believe that this second component is due to the structure of the FireShell, (De Barros et al. 2009). In particular the ejecta should have a range of bulk Lorentz factor $\Gamma$, interacting with each other when the outer shells slow down due to the interaction with the CBM. This interaction should generate some bumps, turning off the FireShell emission and highlighting sub-process of emission due to the magnetohydrodynamics of the electrons accelerated in the previous shell’s collisions. One of the possible evolutions of the model will be the explanation of this second component in terms of this electron-generated emission.
11. The high-energy emission in the fireshell scenario

The launch of the Fermi satellite opened a new window on the GRB science. Thanks to the Large Area Telescope (LAT) (Atwood et al., 2009) on-board the Fermi spacecraft, we can detect very high energy photons (> 100 MeV) from GRBs. The first result we obtained from Fermi is that not all GRBs own this high energy component, but just a fraction of them: currently LAT has detected energetic photons from ∼ 20 GRBs upon the whole set of ∼ 480 GRBs detected by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) (Meegan et al., 2009). However this last evidence has been already noticed by the EGRET detector on board the Compton Gamma-Ray Observer satellite, which detected high energy photons just from few GRBs.

The other very interesting discovery of the Fermi LAT was that this high energy component is delayed compared to the emission observed by the GBM detector. Moreover when the GBM signal fades in the canonical way, the high energy one is prolonged and can last for hundreds of seconds. The case of GRB 080916c (Abdo et al., 2009b) is remarkable: it is currently the most energetic GRB to date, with an estimated isotropic energy of $E_{\text{iso}} = 8.8 \times 10^{54}$ ergs. A significant contribution to this value was provided by the high-energy gamma-rays (> 100 MeV) emitted by this GRB. Moreover this high energy emission started ∼ 3.6 s after the GBM trigger and persisted up to 1400 s after the GBM trigger. The spectral energy distribution of these high energy photons is best represented by a power-law function, whose photon index was found to be the same of the harder component of the GBM Band spectrum. This observed feature suggested the possibility that the origin of the high energy component can be the same of the GRB emission in the “canonical” electromagnetic energy range. The case of GRB 090902b on the contrary is quite different. Its energy distribution shows a deviation from the Band function obtained from fitting GBM data between 50 keV and 40 MeV (Bissaldi and Connaughton, 2009). This deviation is apparent both below 50 keV in the GBM and above 100 MeV in the LAT. It is well-fit by a single power-law, with a well-constrained index that is retrieved from a fit of the GBM data alone, the LAT data alone, and when jointly fitting the entire data set, see Fig. 11.1. Moreover the time-resolved spectral analysis shows an evolution with the time for the peak energy $E_p$, (Abdo et al., 2009a).

In the case of the fireshell scenario, since the adopted modified black-body spectrum can never produce large MeV and GeV photons, a new mechanism
is needed in the fireshell to explain the high energy component. Following an idea first formulated by Katz [1994], we propose that the GeV emission is originated by the collision between relativistic baryons in the fireshell after the transparency and the nucleons located in some giant molecular clouds (GMC) near the burst site. This collision should give rise pion production, whose immediate decay provides high energy photons, neutrinos and leptons. In these GMCs, there are structures composed mainly of molecules and nucleons, so that the interaction of relativistic nucleons of the Fireshell and the nucleons at rest in the GMC could happen. For this reason we consider the proton-proton interaction as responsible for the high energy emission in GRBs. So we have that the interaction of the fireshell with these GMCs will happen at a certain radius $R_{ext} \sim 10^{16-17}$ cm. If the radius of these GMCs is of the same order, from the fact that the mean free path in p-p collisions is $l = (n\sigma_{pp})^{-1}$, with $\sigma_{pp} \simeq 30$ mbarn the cross section in the case of a pp interaction, we obtain an average density $n$ of the cloud of about $10^{9-10}$ particles/cm$^3$ if $l$ and the GMC radius are similar. However from the IR and radio observations of GMCs, we know that the particle density in these regions reaches high values ($10^{3-4}$ particles/cm$^3$) but there are substructures in these clouds, in the forms of filaments, bubbles and clumps, in which the density reaches very high values ($10^{4-6}$ particles/cm$^3$) [Williams et al., 2000]. Moreover, if we consider a magnetic field of the cloud such that the respective gyroradius is of the order of the cloud size, the relativistic protons could spend a greater time inside the cloud, giving a possible explanation for the prolonged emission in the MeV-GeV energy range. We have that for a gyroradius of the order of 1016 cm, and for a proton energy of 3 TeV, the average magnetic field should be of $\sim 10^{-7}-10^{-6}$ G, a value in agreement with the magnetic field of interstellar medium [Beck, 2005]. Nevertheless a very detailed dimensional

Figure 11.1.: The fit of the spectrum of 090902B considering as spectral model a Band model plus a power-law component.
analysis is needed, in order to constraining better the physics underlying the p-p process in the fireshell.

Our scope consists in determining the spectral shape of the pp fireshell process, or at least some estimates which connect the canonical GRB fireshell emission with this latter one. The interaction of the ABM-pulse with the CBM, including the GMC, will generate the extended afterglow emission, which is simulated using the GRBsim code (Bianco and Ruffini, 2005b), whose results (light curve and spectrum) are shown in Figs. 11.3, 11.4. In our simulation we consider as dyadosphere energy the value $E_{\text{dya}} = 8.8 \times 10^{54}$ ergs, but the fraction of this energy going in the extended afterglow emission is the 75 % of the totality. In this picture, the onset of the high energy emission allow us to distinguish the P-GRB emission from the extended afterglow. In fact, since the P-GRB is the emission at the transparency of the original fireball, there should be no signatures of particle interaction in its spectrum. So we have a powerful tool for identify the P-GRB emission in a GRB.

In GRB 080916c the P-GRB should correspond with the first pulse visible in the Fermi-GBM light curve, see Fig. 11.3. From the observed flux, we have estimated the energy emitted in the P-GRB, $E_{\text{p-GRB}} = 2.8 \times 10^{53}$ ergs, in order to compute the baryon loading of the GRB (Ruffini et al., 2001a), which results to be $B = 3.3 \times 10^{-4}$. From the simulation we have obtained an average CBM density of $<n> = 2.2 \times 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^{-3}$, which seems to be inconsistent with the predicted value of the GMC responsible for the pp interaction. However, we note that this value correspond to an ISM in a volume spherically-distributed around the burst site, while the GMC should occupy only a tiny fraction of the entire solid angle so that the real density is larger. The first important result that we obtain from the simulation is that the Lorentz $\gamma$ factor at the transparency is very high, $\gamma = 3170$. We found very high value for the Lorentz $\gamma$ factor also for the other GRBs with high energy emission, so that it is possible to conclude that a requirement for the presence of high energy in GRBs is a very large value for $\gamma$. Moreover, the very large energy emitted in these GRBs reflects in the number of baryons located in the incoming fireshell, so that in these GRBs there will be a large number of pp collisions and of consequence a large probability to observe very high energy photons incoming from them.

Likewise, in GRB 090902b the P-GRB should correspond with the first 6 s and its energy emitted is constrained to be $\sim 5$-$6\%$ of the dyadosphere, which in this case is $E_{\text{dya}} = 3.63 \times 10^{54}$ ergs. With a baryon loading of $3 \times 10^{-4}$, the Lorentz $\gamma$ factor at the transparency also in this case is very high, $\gamma = 2386$. This fact seems to suggest a sort of energy threshold for the high energy component in the GRBs.

We tried to model this high energy emission considering the pp interaction in the center of mass (c.m.) frame. We note that the threshold for the creation of pion is relatively low: the Lorentz $\gamma$ value of the incident proton can be $\sim$
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Figure 11.2.: Energy spectrum of photons obtained from our simulations of proton-proton interactions, with different values for the energy of the relativistic proton incoming.

2.2. From the previous analysis, we have obtained a very high value for the Lorentz $\gamma$ of the incoming baryons so their energy in the interaction is very large $E_p = (\gamma 1) m_p c^2$, that for $\gamma \approx 10^3$ is of the order of some TeV.

In order to obtain an energy distribution of the high energy photons obtained from the pion decay, we used the Monte Carlo code SIBYLL [Fletcher et al., 1994] to reproduce the spectra of the collisions for different energies of the incident protons. Using the SIBYLL code, we could note that $\sim 83\%$ of the radiation produced is from the decay of the neutral pion $\pi^0$, where the decay $\pi^0 \rightarrow 2\gamma$ is by 98.8 %. In the Fig. 11.2, it is shown the count spectrum of emission for fifteen different energies of the incident protons, so that we can note how the most part of the emitted photons increases from 2 to 5 GeV while the incident proton energy increase from 600 to 3000 GeV. In the case of incident protons with the highest energy, the production of photons with 300 MeV and 100 GeV is the half of the peak production (5 GeV).

Note that for the data of GRB 080916c we consider the Fermi GBM observations (8 keV - 5000 MeV), reduced with the standard FTOOLS package for the Fermi satellite.[1]

11.1. Spectral analysis of the P-GRB candidates

According to the Fireshell scenario, the main emission in a GRB, the extended afterglow, is due to the interaction of the baryonic and leptonic shell with the interstellar medium surrounding the GRB. Before the extended afterglow,
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Figure 11.3.: Fermi-GBM (8-440 keV) light curve (blue points) compared with the results of our simulation of the light curve of GRB 080916C (red lines) and the P-GRB emission (pink line). The green bars correspond to the LAT (> 100 MeV count light curve. Note the P-GRB emission starting before the LAT data.

Figure 11.4.: Fermi-GBM (8-440 keV - green bars) and Fermi-BGO (260-5000 keV - blue bars) energy spectrum compared with the results of our simulation for the energy spectrum of GRB 080916C (red lines).
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Table 11.1.: Time-resolved spectral analysis in the range (8 keV - 5 MeV) for the first pulse of GRB 080916C using a blackbody spectral model with an extra power-law kE$^{-\gamma}$ component, a classical Band function and a modified blackbody spectral model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectral Model</th>
<th>GRB 080916C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BB+po</td>
<td>kT = 56.91 ± 2.49, ε = -1.26 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band</td>
<td>α = -0.33 ± 0.08, β = -2.11 ± 0.18, E$_0$ = 209.98 ± 30.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModifiedBB</td>
<td>kT = 199.74 ± 17.99, ε = -0.52 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we should see a flash of X and gamma radiation, the P-GRB, due to the initial plasma composed of e$^\pm$ pairs and photons, that reaches the condition of transparency. This relativistic plasma thermalizes before the transparency, so the energy spectrum of the P-GRB should have the characteristics of a blackbody spectrum. However, as it is well known, the spectrum of a GRB, and of a typical pulse observed in a burst, is not thermal. This seems could have interesting consequences for the Fireshell model. The possibilities are different: among the many ones considered are those that 1) in addition to a thermal emission there is another dominant process together the P-GRB emission, 2) the spectrum is purely thermal, but not of the type described above, i.e. a convolution of one or more black-body with the EQTS, 3) what is observed is not the P-GRB.

Since in GRB 080916c we the delayed onset of the high-energy emission could be due to the interaction of the fireshell with the CBM, and the emission previously observed in the lower energy bands associated with another phenomenon, as the P-GRB, we made a spectral analysis of this emission, in order to find some signatures of the P-GRB thermal emission. We note that the duration of this first pulse in GRB 080916c is comparable with what is expected for a P-GRB, e.g. of the order of few seconds (Ruffini et al., 1999). Moreover a time-resolved analysis of the different pulses seen in all GRBs shows a soft-to-hard trend for the first two pulses, becoming the canonical hard-to-soft one for the following emission. We consider three different spectral models in our analysis: 1) a classical Band model, represented by two broken power-laws smoothly connected at a given energy $E_0$; 2) a black-body model with an extra power-law component; 3) the modified black-body spectral model described in a previous section. A simple black-body model didn’t explain the observed energy distribution. All of these spectral models are in agreement with the observed Fermi-GBM spectrum (8 - 5000 keV), and the final results are shown in Table 11.1 and in Figs. 11.5.
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Figure 11.5: Spectral fits of the Fermi GBM and BGO count spectra of the P-GRBs of GRB 080916C in the range (8 keV - 5 MeV). We consider in these cases a blackbody spectral model with an extra power-law component and a modified blackbody spectral model respectively.
12. A double component in the prompt emission of GRB 090618

12.1. Introduction

We have studied the emission in the fireshell model of GRB 090618, which is one of the closest \(z = 0.54\) and the most energetic \(E_{\text{iso}} = 2.4 \times 10^{54}\) erg GRBs. It has been observed by many satellites, namely Fermi, Swift, Konus-WIND, AGILE, RT-2 and Suzaku. We have analyzed the emission of this GRB first identifying the transparency emission, the P-GRB, and then using different spectral models with XSPEC. The fundamental parameters to be determined in the fireshell model, \(\text{(Ruffini et al., 2009)}\), in order to obtain information on the spectral energy emission, are the dyadosphere energy, the baryon loading and the density and porosity of the CBM. We found that in this GRB there exists two different components. The first component lasts 50 s with a spectrum showing a very clear thermal component evolving, between \(kT = 60\) keV and \(kT = 14\) keV, and a radius increasing between 9000 km and 50000 km, with an estimate mass of \(\sim 10\) M\(\odot\). The second component is a canonical long GRB with a Lorentz gamma factor at the transparency of \(\Gamma = 490\), a temperature at transparency of 25.48 keV and with a characteristic size of the CBM cloud of \(R_{\text{cl}} \approx 10^{15}\) cm which generated the observed luminosity. We confirm that the second episode corresponds to a canonical GRB, while the first episode do not. Indeed, it appears to be related to the progenitor of the collapsing bare core – defined by us as the “proto black hole” (Izzo et al. A&A submitted) – leading to the black hole formation.

12.1.1. A brief description of the fireshell scenario

Within the fireshell scenario, all GRBs originate from an optically thick \(e^+e^-\) plasma in thermal equilibrium, as a result of a gravitational collapse to form a black hole. This plasma has a total energy of \(E_{\text{tot}}^{e^+e^-}\). The annihilation of \(e^+e^-\) pairs occurs gradually and is confined in an expanding shell called “fireshell”. This plasma engulfs the baryonic material (of mass \(M_B\)) left over in the process of gravitational collapse. The baryon loading is measured by the dimensionless parameter \(B = M_Bc^2/E_{\text{tot}}^{e^+e^-}\). The fireshell self-accelerates
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Figure 12.1.: Fermi-GBM flux light curve of GRB 090618 referring to the NaI (8-440 keV, left panel) and BGO (260 keV - 40 MeV, right panel) detectors.

to ultra-relativistic velocities until it reaches the transparency, when all the photons are emitted in what is called the P-GRB. The remaining accelerated baryonic matter starts then to slow down due to the collisions with the Circum Burst Medium (CBM), of average density $n_{CBM}$. This collision between baryons and the CBM will give rise to the extended afterglow emission, which represents the residual high-energy emission observed in GRBs.

12.2. Data analysis

12.2.1. Data reduction and light curve

We made use of Swift-BAT and XRT (Gehrels et al., 2004; Burrows et al., 2005a) data, together with the Fermi-GBM (Meegan et al., 2009) and Coronas PHOTON-RT2 (Rao et al., 2011) ones. The data reduction was done using the Heasoft packages for BAT and XRT, plus the Fermi-Science tools for GBM. The Swift-BAT light curve was obtained in the band (15-150 keV) using the standard procedure. The Fermi-GBM light curves are shown in Fig. 12.1.

12.2.2. Spectral analysis: identification of the P-GRB

The identification of the P-GRB emission is fundamental since it allows us to determine the value of the Baryon Loading and other physical properties of the fireshell plasma at the initial stage, such as the temperature and the Lorentz gamma factor at the transparency and the lab radius when the P-GRB emission would happen. From the observations we obtain the the

1http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/lheasoft
P-GRB energy and the temperature of the black body due to the P-GRB emission (Ruffini et al., 2000). For this reason we proceeded with the time resolved spectral analysis of GRB 090618 dividing the emission in several time intervals. We then made a data fitting procedure with XSPEC [3] using two spectral models: a Band function and black body plus a power-law component (bb+po). The results are shown in table 12.1.

12.3. Results

12.3.1. From 0 to 50s

The results of this analysis showed the presence of a possible single black body component in the first two intervals considered in the Table 12.1. The former one corresponds to a long precursor, lasting $\sim 50$ s, which is characterized by a single fast rise and exponential decay (FRED) pulse.

For this reason, we divided the emission into two main episodes – the first one lasting from 0 to 50s, and the second one from 50 to 150s. The first episode is well-fitted by a BB+po model of temperature $kT = 29.84 \pm 1.38$ keV (which in principle is a distinctive feature of a P-GRB) and a photon index $\gamma = -1.67 \pm 0.03$. We know that the isotropic energy of the GRB is $E_{iso} = 2.8 \times 10^{53}$ erg, while the energy emitted by the sole black body component in this first 50 s emission is $E_{BB,1st} = 8.88 \times 10^{51}$ erg (the 3.2% of the total energy emitted). This implies a baryon loading $B = 10^{-4}$. From the fireshell equations of motion we derived a theoretically predicted temperature at the transparency which, when corrected for the cosmological redshift
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Figure 12.2.: Time-integrated spectra of the P-GRB of the second episode (from 50 to 54 s after the trigger time) of GRB 090618 fitted with the black-body + power-law model, $\chi^2 = 1.52$.

of the source, gives $kT = 425$ keV. This value is in clear disagreement with the observed temperature which led us to conclude that the first episode cannot be considered as the transparency emission, or the P-GRB. Another peculiar feature is that the duration of this episode is much longer than the typical one considered for P-GRBs, which is at the most 10s, see e.g. (Ruffini et al., 2009).

12.3.2. The second episode as an independent GRB

We tried to identify the P-GRB within the thermal emission observed in the interval B, so from 50s to 59s after the GBM trigger time. A detailed analysis allowed us to consider the first 4 s as due to the P-GRB emission. The P-GRB spectrum is well-fitted by a black body plus a power-law extra component, see Fig. 12.2 with temperature $kT = 25.48 \pm 2.04$ keV and a photon index $\gamma = 1.85 \pm 0.06$. The integrated spectrum of the remaining part is best fitted with a Band model (see Table 12.1). The isotropic energy of the second episode is $E_{iso, 2nd} = 2.37 \times 10^{53}$ erg. If we assume the equality $E_{iso} = E_{tot}^{\gamma\gamma}$ and a baryon loading $B = 2 \times 10^{-3}$, we find that the P-GRB energy should correspond to the 2% of the total energy of the GRB. Since from the fireshell equations we obtain a Lorentz gamma factor at the transparency of $\Gamma_0 = 490$, the corresponding theoretical, and cosmologically corrected, temperature at transparency should be $kT = 24.48$ keV in agreement with the observations. So as a final result, this second episode can be considered as a canonical GRB in the fireshell scenario. We have simulated in this model the GRB 090618 light curve and spectrum, that are shown in Fig. 12.3.
12.4. A different emission process

A detailed spectral analysis of the first episode showed a strong spectral evolution, see Table 12.2 where we have taken into account two different models, a Band model and a blackbody plus an extra power-law component, in order to explain this first emission episode. We have seen, in the case of the blackbody plus power-law, that the temperature varies from the initial value of 54 keV to 14 keV, where the extra power-law non-thermal component is assumed to be related to the blackbody by some process which will be studied in the future. Assuming a non-relativistic expansion for this first episode, we computed the evolution of the blackbody radius just from the luminosity.

12.3.3. The first 50 s emission is not a GRB

We then have checked if the first 50s emission could be considered to be an independent GRB. We attempted a first interpretation by assuming the first 6 s as the P-GRB component, as opposed to the remaining 44 s as the possible extended afterglow. A possible combination of values is given by $E_{\text{tot}}^{e+e^-} = 3.87 \times 10^{52} \text{ erg}$ and $B = 1.5 \times 10^{-4}$, but this would imply a very high value for the Lorentz factor at the transparency of $\sim 5000$. In turn, this value would imply a thermal spectrum of the P-GRB peaking at around 300 keV, which is in contrast with the observed temperature of $kT_{1st} = 58 \text{ keV}$.

Anyway, if we consider all the 50s emission as the extended afterglow, and assuming a “virtual” P-GRB lasting 10s and below the nominal Fermi detector threshold, we conclude that this P-GRB should have been detected by Fermi (Ruffini et al., Adv. Space Res. submitted). We can then conclude that in no way we can interpret this episode either as a P-GRB of the second episode or, as proved here, as a separate GRB.

12.4. A different emission process

Figure 12.3.: Simulated light curve (left) and time integrated (t0+58, t0+150 s) spectrum (8-440 keV, on the right) of the extended afterglow of GRB 090618.
Table 12.2.: Time-resolved spectral analysis of the first episode in GRB 090618. We have considered seven time intervals, as described in the text, and we used two spectral models, whose best-fit parameters are shown here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$E_0$ (keV)</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{\text{BAND}}$</th>
<th>$kT$ (keV)</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{\text{BB}+p}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 5</td>
<td>-0.45 ± 0.11</td>
<td>-2.89 ± 0.78</td>
<td>208.9 ± 36.13</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>59.86 ± 2.72</td>
<td>1.62 ± 0.07</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 10</td>
<td>-0.16 ± 0.17</td>
<td>-2.34 ± 0.18</td>
<td>89.84 ± 17.69</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>37.57 ± 1.76</td>
<td>1.56 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 17</td>
<td>-0.74 ± 0.08</td>
<td>-3.36 ± 1.34</td>
<td>149.7 ± 21.1</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>34.90 ± 1.63</td>
<td>1.72 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 - 23</td>
<td>-0.51 ± 0.17</td>
<td>-2.56 ± 0.26</td>
<td>75.57 ± 16.35</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>25.47 ± 1.38</td>
<td>1.75 ± 0.06</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 - 31</td>
<td>-0.93 ± 0.13</td>
<td>unconstr.</td>
<td>104.7 ± 21.29</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>23.75 ± 1.68</td>
<td>1.93 ± 0.10</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 - 39</td>
<td>-1.27 ± 0.28</td>
<td>-3.20 ± 1.00</td>
<td>113.28 ± 64.7</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>18.44 ± 1.46</td>
<td>2.77 ± 0.83</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 - 49</td>
<td>-3.62 ± 1.00</td>
<td>-2.19 ± 0.17</td>
<td>57.48 ± 50.0</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>14.03 ± 2.35</td>
<td>3.20 ± 1.38</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

observed:

$$r_{\text{em}} = \frac{[\phi_{\text{obs}}/\sigma T_{\text{obs}}^4]^{1/2}D}{(1+z)^2}. \quad (12.4.1)$$

where $\phi_{\text{obs}}$ is the observed thermal flux, $\sigma$ the Stefan constant and $D$ the luminosity distance. We have also obtained a lower limit estimate of the mass of the proto-black hole by considering the sole blackbody energy emitted in the first episode, given by the thermal luminosity times the emission time, and its origin as due to the gravitational energy:

$$E_{\text{iso}} = 4\pi r_{\text{em}}^2 \sigma T^4 \Delta t = \frac{3GM_{\text{pbh}}^2}{5r_{\text{em}}} \quad (12.4.2)$$

where $E_{\text{iso}}$ is the total isotropic energy of the event, $\Delta t$ is the time duration of the first episode in the rest frame and $M_{\text{pbh}}$ denotes the proto-black hole mass. We then obtained

$$M_{\text{pbh}} \gtrsim \sqrt{\frac{20\pi r_{\text{em}}^3 \sigma T^4 \Delta t}{3G}} \sim 4M_\odot. \quad (12.4.3)$$

as a lower limit for proto-black hole mass. The physical explanation for the proto-black hole emission is to be attributed to the processes of shells’ mixing that happen in the last stages of the final collapse of a very massive star ([Arnett and Meakin](2011)). Full details on the observational and theoretical evidences of the double episodes nature of GRB 090618 can be found in Izzo et al., A&A submitted.
13. Evidences for a double component in GRB 101023

13.1. Introduction

GRB 101023 has been observed by many satellites, as Konus Wind, Swift BAT and Fermi in gamma rays, Swift XRT in X-rays and Swift UVOT, Gemini and GROND in the optical band. Its redshift cannot be determined due to the lack of data, but we tried to infer it by using different methods. The source appears to be morphologically very similar to GRB 090618, with a total energy of $E_{\text{iso}} = 2.7 \times 10^{53}$ erg. The aim is to compare and contrast these two sources; to identify from this comparison the redshift of GRB 101023, and to consequently determine all the physical parameters. In this work we present the method we used to constrain the redshift. Then we proceed to examine episode 1 and episode 2 of this GRB, building its light curve and spectrum. We identify episode 2 with a canonical GRB, identifying also the P-GRB. We simulate the light curve and spectrum of this second episode with a numerical code called GRBsim. Afterwards, we go into further detail in the analysis of the first episode, making clear the evolution of the thermal component and the radius of the outermost shell, establishing the complete correspondence with GRB 090618. Finally, we present the conclusions.

13.1.1. Fireshell Scenario

In the fireshell scenario, the GRB emission originates from a process of vacuum polarization, resulting in pair creation in the so-called dyadosphere. In the process of gravitational collapse to a black hole, there forms an $e^\pm$ plasma in thermal equilibrium, with total energy $E_{\text{tot}}^{e^\pm}$. The annihilation of these pairs occurs gradually and is confined in a shell, called “fireshell. This shell self-accelerates to relativistic velocities, engulfing the baryonic matter (of mass $M_B$) left over in the process of collapsing and reaching a thermal equilibrium with it. The baryon load is measured by the dimensionless parameter $B = M_Bc^2/E_{e^\pm}$. The fireshell continues to self-accelerate up to relativistic velocities until it reaches the transparency condition. At this time we have a first flash of radiation, the Proper-GRB (P-GRB). The energy released in the P-GRB is a fraction of the initial energy of the dyadosphere $E_{\text{dyad}}$. The residual plasma of leptons and baryons interacts with the circumburst medium (CBM)
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as it expands, giving rise to a multi-wavelength emission, the extended afterglow. The structures observed in the prompt emission of a GRB are due to the inhomogeneities in this CBM. In this way we need few parameters for a complete description of a GRB: the dyadosphere energy $E_{dyas}$, the baryon load $B$ and the CBM density distribution, $n_{CBM}$.

13.2. Data analysis

13.2.1. Data reduction

To obtain the Fermi GBM light-curve and spectra in the band (8 - 440) KeV (see Fig. 13.1) we made use of the standard headas procedure. We downloaded the data from the gsfc website\footnote{http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/heasoft} and constructed the count light curve with gbindef and gtbin tools, to obtain a GTI file for the energy distribution and the light curve, respectively. We fixed the time binning in 1s. We used the data from the second INa detector in the range 8- 440 KeV. Once the light curve was created, we subtracted the background and made the starting time coincide with the trigger time, of 309567006.72 in MET seconds. After the reduction of data was complete, we proceeded with its time resolved spectral analysis with the program XSPEC.

13.2.2. light curve

The GBM light curve (Fig. 13.1) shows two major pulses. The first one starts at the trigger time and lasts 25 s. It consists of a small peak that lasts about 10s, followed by a higher emission that decays slowly with time. The duration, as well as the topology of this curve, lead to think that this may not be the case of a canonical GRB, but its origin may lie on another kind of source, which remains still unidentified. The second pulse starts at 45s after the trigger time and lasts 44s. It presents a peaky structure, composed by a short and weak peak at the beginning, followed by several bumps, big not only in magnitude but also in duration. This second emission, on the contrary, does have all the characteristics which describe a canonical GRB.

13.3. Redshift determination

The redshift of this source is unknown, due to the lack of data in the optical band. However, we can infer a value of $z=0.9$ under the hypothesis that, as every long GRB, it should follow the Amati relation (Amati, 2006). This relates the isotropic energy $E_{iso}$ emitted by a GRB to the peak energy in the rest frame $E_{p,i}$ of its $\nu F\nu$ electromagnetic spectrum. $E_{iso}$ is the isotropic equivalent
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Figure 13.1.: Count light curve of GRB 101023 obtained from Fermi GBM detector, with a bin time of 1 s. The time is given with respect to the GBM trigger time of 22:50:04.73 UT, 23 October, 2010. The plot was obtained with the RMFIT program. The two-episode nature of the GRB is evidenced in analogy with GRB 090618.
radiated energy, while $E_{p,i}$ is the photon energy at which the time averaged $\nu F\nu$ spectrum peaks. $E_{iso}$ is given by:

$$E_{iso} = \frac{4\pi d_l^2}{(1+z)} S_{bol},$$  \hspace{1cm} (13.3.1)

where $d_l^2$ is the luminosity distance, $z$ is the redshift and $S_{bol}$ is the bolometric fluence (estimated between 1 keV and 10 MeV), related to the observed fluence in a given detection band $(E_{min}, E_{max})$ by

$$S_{bol} = S_{obs} \frac{\int_{1\text{keV}/(1+z)}^{10\text{MeV}/(1+z)} E\phi(E)dE}{\int_{E_{min}}^{E_{max}} E\phi(E)dE},$$  \hspace{1cm} (13.3.2)

with $\phi$ the spectral model considered for the spectral data fit. $E_{p,i}$ is related to the peak energy $E_p$ in the observer frame by

$$E_{p,i} = E_p (1 + z)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13.3.3)

We started our analysis under the hypothesis that episode 2 is a long GRB. We computed the values of $E_{p,i}$ and $E_{iso}$ for different given values of $z$ and plotted them in Fig 13.2. We found that the Amati relation is fulfilled by episode 2 for $0.3 < z < 1.0$. This interval has been calculated at 1σ from the best fit from the Amati relation. We chose $z = 0.9$ because for this value of the redshift the energetics of this source are very similar to those of GRB 090618, whose redshift is known to be $z=0.54$. This is, the isotropic energy of events 1 and 2 in GRB 090618 are exactly the same as the isotropic energy of GRB1 and GRB2 in GRB 101023, respectively.

### 13.4. Spectral analysis

To proceed with the fitting of the spectra, we defined first of all the time intervals we wanted to analyze making use of the gtbindef tool. We obtained a GTI file for the energy distribution. Secondly, we used gtbin to obtain the spectrum and in that way be able to fit the data with different models, via XSPEC. We used a Black body plus a power-law model and a Band model. The results are shown in Table 13.1.

We can see that the second emission can be very well fitted by a Black body plus a power-law model. In particular, we find for the P-GRB an observed temperature of $kT = 13.5 \pm 2.8$ keV, a photon index of $\gamma = 2.5 \pm 0.7$ and a $\chi^2 = 0.91$. From these values we can infer a P-GRB energy $E_{p-GRB} = 1.32 \times 10^{51}$ erg and a total energy of $E_{iso} = 1.65 \times 10^{53}$ erg, i.e. the P-GRB energy release is the 0.7% of the total. We introduced these results in a numerical code to simulate the light curve (see Fig. 13.3) and we found the following
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Figure 13.2.: Plot of the relation between $E_{p,i}$ and $E_{iso}$ for the second episode of GRB 101023, considering different values of the redshift. It can be seen that the plot lies within $1\sigma$ for the range $z = 0.3 - z = 1.0$.

Table 13.1.: Time-resolved spectral analysis of GRB 101023. We have considered two main time intervals, corresponding to episode 1 and episode 2 in the light curve. We have proposed for each time interval a Band spectral model (Band et al., 1993) and a Black body plus a power-law model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [s]</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$E_0^{\text{BAND}}$ [keV]</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>Norm</th>
<th>$kT$ [keV]</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\chi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-44</td>
<td>-1.3±0.8</td>
<td>-1.9±0.2</td>
<td>87±147</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.006±0.01</td>
<td>14±6</td>
<td>-1.7±0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-89</td>
<td>-0.9±0.1</td>
<td>-2.02±0.1</td>
<td>151±24</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.043±0.008</td>
<td>26±1</td>
<td>-1.58±0.03</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
values for the parameters in the fireshell model: \( B = 4.8 \times 10^{-3} \), \( kT_{th} = 20.83 \) keV, \( \Gamma = 206.81 \), and a Laboratory radius of \( 1.44 \times 10^{14} \) cm. We also simulated the spectrum of episode 2, shown in Fig. 13.4.

### 13.4.1. Episode 1: Temperature and radius evolution

To analyze episode 1 more into detail, in order to identify the nature of this phenomenon, we plotted the temperature of the Black body component as a function of time, for the first 20 s of emission (see Fig. 13.5). We note a strong evolution in the first 20 s of emission which, according to Ryde (2004) can be reproduced by a broken power-law behavior, with \( \alpha = -0.47 \pm 0.34 \) and \( \beta = -1.48 \pm 1.13 \) being the indices of the first and second power-law, respectively. We also plotted the radius of the most external shell with time (see Fig. 13.6). Following sec. 12 the radius can be written as

\[
r_{em} = \frac{\hat{R}D}{(1+z)^2},
\]

where \( \hat{R} = \phi_{obs}/(4\pi\sigma T_{obs}^4) \) is a parameter, \( D \) is the luminosity distance, \( \Gamma \) is the Lorentz factor and \( \phi_{obs} \) is the observed flux. We can see that the radius remains almost constant (in fact it increases, but only slightly). From this it is possible to see that the plasma is expanding at non-relativistic velocities.
According to the work of Arnett and Meakin (2011), there is an expansion phase of the boundary layers, while the iron core suffers a contraction. This is due to the presence of strong waves originated while the different shells of the progenitor mix during the collapse phase. This fact confirms the non-GRB nature for the first episode.

13.5. Conclusions

GRB 101023 is a very interesting source for the following reasons:

1) It has been observed by many satellites in different energy bands. Despite the wide energy range coverage, there is no redshift determination for this source, which complicates the determination of its characteristic parameters. This has challenged the indirect inference of its cosmological redshift.

2) Morphologically, there is a striking similarity between GRB 101023 and GRB 090618, as can be seen from the light curves. Following the study of GRB 090618, we have divided the emission into two episodes: Episode 1, that lasts 45 s, presents a smooth emission, without spikes, that decays slowly with time. Episode 2, of 44 s of duration, presents a spiky structure, composed of a short and small peak at the beginning, followed by several intense bumps, after which there is a fast decay with time. Episode 2 has all the characteristics of a canonical long GRB.

![Figure 13.4: Fit of the spectrum of Episode 2.](image)
Figure 13.5.: Evolution of the observed temperature $kT$ of the BB component. The blue line corresponds to a broken power-law fit. The indices of the first and second power-law are $\alpha = -0.47 \pm 0.34$ and $\beta = -1.48 \pm 1.13$, respectively. The break occurs at 11 s after the trigger time.

Figure 13.6.: Evolution of the radius of the first episode progenitor.
3) Since we do not know the redshift, we cannot infer the total energy of the source, \( E_{iso} \). We have attempted to infer the cosmological redshift of the source from the peak energy \( E_{peak} \), using the Amati relation under the hypothesis that Episode 2 is a canonical long GRB. We constrain the value of the redshift to be between 0.3 and 1.0. We assumed for the redshift of this source \( z = 0.9 \).

4) We performed a time-resolved analysis of Episode 1. We fitted a Black body plus a power law model and plotted the evolution of the black body component with time. The observed temperature decreases during the first 20 s following a broken power-law: the first with index \( \alpha = -0.47 \pm 0.34 \) and the second with index \( \beta = -1.48 \pm 1.13 \). From the observed Black body temperature, we infer the radius of the Black body emitter and its variation with time, see Fig. 13.5. We have seen that it increases slightly during the first 20 s of emission. In analogy with GRB 090618, we conclude that Episode 1 originates from the last phases of gravitational collapse of a stellar core, just prior to the collapse to a black hole. We call this core a “proto-black hole” (Ruffini et al., 2011, 2010). Immediately after, the collapse occurs and the GRB is emitted (Ep. 2).

5) From the knowledge of the redshift of the source, we have analyzed Episode 2 within the fireshell model. We determined a total energy \( E_{iso} = 1.79 \times 10^{53} \) erg and a P-GRB energy of \( 2.51 \times 10^{51} \) erg, which we used to simulate the light curve and spectrum with the numerical code GRBsim. We find a baryon load \( B = 3.8 \times 10^{-3} \) and, at the transparency point, a value of the laboratory radius of \( 1.34 \times 10^{14} \) cm, a theoretically predicted temperature of \( kT_{th} = 13.26 \) keV (after cosmological correction) and a Lorentz Gamma factor of \( \Gamma = 260.48 \), confirming that Episode 2 is indeed a canonical GRB.

We conclude that GRB 101023 and GRB 090618 have striking analogies and are members of a specific new family of GRBs originating from a single core collapse. The existence of precise scaling laws between these two sources opens a new window on the use of GRBs as distance indicators. We are planning further identifications of additional sources belonging to this family at higher redshifts.

Full details on the analysis of GRB 101023 can be found in Penacchioni et al., submitted to A&A.
A. On the GRB-SN association

Models of GRBs based on a single source (the “collapsar”) generating both the SN and the GRB abounds in the literature (see e.g. Woosley and Bloom, 2006). Since the two phenomena are qualitatively very different, in our approach we have emphasized the concept of induced gravitational collapse, which occurs strictly in a binary system. The SN originates from a star evolved out of the main sequence and the GRB from the collapse to a black hole. The concept of induced collapse implies at least two alternative scenarios. In the first, the GRB triggers a SN explosion in the very last phase of the thermonuclear evolution of a companion star (Ruffini et al., 2001a). In the second, the early phases of the SN induce gravitational collapse of a companion neutron star to a black hole (Ruffini, 2006). Of course, in absence of SN, there is also the possibility that the collapse to a black hole, generating the GRB, occurs in a single star system or in the final collapse of a binary neutron star system. Still, in such a case there is also the possibility that the black hole progenitor is represented by a binary system composed by a white dwarf and/or a neutron star and/or a black hole in various combinations. What is most remarkable is that, following the “uniqueness of the black hole” (see Ruffini, 2009), all these collapses lead to a common GRB independently of the nature of their progenitors.

Having obtained success in the fit of GRB 991216, as well as of GRB 031203 and GRB 050315 (see sections C.5 and C.6), we turn to the application of our theoretical analysis to the GRBs associated with SNe. We start with GRB 980425 / SN 1998bw. We have however to caution about the validity of this fit. From the available data of BeppoSAX, BATSE, XMM and Chandra, only the data of the prompt emission ($t < 10^2$ s) and of the latest afterglow phases ($t > 10^5$ s all the way to more than $10^8$ s) were available. Our fit refers only to the prompt emission, as usually interpreted as the peak of the afterglow. The fit, therefore, represents an underestimate of the GRB 980425 total energy and in this sense it is not surprising that it does not fit the Amati et al. (2002) relation. The latest afterglow emission, the URCA-1 emission, presents a different problematic which we will shortly address (see below).

A.1. GRB 980425 / SN 1998bw / URCA-1

The best fit of the observational data of GRB 980425 (Pian et al., 2000; Frontera et al., 2000) leads to $E_{e^{-}} = 1.2 \times 10^{48}$ erg and $B = 7.7 \times 10^{-3}$. This implies
Figure A.1: Theoretical light curves of GRB 980425 prompt emission in the 40–700 keV and 2–26 keV energy bands (red line), compared with the observed data respectively from Beppo-SAX GRBM and WFC (see Pian et al., 2000; Frontera et al., 2000).
Figure A.2.: Theoretical light curves of GRB 980425 in the 40–700 keV (red line), 2–26 keV (green line), 2–10 keV (blue line) energy bands, represented together with URCA-1 observational data. All observations are by BeppoSAX (Pian et al., 2000), with the exception of the last two URCA-1 points, which is observed by XMM and Chandra (Pian et al., 2004; Kouveliotou et al., 2004).
an initial $e^\pm$ plasma with $N_{e^+e^-} = 3.6 \times 10^{53}$ and with an initial temperature $T = 1.2$ MeV. After the transparency point, the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the accelerated baryons is $\gamma_0 = 124$. The variability of the luminosity, due to the inhomogeneities of the CBM, is characterized by a density contrast $\delta n/n \sim 10^{-1}$ on a length scale of $\Delta \sim 10^{14}$ cm. We determine the effective CBM parameters to be: $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 2.5 \times 10^{-2}$ particle/cm$^3$ and $\langle R \rangle = 1.2 \times 10^{-8}$.

In Fig. A.1 we test our specific theoretical assumptions comparing our theoretically computed light curves in the 40–700 and 2–26 keV energy bands with the observations by the BeppoSAX GRBM and WFC during the first 60 s of data (see Pian et al., 2000; Frontera et al., 2000). The agreement between observations and theoretical predictions in Fig. A.1 is very satisfactory.

In Fig. A.2 we summarize some of the problematic implicit in the old pre-Swift era: data are missing in the crucial time interval between 60 s and $10^5$ s, when the BeppoSAX NFI starts to point the GRB 980425 location. In this region we have assumed, for the effective CBM parameters, constant values inferred by the last observational data. Currently we are relaxing this condition, also in view of the interesting paper by Chisellini et al. (2006).

The follow-up of GRB980425 with BeppoSAX NFI 10 hours, one week and 6 months after the event revealed the presence of an X-ray source consistent with SN1998bw (Pian et al., 2000), confirmed also by observations by XMM (Pian et al., 2004) and Chandra (Kouveliotou et al., 2004). The S1 X-ray light curve shows a decay much slower than usual X-ray GRB afterglows (Pian et al., 2000). We then address to this peculiar X-ray emission as “URCA-1” (see the following sections). In Fig. A.3A we represent the URCA-1 observations (Pian et al., 2000, 2004; Kouveliotou et al., 2004). The separation between the light curves of GRB 980425 in the 2–700 keV energy band, of SN 1998bw in the optical band (Nomoto et al., 2007; Pian et al., 2006), and of the above mentioned URCA-1 observations is evident.

### A.2. GRB 030329 / SN 2003dh / URCA-2

For GRB 030329 we have obtained (see Bernardini et al., 2004, 2005b; Ruffini et al., 2007b) a total energy $E_{tot} = 2.12 \times 10^{52}$ erg and a baryon loading $B = 4.8 \times 10^{-3}$. This implies an initial $e^\pm$ plasma with $N_{e^+e^-} = 1.1 \times 10^{57}$ and with an initial temperature $T = 2.1$ MeV. After the transparency point, the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the accelerated baryons is $\gamma_0 = 206$. The effective CBM parameters are $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 2.0$ particle/cm$^3$ and $\langle R \rangle = 2.8 \times 10^{-9}$, with a density contrast $\delta n/n \sim 10$ on a length scale of $\Delta \sim 10^{14}$ cm. The resulting fit of the observations, both of the prompt phase and of the afterglow have been presented in Bernardini et al. (2004, 2005b). We compare in Fig. A.3B the light curves of GRB 030329 in the 2–400 keV energy band, of SN 2003dh in the optical band (Nomoto et al., 2007; Pian et al., 2006), and of the possible
A.3. GRB 031203 / SN 2003lw / URCA-3

We will show in section C.5 the detailed analysis of GRB 031203 which leads to a total energy $E_{\text{tot}} = 1.85 \times 10^{50}$ erg and to a baryon loading $B = 7.4 \times 10^{-3}$. This implies an initial $e^\pm$ plasma with $N_{e^+e^-} = 3.0 \times 10^{55}$ and with an initial temperature $T = 1.5$ MeV. After the transparency point, the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the accelerated baryons is $\gamma_0 = 132$. The effective CBM parameters are $\langle n_{\text{cbm}} \rangle = 1.6 \times 10^{-1}$ particle/cm$^3$ and $\langle R \rangle = 3.7 \times 10^{-9}$, with a density contrast $\delta n / n \sim 10$ on a length scale of $\Delta \sim 10^{15}$ cm. In Fig. A.3 we compare the light curves of GRB 031203 in the 2–200 keV energy band, of SN 2003lw in the optical band (Nomoto et al., 2007; Pian et al., 2006) and of the possible URCA-3 emission observed by XMM-EPIC in the 0.2–10 keV energy band (Watson et al., 2004) and by Chandra in the 2–10 keV energy band (Soderberg et al., 2004).

A.4. The GRB / SN / URCA connection

In Tab. A.1 we summarize the representative parameters of the above three GRB-SN systems together with GRB 060218-SN 2006aj which will be presented in section C.7, including the very large kinetic energy observed in all SNe (Mazzali, 2006). Some general conclusions on these weak GRBs at low redshift, associated to SN Ib/c, can be established on the ground of our analysis:

1) From the detailed fit of their light curves, as well as their accurate spectral analysis, it follows that all the above GRB sources originate consistently from the formation of a black hole. This result extends to this low-energy GRB class at small cosmological redshift the applicability of our model, which now
Figure A.3.: Theoretically computed light curves of GRB 980425 in the 2–700 keV band (A), of GRB 030329 in the 2–400 keV band (B) and of GRB 031203 in the 2–200 keV band (C) are represented, together with the URCA observational data and qualitative representative curves for their emission, fitted with a power law followed by an exponentially decaying part. The luminosity of the SNe in the 3000 – 24000 Å are also represented (Nomoto et al., 2007; Pian et al., 2006).
spans over a range of energy of six orders of magnitude from $10^{48}$ to $10^{54}$ ergs (Ruffini et al., 2003, 2004a, 2007b; Bernardini et al., 2004, 2005b,a; Ruffini et al., 2006b). Distinctive of this class is the very high value of the baryon loading which in one case (GRB 060218, see section C.7 and Dainotti et al., 2007) is very close to the maximum limit compatible with the dynamical stability of the adiabatic optically thick acceleration phase of the GRBs (Ruffini et al., 2000). Correspondingly, the maximum Lorentz gamma factors are systematically smaller than the ones of the more energetic GRBs at large cosmological distances. This in turn implies the smoothness of the observed light curves in the so-called “prompt phase”. The only exception to this is the case of GRB 030329.

2) The accurate fits of the GRBs allow us to infer also some general properties of the CBM. While the size of the clumps of the inhomogeneities is $\Delta \approx 10^{14}$ cm, the effective CBM average density is consistently smaller than in the case of more energetic GRBs: we have in fact $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle$ in the range between $\sim 10^{-6}$ particle/cm$^3$ (GRB 060218) and $\sim 10^{-1}$ particle/cm$^3$ (GRB 031203), while only in the case of GRB 030329 it is $\sim 2$ particle/cm$^3$. We are also currently studying a characteristic trend in the variability of $R$ during some specific bursts as well as the physical origin of the consistently smaller effective CBM density $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle$ values observed in these sources (see Dainotti et al., 2007).

3) Still within their weakness these four GRB sources present a large variability in their total energy: a factor $10^4$ between GRB 980425 and GRB 030329. Remarkably, the SNe emission both in their very high kinetic energy and in their bolometric energy appear to be almost constant respectively $10^{52}$ erg and $10^{49}$ erg. The URCAs present also a remarkably steady behavior around a “standard luminosity” and a typical temporal evolution. The weakness in the energetics of GRB 980425 and GRB 031203, and the sizes of their dyadospheres, suggest that they originate from the formation of the smallest possible black hole, just over the critical mass of the neutron star (see Fig. A.4 and Ruffini, 2006).

A.5. URCA-1, URCA-2 and URCA-3

We turn to the search for the nature of URCA-1, URCA-2 and URCA-3. These systems are not yet understood and may have an important role in the comprehension of the astrophysical scenario of GRB sources. It is important to perform additional observations in order to verify if the URCA sources are related to the black hole originating the GRB phenomenon or to the SN. Even a single observation of an URCA source with a GRB in absence of a SN would prove their relation with the black hole formation. Such a result is today theoretically unexpected and would open new problematics in relativistic astrophysics and in the physics of black holes. Alternatively, even a single observation of an URCA source during the early expansion phase of a Type Ib/c
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Figure A.4.: A possible process of gravitational collapse to a black hole “induced” by the Ib/c SN on a companion neutron star in a close binary system. Details in [Ruffini] (2006).
SN in absence of a GRB would prove the early expansion phases of the SN remnants. In the case that none of such two conditions are fulfilled, then the URCA sources must be related to the GRBs occurring in presence of a SN. In such a case, one of the possibilities would be that for the first time we are observing a newly born neutron star out of the supernova phenomenon unveiled by the GRB. This last possibility would offer new fundamental information about the outcome of the gravitational collapse, and especially about the equations of state at supranuclear densities and about a variety of fundamental issues of relativistic astrophysics of neutron stars.

The names of “URCA-1” and “URCA-2” for the peculiar late X-ray emission of GRB 980425 and GRB 030329 were given in the occasion of the Tenth Marcel Grossmann meeting held in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in the Village of Urca (see Ruffini et al., 2005b). Their identification was made at that time and presented at that meeting. However, there are additional reasons for the choice of these names. Another important physical phenomenon was indeed introduced in 1941 in the same Village of Urca by George Gamow and Mario Schoenberg (see Gamow and Schoenberg, 1941). The need for a rapid cooling process due to neutrino anti-neutrino emission in the process of gravitational collapse leading to the formation of a neutron star was there considered for the first time. It was Gamow who named this cooling as “Urca process” (see Gamow, 1970). Since then, a systematic analysis of the theory of neutron star cooling was advanced by Tsuruta (1964, 1979); Tsuruta and Cameron (1966); Tsuruta et al. (2002); Canuto (1978). The coming of age of X-ray observatories such as Einstein (1978-1981), EXOSAT (1983-1986), ROSAT (1990-1998), and the contemporary missions of Chandra and XMM-Newton since 1999 dramatically presented an observational situation establishing very embarrassing and stringent upper limits to the surface temperature of neutron stars in well known historical supernova remnants (see e.g. Romani, 1987). It was so that, for some remnants, notably SN 1006 and the Tycho supernova, the upper limits to the surface temperatures were significantly lower than the temperatures given by standard cooling times (see e.g. Romani, 1987). Much of the theoretical works has been mainly directed, therefore, to find theoretical arguments in order to explain such low surface temperature $T_s \sim 0.5–1.0 \times 10^6$ K — embarrassingly low, when compared to the initial hot ($\sim 10^{11}$ K) birth of a neutron star in a supernova explosion (see e.g. Romani, 1987). Some important contributions in this researches have been presented by van Riper (1988, 1991); Burrows and Lattimer (1986); Lattimer et al. (1994); Yakovlev and Pethick (2004). The youngest neutron star to be searched for thermal emission has been the pulsar PSR J0205+6449 in 3C 58 (see e.g. Yakovlev and Pethick, 2004), which is 820 years old! Trümper (2005) reported evidence for the detection of thermal emission from the crab nebula pulsar which is, again, 951 years old.

URCA-1, URCA-2 and URCA-3 may explore a totally different regime: the X-ray emission possibly from a recently born neutron star in the first days –
months of its existence. The thermal emission from the young neutron star surface would in principle give information on the equations of state in the core at supranuclear densities and on the detailed mechanism of the formation of the neutron star itself with the related neutrino emission. It is also possible that the neutron star is initially fast rotating and its early emission could be dominated by the magnetospheric emission or by accretion processes from the remnant which would overshadow the thermal emission. A periodic signal related to the neutron star rotational period should in principle be observable in a close enough GRB-SN system. In order to attract attention to this problematic, we have given in Tab. A.1 an estimate of the corresponding neutron star radius for URCA-1, URCA-2 and URCA-3. It has been pointed out (see e.g., Pian et al., 2000) the different spectral properties between the GRBs and the URCA. It would be also interesting to compare and contrast the spectra of all URCA in order to evidence any analogy among them. Observations of a powerful URCA source on time scales of 0.1–10 seconds would be highly desirable.
B. Collisions in the slowing down phase of the prompt emission

One of the main results of the Swift satellite was to unveil the unknown window time of the early afterglow (10^2 − 10^4 s) with multiwavelength observations, in order to answer some questions concerning in particular the possibility that the prompt emission and the afterglow originate from the same physical process (Meszaros and Rees, 1993; Rees and Meszaros, 1994; Ruffini et al., 2001). These observations allowed the identification in a good sample of bursts of a so-called canonical behavior (Nousek et al., 2006; Evans et al., 2009): a steep decay followed by a shallow decline, the “plateau phase”, followed then by a more conventional decay.

The origin of this “plateau phase” is a puzzle. Within the standard fireball model, a variety of explanations have been advanced. In particular, Zhang et al. (2006) summarizes three possible physical origins: 1) the central engine itself is long lasting, behaving like \( L(t) \propto t^{-q} \) (Dai and Lu, 1998; Zhang and Mészáros, 2001); 2) the central engine activity may be brief but at the end of the prompt phase the ejecta have a range of Lorentz factors such that the amount of mass with Lorentz factor greater than \( \gamma \) is \( M(>\gamma) \propto \gamma^{-s} \) (Rees and Meszaros, 1998; Panaitescu et al., 1998; Sari and Mészáros, 2000); 3) the energy injection is also brief but the outflow has a significant fraction of Poynting flux (Usov, 1992; Thompson, 1994; Meszaros and Rees, 1997b; Lyutikov and Blandford, 2003). In this case the energy transfer to the ambient medium can be delayed with respect to the standard case (Zhang and Kobayashi, 2005).

In this Letter we consider one of these possibilities within the fireshell model. Following the Rees and Meszaros (1998) proposal, we consider the material stored inside the fireshell not as a unique shell, instead it moves with a range of Lorentz factors. During the prompt emission phase, the fastest material that is in front is slowed by the interaction of the CircumBurst Medium (CBM) so that at the end of the prompt emission the slower material will catch up with it. Therefore, the plateau phase is the result of this injection, that produces a modification both in the dynamics of the fireshell and in the spectrum of the emitted radiation.

We postulate that this spread in the fireshell Lorentz factor occurs when the fireshell becomes transparent, and some hints on this directions have been provided by studies of the Proper-GRB (P-GRB) structure with different baryon loadings (see De Barros et al, in preparation). This hypothesis is
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compatible with the basic idea of the fireshell model that all GRBs originate from the gravitational collapse to a black hole that provides the initial energy of the system, but all the following evolution is unconnected from the progenitor’s details and do not depend on a prolonged activity of the central engine. The novelty in this approach is that while the prompt phase has an “external” origin, being the result of the interaction of the fireshell with the CBM, the shallow decaying phase paradoxically has an “internal” origin.

The aim of this section is to characterize dynamically the system in order to understand the nature of that material. In doing so, we schematically represent the outflow as two shells: one is the main fireshell that moves with an initial Lorenz factor \( \gamma_0 \) that decreases due to the interaction with the CBM and the other represent the trailing slow material that expands ballistically with constant speed. We examine the several GRBs for which we have all details of the parameters characterizing the dynamics of the system. The aim is to see if we can find a quantitative correlation between the two Lorentz gamma factors considered in this process.

B.1. Dynamics of the Collision and determination of \( \gamma_2 \)

Suppose that the fireshell moves with an initial Lorenz factor \( \gamma_0 \) that decreases due to the interaction with the CBM, and that the injecting material is contained in a second shell with constant Lorentz factor \( \gamma_2 \leq \gamma_0 \) (see Fig. B.1). The second shell will catch up with the fireshell at a certain radius \( r^* \) and laboratory time \( t^* \) such that:

\[
r^* = \beta_2 c t^*,
\]

(B.1.1)

where \( \beta_2 = \sqrt{1 - 1/\gamma_2^2} \) is the velocity of the second shell, and \( r^* \) and \( t^* \) are fixed by the dynamics of the fireshell.

If we assume that the X-ray plateau is the result of the collision between the fireshell and the second shell, we can identify its onset with the moment at which the collision occurs. We determine this time in the observer frame \( t_{ob}^* \) by fitting the X-ray afterglow with a broken power law:

\[
F(t_{ob}) = N \left( \frac{t_{ob}}{t_{ob}^*} \right)^a + \left( \frac{t_{ob}}{t_{ob}^*} \right)^b.
\]

(B.1.2)

Since the second shell expands with constant velocity, the corresponding laboratory time at which a photon is emitted along the line of sight is (neglecting the initial time that corresponds to the time at which the transparency occurs
Figure B.1.: The fireshell (red shell) moves with an initial Lorentz factor \( \gamma_0 \) that decreases due to the interaction with the CBM, and the injecting material, represented by the second shell (pink shell), moves with constant Lorentz factor \( \gamma_2 \leq \gamma_0 \). The second shell will catch up with the fireshell at a certain radius \( r^* \).
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\[ t_\odot < t^* \]:

\[ t^* = 2\gamma^2 \frac{t^*_{ob}}{1 + z} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.1.3)

where we accounted also for the cosmological redshift of the source \( z \).

The second step is to identify the radius \( r^* \). For relativistic extended emitters, the photons observed at the same time are emitted by the source at different radii, and they describe a surface called EQuiTemporal Surface (EQTS, see Fig. B.2 and Bianco and Ruffini [2005b]). Therefore, it is not obvious to establish in the evolution of the fireshell which is the collision radius, i.e. which radius corresponds to the \( t^*_{ob} \) determined above. From the analysis of the luminosity emitted by a fixed EQTS (see Section ...Carlo..EQTS...) it results that at observed times corresponding to the onset of the plateau the most luminous region is the boundary of the visible region, \( \theta_{max} \sim 1/\gamma \), where \( \gamma \) is the Lorentz factor of the fireshell at the moment of the collision and depends strongly on the details of the CircumBurst Medium (CBM) adopted. The most reasonable choice is to estimate tentatively \( r^* \) as the radius corresponding to the boundary of the EQTS visible area associated to \( t^*_{ob} \) (dashed line in Fig. B.2), which is approximately smaller than the head on radius by a factor 2 for a constant speed motion.

We can now evaluate the Lorentz factor that the second shell should have.
in order to produce a collision observed at $t_{ob}^*$ with the fireshell:

$$\gamma_2 \simeq \sqrt{\frac{r^*(1+z)}{ct_{ob}^*}} + \frac{1}{2}.$$  \hfill (B.1.4)

We select 6 GRBs among those examined within the fireshell model that show in the X-ray afterglow a behavior compatible with the X-ray plateau. In Table \ref{TableB.1} the results obtained for the GRBs of the sample are reported.

Table \ref{TableB.1}: Table of the GRBs of our sample including also GRB080319B (see Sec. B.2). For these GRBs there are reported the observed time with error and radius of the collision ($t_{ob}^*$ and $r^*$), the Lorentz gamma factor of the fireshell at $r^*$ ($\gamma_1$) and at the transparency ($\gamma_\circ$), the redshift $z$, the value adopted for the free parameters of the fireshell model ($E_{tot}^{\pm}$ and $B$) and the Lorentz gamma factor of the second shell derived $\gamma_2$ with error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRB</th>
<th>$t_{ob}^*$ (s)</th>
<th>$\Delta t_{ob}^*$ (s)</th>
<th>$r^*$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\gamma_1$</th>
<th>$\gamma_\circ$</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>$E_{tot}^{\pm}$ (erg)</th>
<th>$B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>060218</td>
<td>$1.05 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>$1.57 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$1.12 \times 10^{18}$</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>$2.32 \times 10^{30}$</td>
<td>$1.00 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>050315</td>
<td>$4.64 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$2.98 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$7.30 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>102.0</td>
<td>220.0</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>$1.46 \times 10^{33}$</td>
<td>$4.55 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>060607A</td>
<td>$1.18 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$5.41 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$3.87 \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td>196.0</td>
<td>328.0</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>$2.50 \times 10^{33}$</td>
<td>$3.00 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>060614</td>
<td>$1.20 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>$4.60 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$9.40 \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td>146.0</td>
<td>345.0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>$2.94 \times 10^{31}$</td>
<td>$2.80 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>080319B</td>
<td>$3.00 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$2.00 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$5.65 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>335.0</td>
<td>394.0</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>$1.00 \times 10^{24}$</td>
<td>$2.50 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>090423</td>
<td>$3.94 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$5.13 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$4.26 \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td>548.0</td>
<td>1190.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>$1.20 \times 10^{33}$</td>
<td>$8.00 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>050904</td>
<td>$6.46 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$4.54 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$1.68 \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td>201.0</td>
<td>489.0</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>$5.00 \times 10^{33}$</td>
<td>$2.00 \times 10^9$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.2. $\gamma_2-\gamma_\circ$ correlation

The result of this analysis reveals (see Fig. B.3) the existence of a correlation between the Lorentz factor of the second shell $\gamma_2$ and the maximum Lorentz factor of the fireshell $\gamma_\circ$, $\gamma_2 \propto \gamma_\circ^{0.9}$, with $\chi^2 / dof = 0.67$ and a Spearman rank coefficient $r_s = 0.91$ (null hypothesis probability $nhp = 0.0083$).

This correlation is not trivial since the dynamics of the fireshell after the transparency is determined uniquely by the CBM distribution that is different for each GRB. It reveals indeed that the second shell in not erratic, emitted in a second episode of the engine activity, but it is intertwined with the main fireshell until the transparency. Therefore, the correlation provides some hints on the origin of the second shell (see e.g. De Barros et al., in preparation).

The correlation between $\gamma_2$ and $\gamma_\circ$ can also be used to “predict” the X-ray
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Figure B.3.: Lorentz gamma factor of the second shell $\gamma_2$ versus the maximum Lorentz factor of the fireshell $\gamma_0$ for the 6 GRBs of the sample. The correlation between the two quantities is manifest.
plateau when it is not observed. We use as an example GRB080319B (Racusin et al., 2008, Patricelli et al., in preparation). This GRB exhibits an X-ray afterglow well monitored from 51 s (Racusin et al., 2008) that decays as a simple power-law. Moreover, it has been pointed out (Margutti et al., 2008; Stamatikos et al., 2009) that the prompt emission can be divided in two different episodes on the basis of different properties of the temporal variability. We guessed therefore that the plateau phase could be occurred during the prompt emission as a “γ-ray plateau”, coincident with the second episode. With this assumption we performed the analysis described before and we found that the $\gamma_2$ obtained is only marginally correlated with $\gamma_0$, thus neither confirming nor excluding this possibility (see Fig. B.4).
C. Applications to various sources from previous year report

C.1. Application to GRB 970228

GRB 970228 was detected by the Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (GRBM, 40–700 keV) and Wide Field Cameras (WFC, 2–26 keV) on board BeppoSAX on February 28.123620 UT (Frontera et al., 1998). The burst prompt emission is characterized by an initial 5 s strong pulse followed, after 30 s, by a set of three additional pulses of decreasing intensity (Frontera et al., 1998). Eight hours after the initial detection, the NFIs on board BeppoSAX were pointed at the burst location for a first target of opportunity observation and a new X-ray source was detected in the GRB error box: this is the first “afterglow” ever detected (Costa et al., 1997). A fading optical transient has been identified in a position consistent with the X-ray transient (van Paradijs et al., 1997), coincident with a faint galaxy with redshift $z = 0.695$ (Bloom et al., 2001). Further observations by the Hubble Space Telescope clearly showed that the optical counterpart was located in the outskirts of a late-type galaxy with an irregular morphology (Sahu et al., 1997).

The BeppoSAX observations of GRB 970228 prompt emission revealed a discontinuity in the spectral index between the end of the first pulse and the beginning of the three additional ones (Costa et al., 1997; Frontera et al., 1998, 2000). The spectrum during the first 3 s of the second pulse is significantly harder than during the last part of the first pulse (Frontera et al., 1998, 2000), while the spectrum of the last three pulses appear to be consistent with the late X-ray afterglow (Frontera et al., 1998, 2000). This was soon recognized by Frontera et al. (1998, 2000) as pointing to an emission mechanism producing the X-ray afterglow already taking place after the first pulse.

As recalled above, the simultaneous occurrence of an afterglow with total time-integrated luminosity larger than the P-GRB one, but with a smaller peak luminosity, is indeed explainable in terms of a peculiarly small average value of the CBM density and not due to the intrinsic nature of the source. In this sense, GRBs belonging to this class are only “fake” short GRBs. We show that GRB 970228 is a very clear example of this situation. We identify the initial spikelike emission with the P-GRB, and the late soft bump with the peak of the afterglow. GRB 970228 shares the same morphology and observational features with the sources analyzed by Norris and Bonnell (2006) as well as
with e.g. GRB 050709 (Villasenor et al., 2005), GRB 050724 (Campana et al., 2006b) and GRB 060614 (see appendix C.2 and Gehrels et al., 2006). Therefore, we propose GRB 970228 as a prototype for this new GRB class.

C.1.1. The analysis of GRB 970228 prompt emission

In Fig. C.1 we present the theoretical fit of BeppoSAX GRBM (40–700 keV) and WFC (2–26 keV) light curves of GRB 970228 prompt emission (Frontera et al., 1998). Within our “canonical GRB” scenario we identify the first main pulse with the P-GRB and the three additional pulses with the afterglow peak emission, consistently with the above mentioned observations by Costa et al. (1997) and Frontera et al. (1998). Such last three pulses have been reproduced assuming three overdense spherical CBM regions (see Fig. C.2) with a very good agreement (see Fig. C.1).

We therefore obtain for the two parameters characterizing the source in our model $E_{e^\pm}^{tot} = 1.45 \times 10^{54}$ erg and $B = 5.0 \times 10^{-3}$. This implies an initial $e^\pm$ plasma created between the radii $r_1 = 3.52 \times 10^7$ cm and $r_2 = 4.87 \times 10^8$ cm with a total number of $e^\pm$ pairs $N_{e^\pm} = 1.6 \times 10^{59}$ and an initial temperature $T = 1.7$ MeV. The theoretically estimated total isotropic energy emitted in the P-GRB is $E_{P-GRB} = 1.1\%E_{e^\pm}^{tot} = 1.54 \times 10^{52}$ erg, in excellent agreement with the one observed in the first main pulse ($E_{P-GRB}^{obs} \sim 1.5 \times 10^{52}$ erg in 2–700 keV energy band, see Fig. C.1), as expected due to their identification. After the transparency point at $r_0 = 4.37 \times 10^{14}$ cm from the progenitor, the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the fireshell is $\gamma_0 = 199$. On average, during the afterglow peak emission phase we have for the CBM $\langle R \rangle = 1.5 \times 10^{-7}$ and $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 9.5 \times 10^{-4}$ particles/cm$^3$. This very low average value for the CBM density is compatible with the observed occurrence of GRB 970228 in its host galaxy’s halo (Sahu et al., 1997; van Paradijs et al., 1997; Panaitescu, 2006) and it is crucial in explaining the light curve behavior.

The values of $E_{e^\pm}^{tot}$ and $B$ we determined are univocally fixed by two tight constraints. The first one is the total energy emitted by the source all the way up to the latest afterglow phases (i.e. up to $\sim 10^6$ s). The second one is the ratio between the total time-integrated luminosity of the P-GRB and the corresponding one of the whole afterglow (i.e. up to $\sim 10^6$ s). In particular, in GRB 970228 such a ratio results to be $\sim 1.1\%$ (see Fig. 3.8). However, the P-GRB peak luminosity actually results to be much more intense than the afterglow one (see Fig. C.1). This is due to the very low average value of the CBM density $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 9.5 \times 10^{-4}$ particles/cm$^3$, which produces a less intense afterglow emission. Since the afterglow total time-integrated luminosity is fixed, such a less intense emission lasts longer than what we would expect for an average density $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle \sim 1$ particles/cm$^3$. 
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Figure C.1: The “canonical GRB” light curve theoretically computed for the prompt emission of GRB 970228. BeppoSAX GRBM (40–700 keV, above) and WFC (2–26 keV, below) light curves (data points) are compared with the afterglow peak theoretical ones (solid lines). The onset of the afterglow coincides with the end of the P-GRB (represented qualitatively by the dotted lines). For this source we have $B \simeq 5.0 \times 10^{-3}$ and $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle \sim 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$. 
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\caption{The “canonical GRB” light curve theoretically computed for the prompt emission of GRB 970228. BeppoSAX GRBM (40–700 keV, above) and WFC (2–26 keV, below) light curves (data points) are compared with the afterglow peak theoretical ones (solid lines). The onset of the afterglow coincides with the end of the P-GRB (represented qualitatively by the dotted lines). For this source we have $B \simeq 5.0 \times 10^{-3}$ and $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle \sim 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$.}
\end{figure}
Figure C.2.: The CBM density profile we assumed to reproduce the last three pulses of the GRB 970228 prompt emission (red line), together with its average value $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 9.5 \times 10^{-4}$ particles/cm$^3$ (green line).

C.1.2. Rescaling the CBM density

We present now an explicit example in order to probe the crucial role of the average CBM density in explaining the relative intensities of the P-GRB and of the afterglow peak in GRB 970228. We keep fixed the basic parameters of the source, namely the total energy $E_{\text{tot}}$ and the baryon loading $B$, therefore keeping fixed the P-GRB and the afterglow total time-integrated luminosities. Then we rescale the CBM density profile given in Fig. C.2 by a constant numerical factor in order to raise its average value to the standard one $\langle n_{ism} \rangle = 1$ particle/cm$^3$. We then compute the corresponding light curve, shown in Fig. C.3.

We notice a clear enhancement of the afterglow peak luminosity with respect to the P-GRB one in comparison with the fit of the observational data presented in Fig. C.1. The two light curves actually crosses at $t_a \simeq 1.8 \times 10^4$ s since their total time-integrated luminosities must be the same. The GRB "rescaled" to $\langle n_{ism} \rangle = 1$ particle/cm$^3$ appears to be totally similar to, e.g., GRB 050315 (Ruffini et al., 2006b) and GRB 991216 (Ruffini et al., 2003, 2004b, 2005a).

It is appropriate to emphasize that, although the two underlying CBM density profiles differ by a constant numerical factor, the two afterglow light curves in Fig. C.3 do not. This is because the absolute value of the CBM density at each point affects in a non-linear way all the following evolution of the fireshell due to the feedback on its dynamics (Bianco and Ruffini, 2005a).
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Figure C.3.: The theoretical fit of the BeppoSAX GRBM observations (red line, see Fig. C.1) is compared with the afterglow light curve in the 40–700 keV energy band obtained rescaling the CBM density to $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 1$ particle/cm$^3$ keeping constant its shape and the values of the fundamental parameters of the theory $E_{\gamma}^{\text{tot}}$ and $B$ (black line). The P-GRB duration and luminosity (blue line), depending only on $E_{\gamma}^{\text{tot}}$ and $B$, are not affected by this process of rescaling the CBM density.
Moreover, the shape of the surfaces of equal arrival time of the photons at the detector (EQTS) is strongly elongated along the line of sight (Bianco and Ruffini 2005b). Therefore photons coming from the same CBM density region are observed over a very long arrival time interval.

C.1.3. GRB 970228 and the Amati relation

We turn now to the “Amati relation” (Amati et al. 2002; Amati 2006) between the isotropic equivalent energy emitted in the prompt emission \( E_{\text{iso}} \) and the peak energy of the corresponding time-integrated spectrum \( E_{p,i} \) in the source rest frame. It has been shown by Amati et al. (2002), Amati (2006) that this correlation holds for almost all the “long” GRBs which have a redshift and an \( E_{p,i} \) measured, but not for the ones classified as “short” (Amati 2006). If we focus on the “fake” short GRBs, namely the GRBs belonging to this new class, at least in one case (GRB 050724 Campana et al., 2006b) it has been shown that the correlation is recovered if also the extended emission is considered (Amati 2007).

It clearly follows from our treatment that for the “canonical GRBs” with large values of the baryon loading and high \( \langle n_{\text{cbm}} \rangle \), which presumably are most of the GRBs for which the correlation holds, the leading contribution to the prompt emission is the afterglow peak emission. The case of the “fake” short GRBs is completely different: it is crucial to consider separately the two components since the P-GRB contribution to the prompt emission in this case is significant.

To test this scenario, we evaluated from our fit of GRB 970228 \( E_{\text{iso}} \) and \( E_{p,i} \) only for the afterglow peak emission component, i.e. from \( t_a^d = 37 \) s to \( t_a^d = 81.6 \) s. We found an isotropic energy emitted in the 2–400 keV energy band \( E_{\text{iso}} = 1.5 \times 10^{52} \) erg, and \( E_{p,i} = 90.3 \) keV. As it is clearly shown in Fig. C.4 the sole afterglow component of GRB 970228 prompt emission is in perfect agreement with the Amati relation. If this behavior is confirmed for other GRBs belonging to this new class, this will enforce our identification of the “fake” short GRBs. This result will also provide a theoretical explanation for the apparent absence of such correlation for the initial spikelike component in the different nature of the P-GRB.

C.1.4. Conclusions

We conclude that GRB 970228 is a “canonical GRB” with a large value of the baryon loading quite near to the maximum \( B \sim 10^{-2} \) (see Fig. 3.8). The difference with e.g. GRB 050315 (Ruffini et al. 2006b) or GRB 991216 (Ruffini et al. 2003, 2004b, 2005a) is the low average value of the CBM density \( \langle n_{\text{cbm}} \rangle \sim 10^{-3} \) particles/cm\(^3\) which deflates the afterglow peak luminosity. Hence, the predominance of the P-GRB, coincident with the initial
Figure C.4.: The estimated values for $E_{p,i}$ and $E_{iso}$ obtained by our analysis (black dot) compared with the “Amati relation” (Amati et al., 2002): the solid line is the best fitting power law (Amati, 2006) and the dashed lines delimit the region corresponding to a vertical logarithmic deviation of 0.4 (Amati, 2006). The uncertainty in the theoretical estimated value for $E_{p,i}$ has been assumed conservatively as 20%.
spikelike emission, over the afterglow is just apparent: 98.9% of the total time-integrated luminosity is indeed in the afterglow component. Such a low average CBM density is consistent with the occurrence of GRB 970228 in the galactic halo of its host galaxy (Sahu et al., 1997; van Paradijs et al., 1997), where lower CBM densities have to be expected (Panaitescu, 2006).

We propose GRB 970228 as the prototype for the new class of GRBs comprising GRB 060614 and the GRBs analyzed by Norris and Bonnell (2006). We naturally explain the hardness and the absence of spectral lag in the initial spikelike emission with the physics of the P-GRB originating from the gravitational collapse leading to the black hole formation. The hard-to-soft behavior in the afterglow is also naturally explained by the physics of the relativistic fireshell interacting with the CBM, clearly evidenced in GRB 031203 (Bernardini et al., 2005a) and in GRB 050315 (Ruffini et al., 2006b). Also justified is the applicability of the Amati relation to the sole afterglow component (see Amati, 2006, 2007).

This class of GRBs with $z \sim 0.4$ appears to be nearer than the other GRBs detected by Swift ($z \sim 2.3$, see Guetta, 2006). This may be explained by the afterglow peak luminosity deflation. The absence of a jet break in those afterglows has been pointed out (Campana et al., 2006b; Watson et al., 2006a), consistently with our spherically symmetric approach. Their association with non-star-forming host galaxies appears to be consistent with the merging of a compact object binary (Barthelmy et al., 2005b; Fox et al., 2005). It is here appropriate, however, to caution on this conclusion, since the association of GRB 060614 and GRB 970228 with the explosion of massive stars is not excluded (Della Valle et al., 2006; Galama et al., 2000).

Most of the sources of this class appear indeed not to be related to bright “Hypernovae”, to be in the outskirts of their host galaxies (Fox et al., 2005, see above) and a consistent fraction of them are in galaxy clusters with CBM densities $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle \sim 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$ (see e.g. Lewis et al., 2003; Berger et al., 2007). This suggests a spiraling out binary nature of their progenitor systems (Kramer, 2008) made of neutron stars and/or white dwarfs leading to a black hole formation.

Moreover, we verified the applicability of the Amati relation to the sole afterglow component in GRB 970228 prompt emission, in analogy with what happens for some of the GRBs belonging to this new class. In fact it has been shown by Amati (2006, 2007) that the “fake” short GRBs do not fulfill the $E_{p,i} - E_{iso}$ correlation when the sole spiklike emission is considered, while they do if the long soft bump is included. Since the spikelike emission and the soft bump contributions are comparable, it is natural to expect that the soft bump alone will fulfill the correlation as well.

Within our “canonical GRB” scenario the sharp distinction between the P-GRB and the afterglow provide a natural explanation for the observational features of the two contributions. We naturally explain the hardness and the absence of spectral lag in the initial spikelike emission with the physics of the
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GRB060614 (Gehrels et al., 2006; Mangano et al., 2007) has drawn the general attention of the gamma-ray burst’s (GRB) scientific community because it is the first clear example of a nearby \((z = 0.125)\), long GRB not associated with a bright Ib/c supernova (SN) (Della Valle et al., 2006; Gal-Yam et al., 2006). It has been estimated that, if present, the SN-component should be about 200 times fainter than the archetypal SN 1998bw associated with GRB980425; moreover, it would also be fainter (at least 30 times) than any stripped-envelope SN ever observed (Richardson et al., 2006).

Within the standard scenario, long duration GRBs \((T_{90} > 2 \text{ s})\) are thought to be produced by SN events during the collapse of massive stars in star forming regions (“collapsar”, see Woosley, 1993). The observations of broad-lined and bright type Ib/c SNe associated with GRBs are often reported to favor this scenario (Woosley and Bloom, 2006, and references therein). The ansatz has been advanced that every long GRB should have a SN associated with it (Zhang et al., 2007). Consequently, in all nearby long GRBs \((z \leq 1)\), SN emission should be observed.

For these reasons the case of GRB060614 is unusual. Some obvious hypotheses have been proposed and ruled out: the chance superposition with a galaxy at low redshift (Gal-Yam et al., 2006) and strong dust obscuration and extinction (Fynbo et al., 2006). Appeal has been made to the possible occurrence of an unusually low luminosity stripped-envelope core-collapse SN (Della Valle et al., 2006).

The second novelty of GRB060614 is that it challenges the traditional sepa-
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ration between Long Soft GRBs and Short Hard GRBs. Traditionally (Klebesadel [1992], Dezalay et al. [1992]), the “short” GRBs have $T_{90} < 2$ s, present an harder spectrum and negligible spectral lag, and are assumed to originate from the merging of two compact objects, i.e. two neutron stars or a neutron star and a black hole (see e.g. Blinnikov et al. [1984]; Paczynski [1986]; Goodman [1986]; Eichler et al. [1989]; Piran [2005]; Meszaros [2006], and references therein). GRB060614 lasts about one hundred seconds ($T_{90} = (102 \pm 5)$ s; Gehrels et al. [2006]), it fulfills the $E_{p}^{\text{rest}} - E_{\text{iso}}$ correlation (Amati et al. [2007]), and therefore traditionally it should be classified as a “long” GRB. However, its morphology is different from typical long GRBs, being similar to the one of GRB050724, traditionally classified as a short GRB (Zhang et al. [2007]; Piro [2005]). Its optical afterglow luminosity is intermediate between the traditional long and short ones (Kann et al. [2008]). Its host galaxy has a moderate specific star formation rate ($R_{\text{Host}} \approx 2 M_{\odot} y^{-1} (L^{*})^{-1}$, $M_{V,\text{Host}} \approx -15.5$; Fynbo et al. [2006]; Della Valle et al. [2006]). The spectral lag in its light curves is very small or absent (Gehrels et al. [2006]). All these features are typical of short GRBs.

A third peculiarity of GRB060614 is that its 15–150 keV light curve presents a short, hard and multi-peaked episode (about 5 s). The episode is followed by a softer, prolonged emission that manifests a strong hard to soft evolution in the first 400 s of data (Mangano et al. [2007]). The total fluence in the 15–150 keV energy band is $F = (2.17 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-5}$ erg/cm$^2$, the 20% emitted during the initial spikelike emission, where the peak luminosity reaches the value of 300 keV before decreasing to 8 keV during the BAT-XRT overlap time (about 80 s).

These apparent contradictions find a natural explanation in the framework of the “fireshell” model. Within the fireshell model, the occurrence of a GRB-SN is not a necessity. The origin of all GRBs is traced back to the formation of a black hole, either occurring in a single process of gravitational collapse, or in a binary system composed of a neutron star and a companion star evolved out of the main sequence, or in a merging binary system composed of neutron stars and/or white dwarfs in all possible combinations. The occurrence of a GRB-SN is indeed only one of the possibilities, linked, for example, to the process of “induced gravitational collapse” (Ruffini et al. [2001a], 2007b; Dainotti et al. [2007]).

Within the “fireshell” model, the difference between the “short” and “long” GRBs does not rely uniquely on the time scale of the event, as in the traditional classification. It is theoretically explained by the fireshell baryon loading affecting the structure of the “canonical” GRB light curve. The “canonical” GRB light curve is indeed composed of a proper-GRB (P-GRB, often la-

---

1We indicate here and in the following by the “fireshell” model the one we have consistently developed encompassing the three basic paradigms presented in Ruffini et al. [2001c,b,a] as well as all the technical developments in the emission process, in the equations of motion and in the relativistic treatment of the extended afterglow as summarized in Ruffini et al., [2007a].
beled as “precursor”), emitted at the fireshell transparency, and an extended afterglow. The peak of such an extended afterglow is traditionally included in the prompt emission. The relative energetics of two such components and the temporal separation of the corresponding peaks are ruled by the fireshell baryon loading. In the limit of vanishing baryon loading, all the GRB energy is emitted in the P-GRB: these are the “genuine” short GRBs (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2008a; Bernardini et al., 2007; Bianco et al., 2008a,b).

Within the “fireshell” model, in addition to the determination of the baryon loading, it is possible to infer a detailed description of the circumburst medium (CBM), its average density and its porosity and filamentary structure, all the way from the black hole horizon to a distance \( r \lesssim 10^{17} \) cm. This corresponds to the prompt emission. This description is lacking in the traditional model based on the synchrotron emission. The attempt to use the internal shock model for the prompt emission (see e.g. Rees and Meszaros, 1994; Piran, 2005; Meszaros, 2006, and references therein) only applies to regions where \( r > 10^{17} \) cm (Kumar and McMahon, 2008).

Our aim is to show how the “fireshell” model can explain all the above-mentioned GRB060614 peculiarities and solve the apparent contradictions. In doing so, we also infer constraints on the astrophysical nature of the GRB060614 progenitors. In turn, these conclusions lead to a new scenario for all GRBs. We can confirm a classification of GRBs as “genuine” short, “fake” or “disguised” short, and all the remaining “canonical” GRBs. The connection between this new classification and the nature of GRB progenitors is quite different from the traditional one in the current literature.

### C.2.1. The fit of the observed luminosity

In this scenario, GRB060614 is naturally interpreted as a “disguised” short GRB. We have performed the analysis of the observed light curves in the 15–150 keV energy band, corresponding to the \( \gamma \)-ray emission observed by the BAT instrument on the Swift satellite, and in the 0.2–10 keV energy band, corresponding to the X-ray component from the XRT instrument on Swift satellite. We do not address in this paper the issue of the optical emission, which represent less than 10% of the total energy of the GRB. From this fit (see Figs. C.5, C.7) we have derived the total initial energy \( E_{\text{tot}} \), the value of \( B \) as well as the effective CBM distribution (see Fig. C.6). We find \( E_{\text{tot}} = 2.94 \times 10^{51} \) erg, that accounts for the bolometric emission of both the P-GRB and the extended afterglow. Such a value is compatible with the observed \( E_{\text{iso}} \simeq 2.5 \times 10^{51} \) erg (Gehrels et al., 2006). The value of \( B \) is \( B = 2.8 \times 10^{-3} \), which corresponds to the lowest one of all the GRBs we have examined (see Fig. 6.4). It corresponds to a canonical GRB with a very clear extended afterglow predominance over the P-GRB. From the model, having determined \( E_{\text{tot}} \) and \( B \), we can compute the theoretical expected P-GRB energetics \( E_{\text{P-GRB}} \) (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2008a; Bernardini et al., 2007; Bianco et al., 2008a,b).
et al., 2001b). We obtain $E_{p-GRB} \simeq 1.15 \times 10^{50}$ erg, that is in good agreement with the observed $E_{iso,1p} \simeq 1.18 \times 10^{50}$ erg (Gehrels et al., 2006). The Lorentz Gamma Factor at the transparency is $\gamma_o \simeq 346$, one of the highest of all the GRBs we have examined.

In Fig. C.5 we plot the comparison between the BAT observational data of the GRB0606014 prompt emission in the 15–150 keV energy range and the P-GRB and extended afterglow light curves computed within our model. The temporal variability of the extended afterglow peak emission is due to the inhomogeneities in the effective CBM density (see Figs. C.5, C.6). Toward the end of the BAT light curve, the good agreement between the observations and the fit is affected by the Lorentz gamma factor decrease and the corresponding increase of the maximum viewing angle. The source visible area becomes larger than the typical size of the filaments. This invalidates the radial approximation we use for the CBM description. To overcome this problem it is necessary to introduce a more detailed three-dimensional CBM description, in order to avoid an over-estimated area of emission and, correspondingly, to describe the sharpness of some observed light curves. We are still working on this issue (Ruffini et al., 2002; Caito et al., 2008; Bianco et al., 2006a; Guida et al., 2008a).

We turn now to the crucial determination of the CBM density, which is derived from the fit. At the transparency point it was $n_{cbm} = 4.8 \times 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$ (see Fig. C.6). This density is compatible with the typical values of the galactic halos. During the peak of the extended afterglow emission the effective average CBM density decreases reaching $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 2.25 \times 10^{-5}$ particles/cm$^3$, possibly due to an occurring fragmentation of the shell (Dainotti et al., 2007) or due to a fractal structure in the CBM. The $R$ value on average was $\langle R \rangle = 1.72 \times 10^{-8}$. Note the striking analogy of the numerical value and the overall radial dependence of the CBM density in the present case of GRB060614 when compared and contrasted with the ones of GRB970228 (Bernardini et al., 2007).

Concerning the 0.2–10 keV light curve of the decaying phase of the afterglow observed with the XRT instrument, we have also reproduced very satisfactorily both the hard decrease in the slope and the plateau of the light curve, keeping constant the effective CBM density and changing only $R$. The result of this analysis is reported in Fig. C.7. We assume in this phase $n_{cbm} = 4.70 \times 10^{-6}$ particles/cm$^3$. The average value of the $R$ parameter is $\langle R \rangle = 1.27 \times 10^{-2}$. The drastic enhancement in the $R$ parameter with respect to the values at the peak of the extended afterglow is consistent with similar features encountered in other sources we have studied: GRB060218 presents an enhancement of five orders of magnitude (Dainotti et al., 2007), in GRB060710 the enhancement is of about four orders of magnitude (see Izzo et al., in preparation) while in GRB050315 there is a three orders of magnitude enhancement (Ruffini et al., 2006b). In these last two cases, we find the enhancement of $R$ between $r=2 \times 10^{17}$ cm and $r=3 \times 10^{17}$ cm, just as for
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Figure C.5: The BAT 15–150 keV light curve (green points) at 1 s time resolution compared with the corresponding theoretical extended afterglow light curve we compute (red line). The onset of the extended afterglow is at the end of the P-GRB (qualitatively sketched in blue lines and delimited by dashed gray vertical lines). Therefore the zero of the temporal axis is shifted by 5.5 s with respect to the BAT trigger time. The peaks of the extended afterglow light curves are labeled to match them with the corresponding CBM density peak in Fig. C.6. In the upper right corner there is an enlargement of the P-GRB at 50ms time resolution (reproduced from Mangano et al., 2007), showing its structure.
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Figure C.6: The effective CBM density (red line) and the $R$ parameter (blue line) versus the radial coordinate of the shell. The CBM density peaks are labeled to match them with the corresponding extended afterglow light curve peaks in Fig. C.5. They correspond to filaments of characteristic size $\Delta r \sim 10^{15}$ cm and density contrast $\Delta n_{cbm}/\langle n_{cbm} \rangle \sim 20$ particles/cm$^3$.

GRB060614, for which we have the enhancement at $r=3.5 \times 10^{17}$ cm. The time of the bump approximately corresponds to the appearance of the optical emission observed in GRB060614 and, more in general, to the onset of the second component of the Willingale et al. (2007) scheme for GRBs.

C.2.2. Open issues in current theoretical models

The “fireshell” model addresses mainly the $\gamma$ and X-ray emission, which are energetically the most relevant part of the GRB phenomenon. The model allows a detailed identification of the fundamental three parameters of the GRB source: the total energy, the baryon loading, as well as the CBM density, filamentary structure and porosity. Knowledge of these phenomena characterizes the region surrounding the black hole up to a distance which in this source reaches $\sim 10^{17}–10^{18}$ cm. When applied, however, to larger distances, which correspond to the latest phases of the X-ray afterglow, since the beginning of the “plateau” phase, the model reveals a different regime which has not yet been fully interpreted in its astrophysical implications. To fit the light curve in the soft X-ray regime for $r > 4 \times 10^{17}$ cm, we require an enhancement of about six orders of magnitude in the $R$ factor (see Fig. C.6). This would correspond to a more diffuse CBM structure, with a smaller porosity, interacting with the fireshell. This implies a different main physical process.
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Figure C.7.: The XRT 0.2–10 keV light curve (green points) compared with the corresponding theoretical extended afterglow light curve we compute (blue line). In this case also we have a good correspondence between data and theoretical results. For completeness, the red line shows the theoretical extended afterglow light curve in the 15–150 keV energy range presented in Fig. C.5.

during the latest X-ray afterglow phases. For the optical, IR and radio emission, the fireshell model leads to a much lower flux than the observed one, especially for \( r \sim 10^{17} – 10^{18} \) cm. Although the optical, IR, and radio luminosities have a minor energetic role, they may lead to the identification of crucial parameters and new phenomena occurring in the source, and they deserve careful attention.

In these late phases for \( r \geq 10^{17} \) cm the treatment based on synchrotron emission, pioneered by Meszaros and Rees (1997a) even before the discovery of the afterglow (Costa et al., 1997), is currently applied. Such a model has been further developed (see Sari et al., 1998; Piran, 2005; Meszaros, 2006, and references therein). Also in this case, however, some difficulties remain since it is necessary to invoke the presence of an unidentified energy injection mechanism (Zhang et al., 2006). Such a model appears to be quite successful in explaining the late phases of the X-ray emission of GRB060614, as well as the corresponding optical emission, in terms of different power-law indexes for the different parts of the afterglow light curves (Mangano et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2008). However, also in this case an unidentified energy injection mechanism between \( \sim 0.01 \) days and \( \sim 0.26 \) days appears to be necessary (Xu et al., 2008).

The attempt to describe the prompt emission via the synchrotron process by the internal shock scenario (see e.g. Rees and Meszaros, 1994; Piran, 2005).
Meszaros, 2006 and references therein) also encounters difficulties: Kumar and McMahon (2008) have shown that the traditional synchrotron model can be applied to the prompt emission only if it occurs at $r > 10^{17}$ cm. A proposed solution to this problem, via the inverse Compton process, suffers from an “energy crisis” (see e.g. Piran et al., 2008).

Interestingly, the declared region of validity of the traditional synchrotron model ($r > 10^{17}$ cm) is complementary to the one successfully described by our model ($r < 10^{17}-10^{18}$ cm). Astrophysically, Xu et al. (2008) have reached, within the framework of the traditional synchrotron model, two conclusions which are consistent with the results of our analysis. First, they also infer from their numerical fit a very low density environment, namely $n_{cbm} \sim 0.04$ particles/cm$^3$. Second, they also mention the possibility that the progenitor of GRB0606014 is a merging binary system formed by two compact objects.

C.2.3. Conclusions

As recalled in the introduction, GRB060614 presents three major novelties, which challenge the most widespread theoretical models and which are strongly debated in the current literature. The first one is that it challenges the traditional separation between long soft GRBs and short hard GRBs (Gehrels et al., 2006). The second one is that it presents a short, hard and multi-peaked episode, followed by a softer, prolonged emission with a strong hard to soft evolution (Gehrels et al., 2006; Mangano et al., 2007). The third one is that it is the first clear example of a nearby, long GRB not associated with a bright SN Ib/c (Della Valle et al., 2006; Gal-Yam et al., 2006). All these three issues are naturally explained within our “fireshell” model, which allows a detailed analysis of the temporal behavior of the signal originating up to a distance $r \sim 10^{17}-10^{18}$ cm from the black hole, and relates, with all the relativistic transformation, the arrival time to the CBM structure and the relativistic parameters of the fireshell.

One of the major outcomes of the Swift observation of, e.g., GRB050315 (Vaughan et al., 2006; Ruffini et al., 2006b) has been the confirmation that long GRB duration is not intrinsic to the source but it is merely a function of the instrumental noise threshold (Ruffini et al., 2006a). GRB060614 represents an additional fundamental progress in clarifying the role of the CBM density in determining the GRB morphology. It confirms the results presented in GRB970228 (Bernardini et al., 2007), that is the prototype of the new class of “fake” short GRBs, or, better, of canonical GRBs “disguised” as short ones. They correspond to canonical GRBs with an extended afterglow emission energetically predominant relative to the P-GRB one and a baryon loading $B > 10^{-4}$. The sharp spiky emission corresponds to the P-GRB. As recalled before, a comparison of the luminosities of the P-GRB and of the extended afterglow is indeed misleading: it follows from the low average CBM den-
sity inferred from the fit of the fireshell model, which leads to $n_{\text{cbm}} \sim 10^{-3}$ particles/cm$^3$. Therefore such a feature is neither intrinsic to the progenitor nor to the black hole, but it is only indicative of the CBM density at the location where the final merging occurs. GRB060614 is a canonical GRB and it is what would be traditionally called a “long” GRB if it had not exploded in an especially low CBM density environment. GRB060614 must necessarily fulfill, and indeed it does, the Amati relation. This happens even taking into account the entire prompt emission mixing together the P-GRB and the extended afterglow (Amati et al., 2007), due to the energetic predominance of the extended afterglow discussed above (see also Guida et al., 2008b). These results justify the occurrence of the abovementioned first two novelties.

The low value of the CBM density is compatible with a galactic halo environment. This result points to an old binary system as the progenitor of GRB060614 and it justifies the abovementioned third novelty: the absence of an associated SN Ib/c (see also Davies et al., 2007). Such a binary system departed from its original location in a star-forming region and spiraled out in a low density region of the galactic halo (see e.g. Kramer, 2008). The energetics of this GRB is about two orders of magnitude lower than the one of GRB970228 (Bernardini et al., 2007). A natural possible explanation is that instead of a neutron star - neutron star merging binary system we are in the presence of a white dwarf - neutron star binary. We therefore agree, for different reasons, with the identification proposed by Davies et al. (2007) for the GRB060614 progenitor. In principle, the nature of the white dwarf, with a typical radius of the order of $10^3$ km, as opposed to the one of the neutron star, typically of the order of 10 km, may manifest itself in characteristic signatures in the structure of the P-GRB (see Fig. C.5).

It is interesting that these results lead also to three major new possibilities:

- The majority of GRBs declared as shorts (see e.g. Piro, 2005) are likely “disguised” short GRBs, in which the extended afterglow is below the instrumental threshold.

- The observations of GRB060614 offer the opportunity, for the first time, to analyze in detail the structure of a P-GRB lasting 5 s. This feature is directly linked to the physics of the gravitational collapse that generated the GRB. Recently, there has been a crucial theoretical physics result showing that the characteristic time constant for the thermalization of an $e^\pm$ plasma is of the order of $10^{-13}$ s (Aksenov et al., 2007). Such a time scale still applies for an $e^\pm$ plasma with a baryon loading of the order of the one observed in GRBs (Aksenov et al., 2008). The shortness of such a time scale, as well as the knowledge of the dynamical equations of the optically thick phase preceding the P-GRB emission (Bianco et al., 2006b), implies that the structure of the P-GRB is a faithful representation of the gravitational collapse process leading to the formation
of the black hole (Ruffini et al., 2005d). In this respect, it is indeed crucial that the Swift data on the P-GRB observed in GRB060614 (see Fig. C.5) appear to be highly structured all the way to a time scale of 0.1 s. This opens a new field of research: the study of the P-GRB structure in relation to the process of gravitational collapse leading to the GRB.

- If indeed the binary nature of the progenitor system and the peculiarly low CBM density \( n_{cbm} \sim 10^{-3} \text{ particles/cm}^3 \) will be confirmed for all “fake” or “disguised” GRBs, then it is very likely that the traditionally “long” high luminosity GRBs at higher redshift also originates in the merging of binary systems formed by neutron stars and/or white dwarfs occurring close to their birth location in star-forming regions with \( n_{cbm} \sim 1 \text{ particle/cm}^3 \) (see Fig. C.3).

### C.3. Application to GRB 071227: an additional case of a disguised short burst

GRB 071227 presents some intriguing anomalies. As for the “Norris and Bonnell” GRBs, its BAT light curve shows in the 15–150 keV range a multi-peaked structure lasting \( T_{90} = (1.8 \pm 0.4) \text{ s} \), followed by an extended but much softer emission up to \( t_0 + 100 \text{ s} \) (D’Avanzo et al., 2009). A fading X-ray (0.3–10 keV) and a faint optical afterglow have also been identified. The optical afterglow emission allowed to measure its redshift, \( z = 0.383 \), and therefore its isotropic equivalent energy, \( E_{\text{iso}} = 5.8 \times 10^{50} \text{ erg} \) in 20–1300 keV (D’Avanzo et al., 2009). The observed X-ray and optical afterglow is superimposed on the plane of the host galaxy, at \((15.0 \pm 2.2) \text{ kpc}\) from its center.

On the basis of these characteristics, GRB 071227 has been classified as a short burst. This statement is supported by other main features: 1) If we consider the first and apparently predominant short-duration episode, it does not fulfill the Amati relation between the isotropic equivalent radiated energy of the prompt emission \( E_{\text{iso}} \) and the cosmological rest-frame \( \nu F_\nu \) spectrum peak energy \( E_{p,i} \) (Amati et al., 2002; Amati, 2006; Amati et al., 2007, 2009). 2) The spectral lag of the first spike-like emission in 25–50 keV to 100–350 keV bands is consistent with zero (Sakamoto et al., 2007). 3) Multiwavelength observations performed over many days have displayed that there is no association with a Ib/c hypernova, the type of SN generally observed with GRBs, even if it is a nearby burst and its isotropic energy is compatible with that of other GRBs associated with them (D’Avanzo et al., 2009), although the upper limits are not deep enough to rule out a low-energetic core-collapse event. Nevertheless, the explosion of this burst in a star-forming region of a spiral galaxy, and its prolonged tail of emission, makes it most likely to be a long burst.
In this paper, we show that all these ambiguities and peculiarities can be explained in the framework of the fireshell model if we assume GRB 071227 to be a disguised short burst, in which the first spike-like emission coincides with the P-GRB and the prolonged softer tail with the peak of the extended afterglow emitted in a low CircumBurst Medium (CBM) density region. We show, moreover, that this tail satisfies the Amati relation, and this is consistent with our interpretation.

C.3.1. The interpretation of GRB 071227 light curves

We examine the possibility that GRB 071227 can also be classified as a “disguised” burst. We analyzed the observed light curves of this burst in the 15–50 keV bandpass, corresponding to the lowest band of the γ-ray emission, detected by the BAT instrument on the Swift satellite, and in the 0.3–10 keV energy band, corresponding to the X-ray component from the XRT instrument. To model the CBM structure, we assume that \( n_{cbm} \) is a function of only the radial coordinate, \( n_{cbm} = n_{cbm}(r) \) (radial approximation). The CBM is arranged in spherical shells of width \( \sim 10^{15} - 10^{16} \) cm arranged in such a way that the corresponding modulation of the emitted flux closely resembles the observed shape. We assumed that the first short spike-like emission represents the P-GRB and the γ-ray tail is the peak of the extended afterglow. We therefore began the simulation in such a way that the extended afterglow light curve begins in coincidence with the peak of the P-GRB (about 1s), as shown in Fig. C.8. To reproduce the observational data and the energetics observed for the P-GRB emission \( (E_{iso} \sim 1.0 \times 10^{51} \text{ erg}) \), we require the initial conditions \( E_{tot}^\pm = 5.04 \times 10^{51} \text{ erg} \) and \( B = 2.0 \times 10^{-4} \). In Figs. C.8 and C.9 we plot the comparison of the GRB 071227 BAT and XRT data with the theoretical extended afterglow light curves. We obtained a good result in the prompt emission for the 15–50 keV bandpass (see Fig. C.8), while, for 0.3–10 keV, we only succeeded in reproducing the first decaying part of the XRT light curve (see Fig. C.9). We assumed this to correspond to the possible onset of the “plateau” phase of the extended afterglow (Nousek et al., 2006).

From our simulation, the amount of energy stored in the P-GRB is found to be about 20% of the total energetics of the explosion. Hence, this burst cannot be a short burst within the fireshell scenario. The baryon loading obtained \( (B = 2.0 \times 10^{-4}) \) remains in the range of long duration GRBs. This is a very critical value, because it is very close to the crossing point of the plot of the energetics of GRBs as a function of \( B \) (see above). This is the lowest baryon loading that we have ever found in our analysis within the fireshell scenario. From our analysis, we found a peculiar result for the average CBM density.

We obtained a density of \( n_{cbm} = 1.0 \times 10^{-2} \text{ particles/cm}^3 \) at the beginning of the process, later decreasing to \( n_{cbm} = 1.0 \times 10^{-4} \text{ particles/cm}^3 \). This low average density, inferred from the analysis, is responsible for the strong de-
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The BAT 15–50 keV light curve (green points) compared with the corresponding theoretical extended afterglow light curve (red line). The P-GRB is qualitatively sketched by the blue line.
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Figure C.9.: The XRT 0.3–10 keV light curve (green points) compared with the corresponding theoretical extended afterglow light curve we obtain (red line). The X-ray data corresponding to the first 60 seconds are not available since XRT starts to observe only 60 seconds after the BAT trigger. We stop our analysis at $\gamma \sim 5$ when our relativistic dynamical model can no longer be applied.
flation of the $\gamma$-ray tail. However, at the radius of about $2.0 \times 10^{17}$ cm, the density becomes higher and reaches the value of $n_{cbm} = 10$ particles/cm$^3$ (the complete profiles of $n_{cbm}$ and $R$ as functions of the radial coordinate are reported in Fig. C.10). This is compatible with the observations. The observed X-ray and optical afterglow of GRB 071227 is indeed superimposed on the plane of the host galaxy, at $(15.0 \pm 2.2)$ kpc from its center (D’Avanzo et al., 2009). An interesting possibility observed by D. Arnett (private communication) is that this very low density “cavity” could be formed in the coalescing phase of a binary formed by a neutron star and a white dwarf. Accurate studies on compact object mergers have shown the distribution of merger locations for different host galaxies (Belczynski et al., 2006; Berger, 2010). In starburst galaxies, most of the mergers are expected to be found within hosts, while in elliptical galaxies a substantial fraction of mergers take place outside hosts. Spiral galaxies, hosting both young and old stellar populations, represent the intermediate case between the preceding two. This result is therefore compatible with our hypothesis about the binary nature of the progenitor of GRB 071227. Although they did not consider the case of binary systems formed by a neutron star and a white dwarf, the progenitor of GRB 071227 would fit into the tight binary scenario described by Belczynski et al. (2006).

These results clearly imply that GRB 071227 is another example of a disguised burst.

C.3.2. GRB 071227 within the Amati relation

One of the most effective tools for discriminating between “short” and “long” bursts, and possibly clarifying the interpretation of these different classes of events, is the Amati relation (Amati et al., 2002; Amati, 2006; Amati et al., 2007, 2009).

This empirical spectrum-energy correlation states that the isotropic-equivalent radiated energy of the prompt emission $E_{iso}$ is correlated with the cosmological rest-frame $\nu F_{\nu}$ spectrum peak energy $E_{p,i}$: $E_{p,i} \propto (E_{iso})^a$, with $a \approx 0.5$ (Amati et al., 2002). The existence of the Amati relation, discovered when analyzing the BeppoSAX long duration bursts, has been confirmed by studying a sample of GRBs observed by Swift, intense or soft, with available measurements of redshift and spectral parameters, and also by HETE-2 and Konus/WIND. When the “afterglow revolution” allowed the redshift estimation of also some short GRBs, it was found that these bursts are inconsistent with the Amati relation, holding instead for long GRBs (Amati, 2006; 2010; Antonelli et al., 2009). The most recent updating of the correlation (95 GRBs with the data available up to April 2009) also includes two high-energetic events detected by Fermi (GRB 090323 and GRB 080916C), which are fully consistent with the $E_{p,i} - E_{iso}$ relation (Amati et al., 2009). We also note that the short event...
Figure C.10.: The CBM particle number density $n_{cbm}$ (upper panel, red line) and the $R$ parameter (lower panel, blue line) as functions of the radial coordinate.
GRB 090510, observed by the same satellite, is an outlier of the relation, as expected for short bursts. This dichotomy finds a natural explanation within the fireshell model. As recalled above, within this theoretical framework the prompt emission of long GRBs is dominated by the peak of the extended afterglow, while the one of the short GRBs is dominated by the P-GRB. Only the extended afterglow emission follows the Amati relation (see Guida et al. 2008b, for details). Therefore, all GRBs in which the P-GRB provides a negligible contribution to the prompt emission (namely the long ones, where the P-GRB is at most a small precursor) fulfill the Amati relation, while all GRBs in which the extended afterglow provides a negligible contribution to the prompt emission (namely the short ones) do not.

Apart from this general feature, there are peculiar cases. One of these is GRB 050724, a short burst followed by a long, softer tail in the $\gamma$-ray energy band. While the first short emission is inconsistent with the Amati relation, the soft tail is again consistent with it. Another one, the intriguing case of GRB 060614, a disguised short burst within the fireshell scenario (Caito et al. 2009), shows similar behavior: the first hard episode does not fulfill the Amati relation, while the whole event is fully consistent with it (Amati et al. 2007). This is again fully consistent with the predictions of the fireshell model for the disguised GRB class. Since the first short and hard episode is the P-GRB and the prolonged softer tail is the peak of the extended afterglow, the Amati relation must be fulfilled only when the softer tail is considered alone, or considered together with the first episode if this episode provides a negligible contribution (see Bernardini et al. 2008, for details). Thus, to discriminate its nature, we studied the position of GRB 071227 in the $E_{p,i}$-$E_{iso}$ plane. At the observed redshift, we assumed a “flat $\Lambda$-CDM model” with $H_0 = 70Km/s/Mpc$ and $\Omega_\Lambda = 0.73$. For the first, hard spike, lasting about 1.8s, using Konus/WIND data (Golenetskii et al. 2007), and integrating between 1 and 10 000 keV, we found that $E_{p,i} = (1384 \pm 277)$ keV and $E_{iso} = (1.0 \pm 0.2) \times 10^{51}$ erg. As shown in Fig. C.11, this is inconsistent with the $E_{p,i}$-$E_{iso}$ relation, and instead occupies the short-populated region of the plane. For the long tail, lasting about 100s, we used a Band model with $\alpha = -1.5$ and $\beta = -3$, which are typical of soft events. These values are compatible with the low quality statistics of this event. We found that $E_{p,i} = 20^{+19}_{-17}$ keV and $E_{iso} = (2.2 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{51}$ erg. With these values, the tail of emission is fully consistent with the Amati relation, as for any long GRB (see Fig. C.11). This clearly supports our hypothesis about the nature of GRB 071227.

C.3.3. Conclusions

GRB 071227 has been classified in the current literature as a short GRB not ful-filling the Amati relation. By analyzing it using the fireshell model, we have
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Figure C.11.: Location of the initial short spike and soft long tail of GRB 071227 in the $E_{p,i} - E_{iso}$ plane. The data points of long GRBs are from Amati et al. (2008, 2009), the data points and limits of short GRBs are from Amati (2006); Amati et al. (2009); Piranomonte et al. (2008). The continuous lines show the best-fit power law and the $2\sigma$ confidence region of the correlation, as determined by Amati et al. (2008).
identified the first spike-like emission with the P-GRB and consequently the prolonged softer tail with the peak of the extended afterglow. We have shown that this tail indeed fulfills the Amati relation. We have shown that the Amati relation is a characteristic of the extended afterglow phase of GRBs and does not occur during the P-GRB emission. As presented above, the relative energy of the P-GRB with respect to the extended afterglow is a strong function of the baryon loading. For $B \rightarrow 10^{-2}$, the energetic relevance of the P-GRB decreases and its contribution to the total GRB energetics can be neglected with respect to the extended afterglow: in this limit, the Amati relation always applies. In the present case, we have $B = 2.0 \times 10^{-4}$ and the exclusion of the P-GRB from the total energetics of the GRB is indeed essential to fulfill the Amati relation. This is similar to the case of GRB 050724. With the considerations given above, it is appropriate to consider GRB 071227 to be another “Norris and Bonnell” kind of burst. It is quite similar to the bright GRB 060614, which we have previously analyzed (Caito et al., 2009), although underluminous. The value of $B = 2.0 \times 10^{-4}$ that we obtained appears to be the smallest of all GRBs we examined. It is particularly interesting that the CBM distribution is given by $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle < 10^{-2}$ particles/cm$^3$ to a radius of the order of $\sim 2.1 \times 10^{17}$ cm and then monotonically rises to a value of $\langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 10$ particles/cm$^3$. While this last value is expected in the region where the GRB occurred, at $(15.0 \pm 2.2)$ kpc from the center of its host galaxy, the existence of a very low density “cavity” appears to be of great interest. On the other side, as for GRB 060614, the energetics of GRB 071227 is compatible with the progenitor being the merging of a binary system of a neutron-star and a white-dwarf. This binary system, during the long-lasting merging process, may have swept the CBM around by means of the pulsar radiation emission (D. Arnett, private communication). This remains under investigation and may be an additional factor affecting the analogous low density observed in GRB 060614. In that burst, the progenitor was also consistent with a binary system formed by a white dwarf and a neutron star.

C.4. Application to GRB 011121

C.4.1. A widely debated issue: the interpretation of flares

A flare is a large scale activity in excess on the underlying light curve that manifests as a bump in luminosity rather intense and sharp in the decaying phase of the X-Ray afterglow.

When the first flare was detected by BeppoSAX, on the X-Ray light curve of GRB 011121, it was assumed as an extremely peculiar phenomenon. However, by the advent of the Swift Mission, many flares have been discovered in the light curves of about the 50% of the total amount of X-Ray afterglows observed: it was clear that flares are a very typical feature of GRBs phenomenon.
The many observations collected until today show that flares are random events that manifest in different shapes and in all sizes, in each kind of burst (both long and short) and at each measure of redshift. X-Ray flares have been observed in all phases of the X-Ray light curve, the peak time ranges between 95 s and 75 ks. There are light curves with more than one flare, although the more frequent case exhibits one single pulse on the Gamma-Ray peak followed by one or two flares. They are often characterized by large flux variations, can be strongly energetics and in some cases flares have surpassed the original GRB (ex. GRB 060526). This extreme variability and, in particular, the smallness of the time interval in which these big variation of flux happens, makes hard to give reason of such a phenomenon.

As discussed in the previous sections, in our theory the multiwavelength emission is entirely due to the fully inelastic collisions of the baryonic remnants of the fireshell with the CBM. Flares also, as characteristic parts of the afterglow, can be naturally explained in this context. The most relevant results of recent data analysis made on big samples (Chincarini et al., 2007b; Falcone et al., 2007a) are consistent with our hypothesis of inelastic collisions as the origin of flares. In fact, first of all, flares manifest until very late times and follow the typical hard to soft evolution; then, bumps become broader as the time increases, consistently with a general trend of GRB light curves. Moreover, the distribution of intensity ratios between successive Gamma-Ray pulses and that between successive X-Ray flares is the same, while there is no correlation between the number of pulses of the Gamma-Ray emission and the number of X-Ray flares. These last features seem to establish a common origin of Gamma-Ray bumps and X-Ray flares, and this is consistent with our hypothesis concerning to which the entire emission (from the Gamma ‘Prompt emission’ to the late Afterglow phase) is generated by the same inelastic collisions process.

On the other hand, it is difficult to conciliate all these aspects within the standard model or any other model founded on an internal shock process (eventually followed by an external shock phase). In particular, is hardly explained the presence of flares at very late times and their strong, rapid variation of flux. As already said, this is one of the most debated peculiarity of the appearing flares. It has been found that $\langle dt/t \rangle = 0.13 \pm 0.10$, corresponding to variations of flux of one or also two orders of magnitude. It’s a shared opinion that an external shock scenario can’t reproduce a similar range of variability, but we are able to show that this is consistent with our fully inelastic collision hypothesis. This assumption implies just the consideration of the three-dimensional structure of the CBM, until now neglected for the radial approximation modeling for the CBM profile. We realized a first attempt to check this idea by its application on the burst with the first flare observed, GRB 011121.
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Figure C.12.: Left: Theoretical fit of the GRB 011121 light curves in the 40 – 700 keV (BeppoSAX GRBM), 2 – 26 keV (BeppoSAX WFC), 2/10 keV (BeppoSAX NFI). Right: Enlargement of the Flare.

C.4.2. The first step on the first flare: analysis of GRB 011121

GRB 011121 is a near, long burst with $T_{90} = 28$ s and redshift $z = 0.36$ (Infante et al., 2001). Its fluence (Price et al., 2002) is $2.4 \times 10^{-5}$ erg/cm$^2$ that corresponds, in the hypothesis of isotropic emission at the observed redshift, to an energy in the band 2 – 700 keV of $2.8 \times 10^{52}$ erg. This is the second brightest source detected by BeppoSAX in $\gamma$-rays and X-rays. At the time $t = 240$ s, in the X-ray 2 – 26 keV energy band, there is a big flare (Piro et al., 2005; Greiner et al., 2003). It lasts about seventy seconds ($dt/t \sim 0.29$) and corresponds to a bump of an order of magnitude in luminosity. It is however very soft, since its energy is about 3% of the total amount of the prompt emission (Piro et al., 2005).

In figure C.12 we present the observed GRB 011121 light curves in the three different energy bands we analyzed, together with their theoretical fit in the framework of our model: 40 – 700 keV, 2 – 26 keV, 2 – 10 keV. Looking at the observational data we can see that the 40 – 700 keV energy band light curve presents a temporal profile particularly regular, smooth and homogeneous, while the 2 – 26 keV light curve has a remarkably irregular profile. This is quite anomalous, in fact generally the light curves in these energy bands presents just the opposite trend.

In figure C.12 there is also an enlargement of the flare of this source that shows in detail the comparison between the theoretical light curve and the observational data.

In the computation of the theoretical light curve for the flare we reproduce it as due to a spherical cloud of CBM along the line of sight introducing, in this way, a three-dimensional structure for the Circum Burst Medium. In fact, in the first approximation, we assume a modeling of thin spherical shells for the distribution of the CBM. This allows us to consider a purely radial profile.
in the expansion (Ruffini et al., 2002, 2003). This radial approximation is valid until the visible area of emission of photons is sufficiently small with respect to the characteristic size of the CBM shell. The visible area of emission is defined by the maximum value of the viewing angle; it varies with time and is inversely proportional to the Lorentz Gamma Factor (see the previous). So it happens that, at the beginning of the expansion, when the Gamma Factor is big (about $10^2$), the effective distribution of the CBM doesn’t matter for the narrowness of the viewing angle but, at the end of the expansion, the remarkable lessening of the Gamma Factor produces a strong increase of the viewing angle and a correct estimation of the CBM by the introduction of the angular coordinate distribution becomes necessary.

We can see that our results are in very good agreement with the observational data, also in the late tail of the flare. In particular, the short time variability has been successfully reproduced.

Here we performed just a first attempt of application of our interpretation of flares and we found an encouraging result. Now we plan to verify our hypothesis by its application to other sources and to produce a detailed cinematic and dynamic theory concerning this fundamental features of Gamma-Ray Burst.

C.5. Application to GRB 031203

GRB 031203 was observed by IBIS, on board of the INTEGRAL satellite (see Mereghetti and Gotz, 2003), as well as by XMM (Watson et al., 2004) and Chandra (Soderberg et al., 2004) in the $2-10$ keV band, and by VLT (Soderberg et al., 2004) in the radio band. It appears as a typical long burst (Sazonov et al., 2004a), with a simple profile and a duration of $\approx 40$ s. The burst fluence in the $20-200$ keV band is $(2.0 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{-6}$ erg/cm$^2$ (Sazonov et al., 2004a), and the measured redshift is $z = 0.106$ (Prochaska et al., 2004). We analyze in the following the gamma-ray signal received by INTEGRAL. The observations in other wavelengths, in analogy with the case of GRB 980425 (Pian et al., 2000; Ruffini et al., 2004a, 2007b), could be related to the supernova event, as also suggested by Soderberg et al. (2004), and they will be examined elsewhere.

The INTEGRAL observations find a direct explanation in our theoretical model. We reproduce correctly the observed time variability of the prompt emission (see Fig. C.13 and Bernardini et al., 2005a). The radiation produced by the interaction of the optically thin fireshell with the CBM agrees with observations both for intensity and time structure.

The progress in reproducing the X and $\gamma$-ray emission as originating from a thermal spectrum in the comoving frame of the burst (Ruffini et al., 2004b) leads to the characterization of the instantaneous spectral properties which are shown to drift from hard to soft during the evolution of the system. The
convolution of these instantaneous spectra over the observational time scale is in very good agreement with the observed power-law spectral shape.

C.5.1. The initial conditions

The best fit of the observational data leads to a total energy of the electron-positron plasma \( E_{\text{tot}}^{e\pm} = 1.85 \times 10^{50} \) erg. Assuming a black hole mass \( M = 10 M_\odot \), we then have a black hole charge to mass ratio \( \xi = 6.8 \times 10^{-3} \); the plasma is created between the radii \( r_1 = 2.95 \times 10^6 \) cm and \( r_2 = 2.81 \times 10^7 \) cm with an initial temperature \( T = 1.52 \) MeV and a total number of pairs \( N_{e\pm} = 2.98 \times 10^{55} \). The amount of baryonic matter in the remnant is \( B = 7.4 \times 10^{-3} \).

After the transparency point and the P-GRB emission, the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the accelerated baryons is \( \gamma_0 = 132.8 \) at an arrival time at the detector \( t_a^d = 8.14 \times 10^{-3} \) s and a distance from the Black Hole \( r_0 = 6.02 \times 10^{12} \) cm. The CBM parameters are: \( < n_{cbm} >= 0.3 \) particle/cm\(^3\) and \( < R > = 7.81 \times 10^{-9} \).

C.5.2. The GRB luminosity in fixed energy bands

The aim of our model is to derive from first principles both the luminosity in selected energy bands and the time resolved/integrated spectra. We recall that the luminosity in selected energy bands is evaluated integrating over the EQTSs (see Ruffini et al., 2004b) the energy density released in the interaction of the accelerated baryons with the CBM measured in the co-moving frame, duly boosted in the observer frame. The radiation viewed in the comoving frame of the accelerated baryonic matter is assumed to have a thermal spectrum and to be produced by the interaction of the CBM with the front of the expanding baryonic shell.

In order to evaluate the contributions in the band \([\nu_1, \nu_2]\) we have to multiply the bolometric luminosity with an “effective weight” \( W(\nu_1, \nu_2, T_{\text{arr}}) \), where \( T_{\text{arr}} \) is the observed temperature. \( W(\nu_1, \nu_2, T_{\text{arr}}) \) is given by the ratio of the integral over the given energy band of a Planckian distribution at temperature \( T_{\text{arr}} \) to the total integral \( aT_{\text{arr}}^4 \) (Ruffini et al., 2004b). The resulting expression for the emitted luminosity is Eq.(7.3.1).

C.5.3. The “prompt emission”

In order to compare our theoretical prediction with the observations, it is important to notice that there is a shift between the initial time of the GRB event and the moment in which the satellite instrument has been triggered. In fact, in our model the GRB emission starts at the transparency point when the P-GRB is emitted. If the P-GRB is under the threshold of the instrument,
Figure C.13.: Theoretically simulated light curve of the GRB 031203 prompt emission in the 20 – 200 keV energy band (solid red line) is compared with the observed data (green points) from Sazonov et al. (2004a). The vertical bold red line indicates the time position of P-GRB.
the trigger starts a few seconds later with respect to the real beginning of the event. Therefore it is crucial, in the theoretical analysis, to estimate and take into due account this time delay. In the present case it results in $\Delta t_d = 3.5$ s (see the bold red line in Fig. C.13). In what follows, the detector arrival time is referred to the onset of the instrument.

The structure of the prompt emission of GRB 031203, which is a single peak with a slow decay, is reproduced assuming an CBM which has not a constant density but presents several density spikes with $<n_{cbm}> = 0.16$ particle/cm$^3$. Such density spikes corresponding to the main peak are modeled as three spherical shells with width $\Delta$ and density contrast $\Delta n/n$: we adopted for the first peak $\Delta = 3.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm and $\Delta n/n = 8$, for the second peak $\Delta = 1.0 \times 10^{15}$ cm and $\Delta n/n = 1.5$ and for the third one $\Delta = 7.0 \times 10^{14}$ cm and $\Delta n/n = 1$. To describe the details of the CBM filamentary structure we would require an intensity vs. time information with an arbitrarily high resolving power. With the finite resolution of the INTEGRAL instrument, we can only describe the average density distribution compatible with the given accuracy. Only structures at scales of $10^{15}$ cm can be identified. Smaller structures would need a stronger signal and/or a smaller time resolution of the detector. The three clouds here considered are necessary and sufficient to reproduce the observed light curve: a smaller number would not fit the data, while a larger number is unnecessary and would be indeterminable.

The result (see Fig. C.13) shows a good agreement with the light curve reported by Sazonov et al. (2004a), and it provides a further evidence for the possibility of reproducing light curves with a complex time variability through CBM inhomogeneities (Ruffini et al., 2002, 2003, 2005a).

C.5.4. The instantaneous spectrum

As outlined in previous sections, in addition to the the luminosity in fixed energy bands we can derive also the instantaneous photon number spectrum $N(E)$. In Fig. C.14 are shown samples of time-resolved spectra for five different values of the arrival time which cover the whole duration of the event.

It is manifest from this picture that, although the spectrum in the comoving frame of the expanding pulse is thermal, the shape of the final spectrum in the laboratory frame is clearly non thermal. In fact, as explained in Ruffini et al. (2004b), each single instantaneous spectrum is the result of an integration of hundreds of thermal spectra over the corresponding EQTS. This calculation produces a non thermal instantaneous spectrum in the observer frame (see Fig. C.14).

Another distinguishing feature of the GRBs spectra which is also present in these instantaneous spectra, as shown in Fig. C.14, is the hard to soft transition during the evolution of the event (Crider et al., 1997; Piran, 1999; Frontera et al., 2000; Ghirlanda et al., 2002). In fact the peak of the energy distributions
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**Figure C.14.** Five different theoretically predicted instantaneous photon number spectrum $N(E)$ for $t_{\text{int}} = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18$ s are here represented (colored curves) together with their own temporal convolution (black bold curve). The shapes of the instantaneous spectra are not blackbodies due to the spatial convolution over the EQTS (see text).
Figure C.15.: The energy of the peak of the instantaneous photon number spectrum $N(E)$ is here represented as a function of the arrival time during the “prompt emission” phase. The clear hard to soft behavior is shown.

$E_p$ drift monotonically to softer frequencies with time (see Fig. C.15). This feature explains the change in the power-law low energy spectral index $\alpha$ (Band et al., 1993) which at the beginning of the prompt emission of the burst ($t_a^d = 2$ s) is $\alpha = 0.75$, and progressively decreases for later times (see Fig. C.14). In this way the link between $E_p$ and $\alpha$ identified by Crider et al. (1997) is explicitly shown. This theoretically predicted evolution of the spectral index during the event unfortunately cannot be detected in this particular burst by INTEGRAL because of the not sufficient quality of the data (poor photon statistics, see Sazonov et al., 2004a).

C.5.5. The time-integrated spectrum: comparison with the observed data

The time-integrated observed GRB spectra show a clear power-law behavior. Within a different framework Shakura, Sunyaev and Zel’dovich (see e.g. Pozdnyakov et al., 1983 and references therein) argued that it is possible to obtain such power-law spectra from a convolution of many non power-law instantaneous spectra evolving in time. This result was recalled and applied
Figure C.16.: Three theoretically predicted time-integrated photon number spectra $N(E)$ are here represented for $0 \leq t_d \leq 5$ s, $5 \leq t_d \leq 10$ s and $10 \leq t_d \leq 20$ s (colored curves). The hard to soft behavior presented in Fig. C.15 is confirmed. Moreover, the theoretically predicted time-integrated photon number spectrum $N(E)$ corresponding to the first 20 s of the “prompt emission” (black bold curve) is compared with the data observed by INTEGRAL (green points, see Sazonov et al., 2004a,b). This curve is obtained as a convolution of 108 instantaneous spectra, which are enough to get a good agreement with the observed data.

Our specific quantitative model is more complicated than the one considered by Blinnikov et al. (1999) assuming for the instantaneous spectra a thermal shape with a temperature changing with time. They showed that the integration of such energy distributions over the observation time gives a typical power-law shape possibly consistent with GRB spectra.

Our specific quantitative model is more complicated than the one considered by Blinnikov et al. (1999): as pointed out in previous sections, the instantaneous spectrum here is not a black body. Each instantaneous spectrum is obtained by an integration over the corresponding EQTS: it is itself a convolution, weighted by appropriate Lorentz and Doppler factors, of $\sim 10^6$ thermal spectra with variable temperature. Therefore, the time-integrated spectra are not plain convolutions of thermal spectra: they are convolutions of convolutions of thermal spectra (see Fig. C.14).
The simple power-law shape of the integrated spectrum is more evident if we sum tens of instantaneous spectra, as in Fig. C.16. In this case we divided the prompt emission in three different time interval, and for each one we integrated on time the energy distribution. The resulting three time-integrated spectra have a clear non-thermal behavior, and still present the characteristic hard to soft transition.

Finally, we integrated the photon number spectrum \(N(E)\) over the whole duration of the prompt event (see again Fig. C.16): in this way we obtain a typical non-thermal power-law spectrum which results to be in good agreement with the INTEGRAL data (see Sazonov et al., 2004a,b) and gives a clear evidence of the possibility that the observed GRBs spectra are originated from a thermal emission.

The precise knowledge we have here acquired on GRB 031203 helps in clarifying the overall astrophysical system GRB 031203 - SN 2003lw - the 2 – 10 keV XMM and Chandra data (see sections A.3 and A.5, where the late 2 – 10 keV XMM and Chandra data are also discussed).

**C.6. Application to GRB 050315**

GRB 050315 (Vaughan et al., 2006) has been triggered and located by the BAT instrument (Barthelmy, 2004; Barthelmy et al., 2005a) on board of the Swift satellite (Gehrels et al., 2004) at 2005-March-15 20:59:42 UT (Parsons et al., 2005). The narrow field instrument XRT (Burrows et al., 2004, 2005a) began observations \(\sim 80\) s after the BAT trigger, one of the earliest XRT observations yet made, and continued to detect the source for \(\sim 10\) days (Vaughan et al., 2006). The spectroscopic redshift has been found to be \(z = 1.949\) (Kelson and Berger, 2005).

We present here the results of the fit of the Swift data of this source in 5 energy bands in the framework of our theoretical model, pointing out a new step toward the uniqueness of the explanation of the overall GRB structure. We first recall the essential features of our theoretical model; then we fit the GRB 050315 observations by both the BAT and XRT instruments; we also present the instantaneous spectra for selected values of the detector arrival time ranging from \(60\) s (i.e. during the so called “prompt emission”) all the way to \(3.0 \times 10^4\) s (i.e. the latest afterglow phases).

**C.6.1. The fit of the observations**

The best fit of the observational data leads to a total energy of the black hole dyadosphere, generating the \(e^\pm\) plasma, \(E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{ch}} = 1.46 \times 10^{53}\) erg (the observational Swift \(E_{\text{iso}}\) is \(> 2.62 \times 10^{52}\) erg, see Vaughan et al., 2006), so that the plasma is created between the radii \(r_1 = 5.88 \times 10^6\) cm and \(r_2 = 1.74 \times 10^8\) cm with an initial temperature \(T = 2.05\ MeV\) and a total number of pairs \(N_{e^+e^-} = \ldots\)
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Figure C.17.: Our theoretical fit (red line) of the BAT observations (green points) of GRB 050315 in the 15–350 keV (a), 15–25 keV (b), 25–50 keV (c), 50–100 keV (d) energy bands (Vaughan et al., 2006). The blue line in panel (a) represents our theoretical prediction for the intensity and temporal position of the P-GRB.

7.93 \times 10^{57}. The second parameter of the theory, the amount \( M_B \) of baryonic matter in the plasma, is found to be such that \( B \equiv M_B c^2 / E_{dy} = 4.55 \times 10^{-3} \). The transparency point and the P-GRB emission occurs then with an initial Lorentz gamma factor of the accelerated baryons \( \gamma_0 = 217.81 \) at a distance \( r = 1.32 \times 10^{14} \) cm from the black hole.

The BAT data

In Fig. C.17 we represent our theoretical fit of the BAT observations in the three energy channels 15–25 keV, 25–50 keV and 50–100 keV and in the whole 15–350 keV energy band.

In our model the GRB emission starts at the transparency point when the P-GRB is emitted; this instant of time is often different from the moment in which the satellite instrument triggers, due to the fact that sometimes the P-GRB is under the instrumental noise threshold or comparable with it. In order to compare our theoretical predictions with the observations, it is important to estimate and take into account this time shift. In the present case
of GRB 050315 it has been observed (see Vaughan et al., 2006) a possible precursor before the trigger. Such a precursor is indeed in agreement with our theoretically predicted P-GRB, both in its isotropic energy emitted (which we theoretically predict to be $E_{P-GRB} = 1.98 \times 10^{51}$ erg) and its temporal separation from the peak of the afterglow (which we theoretically predicted to be $\Delta t_a = 51$ s). In Fig. C.17, the blue line shows our theoretical prediction for the P-GRB in agreement with the observations.

After the P-GRB emission, all the observed radiation is produced by the interaction of the expanding baryonic shell with the interstellar medium. In order to reproduce the complex time variability of the light curve of the prompt emission as well as of the afterglow, we describe the CBM filamentary structure, for simplicity, as a sequence of overdense spherical regions separated by much less dense regions. Such overdense regions are nonhomogeneously filled, leading to an effective emitting area $A_{eff}$ determined by the dimensionless parameter $\mathcal{R}$ (see previous sections and Ruffini et al., 2004b, 2005c, for details). Clearly, in order to describe any detailed structure of the time variability an authentic three dimensional representation of the CBM structure would be needed. However, this finer description would not change the substantial agreement of the model with the observational data. Anyway, in the “prompt emission” phase, the small angular size of the source visible area due to the relativistic beaming makes such a spherical approximation an excellent one (see also for details Ruffini et al., 2002).

The structure of the “prompt emission” has been reproduced assuming three overdense spherical CBM regions with width $\Delta$ and density contrast $\Delta n/\langle n \rangle$: we chose for the first region, at $r = 4.15 \times 10^{16}$ cm, $\Delta = 1.5 \times 10^{15}$ cm and $\Delta n/\langle n \rangle = 5.17$, for the second region, at $r = 4.53 \times 10^{16}$ cm, $\Delta = 7.0 \times 10^{14}$ cm and $\Delta n/\langle n \rangle = 36.0$ and for the third region, at $r = 5.62 \times 10^{16}$ cm, $\Delta = 5.0 \times 10^{14}$ cm and $\Delta n/\langle n \rangle = 85.4$. The CBM mean density during this phase is $\langle n_{cmb} \rangle = 0.81$ particles/cm$^3$ and $\langle \mathcal{R} \rangle = 1.4 \times 10^{-7}$. With this choice of the density mask we obtain agreement with the observed light curve, as shown in Fig. C.17. A small discrepancy occurs in coincidence with the last peak: this is due to the fact that at this stage the source visible area due to the relativistic beaming is comparable with the size of the clouds, therefore the spherical shell approximation should be duly modified by a detailed analysis of a full three-dimensional treatment of the CBM filamentary structure. Such a topic is currently under investigation (see also for details Ruffini et al., 2002). Fig. C.17 shows also the theoretical fit of the light curves in the three BAT energy channels in which the GRB has been detected (15–25 keV in Fig. C.17a, 25–50 keV in Fig. C.17b, 50–100 keV in Fig. C.17c).

The XRT data

The same analysis can be applied to explain the features of the XRT light curve in the afterglow phase. It has been recently pointed out (Nousek et al., 2006).
Figure C.18.: Our theoretical fit (blue line) of the XRT observations (green points) of GRB 050315 in the 0.2–10 keV energy band (Vaughan et al., 2006). The theoretical fit of the BAT observations (see Fig. C.17) in the 15–350 keV energy band is also represented (red line).
that almost all the GRBs observed by Swift show a “canonical behavior”: an initial very steep decay followed by a shallow decay and finally a steeper decay. In order to explain these features many different approaches have been proposed (Meszaros 2006; Nousek et al. 2006; Panaitescu et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006). In our treatment these behaviors are automatically described by the same mechanism responsible for the prompt emission described above: the baryonic shell expands in an CBM region, between \( r = 9.00 \times 10^{16} \) cm and \( r = 5.50 \times 10^{18} \) cm, which is significantly at lower density (\( \langle n_{cbm} \rangle = 4.76 \times 10^{-4} \) particles/cm\(^3\), \( \langle R \rangle = 7.0 \times 10^{-6} \)) then the one corresponding to the prompt emission, and this produces a slower decrease of the velocity of the baryons with a consequent longer duration of the afterglow emission. The initial steep decay of the observed flux is due to the smaller number of collisions with the CBM. In Fig. C.18 is represented our theoretical fit of the XRT data, together with the theoretically computed 15–350 keV light curve of Fig. C.17a (without the BAT observational data to not overwhelm the picture too much).

What is impressive is that no different scenarios need to be advocated in order to explain the features of the light curves: both the prompt and the afterglow emission are just due to the thermal radiation in the comoving frame produced by inelastic collisions with the CBM duly boosted by the relativistic transformations over the EQTSs.

### C.6.2. The instantaneous spectrum

In addition to the the luminosity in fixed energy bands we can derive also the instantaneous photon number spectrum \( N(E) \) starting from the same assumptions. In Fig. C.19 are shown samples of time-resolved spectra for eight different values of the arrival time which cover the whole duration of the event. It is manifest from this picture that, although the spectrum in the comoving frame of the expanding pulse is thermal, the shape of the final spectrum in the laboratory frame is clearly non thermal. In fact, as explained in Ruffini et al. (2004b), each single instantaneous spectrum is the result of an integration of thousands of thermal spectra over the corresponding EQTS. This calculation produces a non thermal instantaneous spectrum in the observer frame (see Fig. C.19).

A distinguishing feature of the GRBs spectra which is also present in these instantaneous spectra is the hard to soft transition during the evolution of the event (Crider et al. 1997; Piran 1999; Frontera et al. 2000; Ghirlanda et al. 2002). In fact the peak of the energy distribution \( E_p \) drifts monotonically to softer frequencies with time. This feature is linked to the change in the power-law low energy spectral index \( \alpha \) (Band et al. 1993), so the correlation between \( \alpha \) and \( E_p \) (Crider et al. 1997) is explicitly shown.

It is important to stress that there is no difference in the nature of the spec-
Figure C.19.: Eight theoretically predicted instantaneous photon number spectra $N(E)$ are here represented for different values of the arrival time (colored curves). The hard to soft behavior is confirmed.
trum during the prompt and the afterglow phases: the observed energy distribution changes from hard to soft, with continuity, from the “prompt emission” all the way to the latest phases of the afterglow.

C.6.3. Problems with the definition of “long” GRBs

The confirmation by Swift of our prediction of the overall afterglow structure, and especially the coincidence of the “prompt emission” with the peak of the afterglow, opens a new problematic in the definition of the long GRBs. It is clear, in fact, that the identification of the “prompt emission” in the current GRB literature is not at all intrinsic to the phenomenon but is merely due to the threshold of the instruments used in the observations (e.g. BATSE in the 50–300 keV energy range, or BeppoSAX GRBM in 40–700 keV, or Swift BAT in 15–350 keV). As it is clear from Fig. C.20, there is no natural way to identify in the source a special extension of the peak of the afterglow that is not the one purely defined by the experimental threshold. It is clear, therefore, that long GRBs, as defined till today, are just the peak of the afterglow and there is no way, as explained above, to define their “prompt emission” duration as a characteristic signature of the source. As the Swift observations show, the duration of the long GRBs has to coincide with the duration of the entire afterglow. A Kouveliotou - Tavani plot of the long GRBs, done following our interpretation which is clearly supported by the recent Swift data (see Fig. C.20), will present enormous dispersion on the temporal axis.

We recall that in our theory both “short” and “long” GRBs originate from the same process of black hole formation. The major difference between the two is the value of the baryon loading parameter $B$ (see Fig. 3.8). In the limit of small baryon loading, all the plasma energy is emitted at the transparency in the P-GRB, with negligible afterglow observed flux. For higher values of the baryon loading, the relative energy content of the P-GRB with respect to the afterglow diminishes (see Ruffini et al. 2005a and references therein).

C.7. Application to GRB 060218

GRB 060218 triggered the BAT instrument of Swift on 18 February 2006 at 03:36:02 UT and has a $T_{90} = (2100 \pm 100)\ s$ (Cusumano et al. 2006). The XRT instrument (Kennea et al. 2006; Cusumano et al. 2006) began observations $\sim 153\ s$ after the BAT trigger and continued for $\sim 12.3\ days$ (Sakamoto et al. 2006). The source is characterized by a flat $\gamma$-ray light curve and a soft spectrum (Barbier et al. 2006). It has an X-ray light curve with a long, slow rise and gradual decline and it is considered an X-Ray Flash (XRF) since its peak energy occurs at $E_p = 4.9^{+0.4}_{-0.3}\ keV$ (Campana et al. 2006a). It has been observed by the Chandra satellite on February 26.78 and March 7.55 UT ($t \simeq 8.8\ and\ 17.4\ days$) for 20 and 30 ks respectively (Soderberg et al. 2006b).
Figure C.20.: Same as Fig. C.18. The horizontal green lines correspond to different possible instrumental thresholds. It is clear that long GRB durations are just functions of the observational threshold.
The spectroscopic redshift has been found to be $z = 0.033$ (Sollerman et al., 2006; Mirabal et al., 2006). The corresponding isotropic equivalent energy is $E_{\text{iso}} = (1.9 \pm 0.1) \times 10^{59}$ erg (Sakamoto et al., 2006) which sets this GRB as a low luminous one, consistent with most of the GRBs associated with SNe (Liang et al., 2007; Cobb et al., 2006; Guetta and Della Valle, 2007).

GRB 060218 is associated with SN2006aj whose expansion velocity is $v \sim 0.1c$ (Pian et al., 2006; Fatkhullin et al., 2006; Soderberg et al., 2006a; Cobb et al., 2006). The host galaxy of SN2006aj is a low luminosity, metal poor star forming dwarf galaxy (Ferrero et al., 2007) with an irregular morphology (Wiersema et al., 2007), similar to the ones of other GRBs associated with SNe (Modjaz et al., 2006; Sollerman et al., 2006).

C.7.1. The fit of the observed data

In this section we present the fit of our fireshell model to the observed data (see Figs. C.21, C.24). The fit leads to a total energy of the $e^\pm$ plasma $E_{e^\pm}^{\text{tot}} = 2.32 \times 10^{50}$ erg, with an initial temperature $T = 1.86$ MeV and a total number of pairs $N_{e^\pm} = 1.79 \times 10^{55}$. The second parameter of the theory, $B = 1.0 \times 10^{-2}$, is the highest value ever observed and is close to the limit for the stability of the adiabatic optically thick acceleration phase of the fireshell (for further details see Ruffini et al., 2000). The Lorentz gamma factor obtained solving the fireshell equations of motion (Bianco and Ruffini, 2005b,a) is $\gamma = 99.2$ at the beginning of the afterglow phase at a distance from the progenitor $r_\circ = 7.82 \times 10^{12}$ cm. It is much larger than $\gamma \sim 5$ estimated by Kaneko et al. (2007) and Toma et al. (2007).

In Fig. C.21 we show the afterglow light curves fitting the prompt emission both in the BAT (15–150 keV) and in the XRT (0.3–10 keV) energy ranges, as expected in our “canonical GRB” scenario (Dainotti et al., 2007). Initially the two luminosities are comparable to each other, but for a detector arrival time $t_a^d > 1000$ s the XRT curves becomes dominant. The displacement between the peaks of these two light curves leads to a theoretically estimated spectral lag greater than 500 s in perfect agreement with the observations (see Liang et al., 2006b). We obtain that the bolometric luminosity in this early part coincides with the sum of the BAT and XRT light curves (see Fig. C.24) and the luminosity in the other energy ranges is negligible.

We recall that at $t_a^d \sim 10^4$ s there is a sudden enhancement in the radio luminosity and there is an optical luminosity dominated by the SN2006aj emission (see Campana et al., 2006b; Soderberg et al., 2006b; Fan et al., 2006). Although our analysis addresses only the BAT and XRT observations, for $r > 10^{18}$ cm corresponding to $t_a^d > 10^4$ s the fit of the XRT data implies two new features: 1) a sudden increase of the $R$ factor from $R = 1.0 \times 10^{-11}$ to $R = 1.6 \times 10^{-6}$, corresponding to a significantly more homogeneous effective CBM distribution (see Fig. C.25b); 2) an XRT luminosity much smaller
Figure C.21.: GRB 060218 prompt emission: a) our theoretical fit (blue line) of the BAT observations in the 15–150 keV energy band (pink points); b) our theoretical fit (red line) of the XRT observations in the 0.3–10 keV energy band (green points) (Data from: Campana et al. 2006a).
C. Applications to various sources from previous year report

than the bolometric one (see Fig. C.24). These theoretical predictions may account for the energetics of the enhancement of the radio and possibly optical and UV luminosities. Therefore, we identify two different regimes in the afterglow, one for $t_d < 10^4$ s and the other for $t_d > 10^4$ s. Nevertheless, there is a unifying feature: the determined effective CBM density decreases with the distance $r$ monotonically and continuously through both these two regimes from $n_{cbm} = 1$ particle/cm$^3$ at $r = r_o$ to $n_{cbm} = 10^{-6}$ particle/cm$^3$ at $r = 6.0 \times 10^{18}$ cm: $n_{cbm} \propto r^{-\alpha}$, with $1.0 \lesssim \alpha \lesssim 1.7$ (see Fig. C.25a).

Our assumption of spherical symmetry is supported by the observations which set for GRB 060218 an opening beaming angle larger than $\sim 37^\circ$ (Liang et al., 2007; Campana et al., 2006a; Soderberg et al., 2006b; Guetta and Della Valle, 2007).

C.7.2. The procedure of the fit

The arrival time of each photon at the detector depends on the entire previous history of the fireshell (Ruffini et al., 2001c). Moreover, all the observables depends on the EQTS (Bianco and Ruffini, 2004, 2005b) which, in turn, depend crucially on the equations of motion of the fireshell. The CBM engulfment has to be computed self-consistently through the entire dynamical evolution of the fireshell and not separately at each point. Any change in the CBM distribution strongly influences the entire dynamical evolution of the fireshell and, due to the EQTS structure, produces observable effects up to a much later time. For example if we change the density mask at a certain distance from the black hole we modify the shape of the lightcurve and consequently the evolution changes at larger radii corresponding to later times. Anyway the change of the density is not the only problem to face in the fitting of the source, in fact first of all we have to choose the energy in order to have Lorentz gamma factor sufficiently high to fit the entire GRB. In order to show the sensitivity of the fitting procedure I also present two examples of fits with the same value of $B$ and different value of $E_{tot}$.

The first example has an $E_{tot} = 1.36 \times 10^{50}$ erg. This fit resulted unsuccessfully as we see from the Fig. C.22 because the bolometric lightcurve is under the XRT peak of the afterglow. This means that the value of the energy chosen is too small to fit any data points after the peak of the afterglow. So we have to increase the value of the Energy to a have a better fit. In fact the parameters values have been found with various attempt in order to obtain the best fit.

The second example is characterized by $E_{tot} = 1.61 \times 10^{50}$ erg and the all the data are fitted except for the last point from $2.0 \times 10^2$ s to the end (see Fig. C.23). I attempt to fit these last points trying to diminuishes the $R$ values in order to enhance the energy emission, but again the low value of the Lorentz gamma factor, that in this case is 3 prevent the fireshell to expand. So again in this case the value of the Energy chosen is too small, but it is better than...
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The previous attempt. In this case we increased the energy value of the 24%, but it is not enough so we decide to increase 16%.

So the final fit is characterized by the $B = 1.0 \times 10^{-2}$ and by the $E_{\text{tot}}^{\pm} = 2.32 \times 10^{50}$ erg. With this value of the energy we are able to fit all the experimental points.

C.7.3. The fireshell fragmentation

GRB 060218 presents different peculiarities: the extremely long $T_{90}$, the very low effective CBM density decreasing with the distance and the largest possible value of $B = 10^{-2}$. These peculiarities appear to be correlated. Following Ruffini et al. (2007b), we propose that in the present case the fireshell is fragmented. This implies that the surface of the fireshell does not increase any longer as $r^2$ but as $r^\beta$ with $\beta < 2$. Consequently, the effective CBM density
Figure C.23.: GRB 060218 light curves with $E_{\text{tot}} = 1.61 \times 10^{50}$ erg: our theoretical fit (blue line) of the 15–150 keV BAT observations (pink points), our theoretical fit (red line) of the 0.3–10 keV XRT observations (green points) and the 0.3–10 keV Chandra observations (black points) are represented together with our theoretically computed bolometric luminosity (black line). Data from: Campana et al. (2006a); Soderberg et al. (2006b).
Figure C.24.: GRB 060218 complete light curves: our theoretical fit (blue line) of the 15–150 keV BAT observations (pink points), our theoretical fit (red line) of the 0.3–10 keV XRT observations (green points) and the 0.3–10 keV Chandra observations (black points) are represented together with our theoretically computed bolometric luminosity (black line) (Data from: Campana et al., 2006a; Soderberg et al., 2006b).

\( n_{cbm} \) is linked to the actual one \( n_{act}^{cbm} \) by:

\[ n_{cbm} = R_{shell} n_{act}^{cbm}, \quad \text{with} \quad R_{shell} \equiv (r^*/r)^\alpha, \quad (C.7.1) \]

where \( r^* \) is the starting radius at which the fragmentation occurs and \( \alpha = 2 - \beta \) (see Fig. C.25a). For \( r^* = r_s \) we have \( n_{act}^{cbm} = 1 \) particles/cm\(^3\), as expected for a “canonical GRB” (Ruffini et al., 2007a) and in agreement with the apparent absence of a massive stellar wind in the CBM (Soderberg et al., 2006b; Fan et al., 2006; Li, 2007).

The \( R \) parameter defined in Eq. (C.7.2) has to take into account both the effect of the fireshell fragmentation (\( R_{shell} \)) and of the effective CBM porosity (\( R_{cbm} \)):

\[ R \equiv R_{shell} \times R_{cbm}. \quad (C.7.2) \]

The phenomenon of the clumpiness of the ejecta, whose measure is the filling factor, is an aspect well known in astrophysics. For example, in the case of Novae the filling factor has been measured to be in the range \( 10^{-2} \)–\( 10^{-5} \) (Ederoclite et al., 2006). Such a filling factor coincides, in our case, with \( R_{shell} \).
Figure C.25.: The CBM distribution parameters: a) the effective CBM number density (red line) monotonically decreases with the distance $r$ following Eq. (C.7.1) (green line); b) the $R$ parameter vs. distance.
C.7.4. Binaries as progenitors of GRB-SN systems

The majority of the existing models in the literature appeal to a single astrophysical phenomenon to explain both the GRB and the SN (“collapsar”, see e.g. Woosley and Bloom, 2006). On the contrary, a distinguishing feature of our theoretical approach is to differentiate between the SN and the GRB process. The GRB is assumed to occur during the formation process of a black hole. The SN is assumed to lead to the formation of a neutron star (NS) or to a complete disruptive explosion without remnants and, in no way, to the formation of a black hole. In the case of SN2006aj the formation of such a NS has been actually inferred by Maeda et al. (2007) because of the large amount of $^{58}\text{Ni}$ ($0.05 M_\odot$). Moreover the significantly small initial mass of the SN progenitor star $M \approx 20 M_\odot$ is expected to form a NS rather than a black hole when its core collapses (Maeda et al. 2007; Ferrero et al. 2007; Mazzali et al. 2006; Nomoto et al. 2007). In order to fulfill both the above requirement, we assume that the progenitor of the GRB and the SN consists of a binary system formed by a NS close to its critical mass collapsing to a black hole, and a companion star evolved out of the main sequence originating the SN. The temporal coincidence between the GRB and the SN phenomenon is explained in term of “induced” gravitational collapse (Ruffini et al. 2001a, 2007b). There is also the distinct possibility of observing the young born NS out of the SN (see e.g. Ruffini et al. 2007b, and references therein).

It has been often proposed that GRBs associated with SNe Ib/c, at smaller redshift $0.0085 < z < 0.168$ (see e.g. Della Valle, 2006, and references therein), form a different class, less luminous and possibly much more numerous than the high luminosity GRBs at higher redshift (Pian et al. 2006; Soderberg et al. 2004; Maeda et al. 2007; Della Valle 2006). Therefore they have been proposed to originate from a separate class of progenitors (Liang et al. 2007; Cobb et al. 2006). In our model this is explained by the nature of the progenitor system leading to the formation of the black hole with the smallest possible mass: the one formed by the collapse of a just overcritical NS (Ruffini et al. 2008b, 2007b).

The recent observation of GRB 060614 at $z = 0.125$ without an associated SN (Della Valle et al. 2006; Mangano et al. 2007) gives strong support to our scenario, alternative to the collapsar model. Also in this case the progenitor of the GRB appears to be a binary system composed of two NSs or a NS and a white dwarf.

C.7.5. Conclusions

GRB 060218 presents a variety of peculiarities, including its extremely large $T_{90}$ and its classification as an XRF. Nevertheless, a crucial point of our analysis is that we have successfully applied to this source our “canonical GRB” scenario.
Within our model there is no need for inserting GRB 060218 in a new class of GRBs, such as the XRFs, alternative to the “canonical” ones. This same point recently received strong observational support in the case of GRB 060218 (Liang et al., 2006b) and a consensus by other models in the literature (Kaneko et al., 2007).

The anomalously long \( T_{90} \) led us to infer a monotonic decrease in the CBM effective density giving the first clear evidence for a fragmentation in the fireshell. This phenomenon appears to be essential in understanding the features of also other GRBs (see e.g. GRB 050315 in Ruffini et al., 2007b; Bernardini et al., 2007).

Our “canonical GRB” scenario originates from the gravitational collapse to a black hole and is now confirmed over a \( 10^6 \) range in energy (see e.g. Ruffini et al., 2007a, and references therein). It is clear that, although the process of gravitational collapse is unique, there is a large variety of progenitors which may lead to the formation of black holes, each one with precise signatures in the energetics. The low energetics of the class of GRBs associated with SNe, and the necessity of the occurrence of the SN, naturally leads in our model to identify their progenitors with the formation of the smallest possible black hole originating from a NS overcoming his critical mass in a binary system. For GRB 060218 there is no need within our model for a new or unidentified source such as a magnetar or a collapsar.

GRB 060218 is the first GRB associated with SN with complete coverage of data from the onset all the way up to \( \sim 10^6 \) s. This fact offers an unprecedented opportunity to verify theoretical models on such a GRB class. For example, GRB 060218 fulfills the Amati et al. (2002) relation unlike other sources in its same class. This is particularly significant, since GRB 060218 is the only source in such a class to have an excellent data coverage without gaps. We are currently examining if the missing data in the other sources of such a class may have a prominent role in their non-fulfillment of the Amati et al. (2002) relation (Dainotti et al., in preparation; see also Ghisellini et al., 2006).


GRB060607A is a very distant \( (z = 3.082, \text{Ledoux et al., 2006}) \) and energetic event \( (E_{iso} \sim 10^{53} \text{ erg, Molinari et al., 2007}) \). Its BAT light curve shows a double-peaked structure with a duration of \( T_{90} = (100 \pm 5) \) s (Tueller et al., 2006). The time-integrated spectrum over the \( T_{90} \) is best fit with a simple power-law model with an index \( \Gamma = 1.45 \pm 0.08 \) (Guidorzi, private communication). The XRT light curve shows a prominent flaring activity (at least

GRB060607A main peculiarity is that the peak of the near-infrared (NIR) afterglow has been observed with the REM robotic telescope (Molinari et al., 2007). Interpreting the NIR light curve as corresponding to the afterglow onset as predicted by the fireball forward shock model (Sari and Piran, 1999; Meszaros, 2006), it is possible to infer the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the emitting system that results to be $\Gamma_0 \sim 400$ (Molinari et al., 2007; Covino et al., 2008; Jin and Fan, 2007). Moreover, these measurements seem to be consistent with an interstellar medium environment within the standard fireball scenario, ruling out the wind-like medium predicted by the Collapsar model (Molinari et al., 2007; Jin and Fan, 2007).

We analyze GRB060607A within the fireshell model (Ruffini et al., 2001c,b, 2007a). We deal only with the BAT and XRT observations, that are the basic contribution to the extended afterglow emission up to a distance from the progenitor $r \sim 4 \times 10^{17}$ cm. Such observations are usually neglected in the treatments adopted in current literature to characterize the fireball dynamics (Molinari et al., 2007; Sari and Piran, 1999). The complete numerical modeling of the fireshell dynamics (see e.g. Ruffini et al., 2007a), from the creation of the initial plasma up to the interaction of the optically thin fireshell with the surrounding medium, allows to calculate all its characteristic quantities. In particular, the exact value of the Lorentz gamma factor of the fireshell at the transparency can therefore be calculated ($\gamma_0 = 328$) once we fix the two free parameters from the gamma and X-ray light curves analysis.

According to the “canonical GRB” scenario (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2007a) we interpret the whole prompt emission as the joint contribution of both the Proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted at the fireshell transparency, and the peak of the extended afterglow, which follows the P-GRB emission. While the variability of the P-GRB is linked to the collapse mechanism of the progenitor (Caito et al., 2009), the observed temporal variability of the peak of the extended afterglow is shown to be produced by the interaction of the fireshell with CircumBurst Medium (CBM) clumps with density contrast $\delta n/n \sim 2$. The corresponding theoretical light curves obtained are in good agreement with the observations in all the Swift BAT energy bands.

We analyze the GRB060607A prompt emission time-integrated spectrum. The fireshell model postulates that the GRB spectrum is thermal in the comoving frame, and that the non-thermal power-law observed spectrum can be recovered by integrating over the EQuiTemporal Surfaces (EQTS, see Bianco and Ruffini, 2004, 2005b) and the observation time. The assumption of a pure thermal spectrum in the comoving frame has been chosen for simplicity as an ansatz on general thermal emission processes expected in high energy collisions. It can be subject to improvements when data on instantaneous spectra are available (Patricelli et al., in preparation). Indeed the resulting time-integrated spectrum is compatible with the one observed by BAT in different time intervals covering the whole prompt emission, despite a small discrep-
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We turn to the analysis of the X-ray flares observed by Swift XRT in the early part of the decaying phase of the X-ray afterglow (Page et al., 2006). According to the fireshell model these flares have the same nature than the peaks observed in the prompt emission, namely they are produced by the interaction of the fireshell with different CBM clumps. This idea is consistent with the correlation between the late peaks in the gamma-ray light curve and the X-ray flares when they are observed simultaneously (Molinari et al., 2007; Ziaeepour et al., 2008). What is peculiar in the late afterglow phases is that the typical dimensions of the clumps become smaller than the visible area of the fireshell. Under this condition, a three dimensional description would be necessary to substitute the assumption of spherical symmetry and to take into due account the structure of the clumps. We propose here a simplified bi-dimensional model for the CBM clump along the line of sight, the emission being limited to a small fraction of the entire EQTS. We show that even with this simplified model it is possible to fully explain flares with $\Delta t / t$ compatible with the observations.

The NIR emission shows no significant evidence for correlation with the prompt emission (Ziaeepour et al., 2008): while the common gamma and X-ray flares light curves appear to be very close and correlate (Ziaeepour et al., 2008), in the NIR band the flaring activity, if any, is much weaker (Molinari et al., 2007). On the contrary, when both the NIR and X-ray light curve are decaying regularly, these curves appear to be correlated (Molinari et al., 2007). We propose a possible scenario in which this second decaying phase arises from the injection of slower material into the fireshell. This leads to a collision which is assumed to be responsible for the X-ray plateau, producing a modification in the comoving thermal spectrum, as well as in the equations of the dynamics of the afterglow. This phase characterized by high level of instabilities may account for both the observed X-ray and NIR emission.

C.8.1. GRB060607A prompt emission light curve

It is commonly believed that the observed temporal variability of the prompt emission and the X-ray flares are related to the activity of a “central engine” and originate from internal rather than external shocks (Sari and Piran, 1995; Daigne and Mochkovitch, 1998; Fenimore et al., 1999; Panaitescu and Meszaros, 1999; Liang et al., 2006a; Chincarini et al., 2007a). This interpretation claims that it can account for both the duration ($\delta t / t \ll 1$) and the observed spectral properties of such a variability (Norris et al., 1996; Chincarini et al., 2007a). Falcone et al. (2007b).

Indeed the internal shock model reveals some problems in the radiation mechanisms assumed for the gamma-ray emission: recently it has been pointed out that the synchrotron mechanisms apply successfully only for the late afterglow (Kumar and McMahon, 2004).

Figure C.26: *Swift* BAT 15–150 keV light curve (green points) compared with the theoretical one (red line). The labels A, B, C identifies the three major peaks.

2008) and the inverse Compton scattering suffers of “energy crisis” (Piran et al., 2009).

Unlike treatments in the current literature, we recall that within the fireshell model the prompt emission consists of two sharply different components: the P-GRB and the peak of the extended afterglow (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2007a). The variability of the P-GRB is linked to the collapse mechanism of the progenitor (Caito et al., 2009), while the observed temporal variability of the peak of the extended afterglow is described by the interaction of the fireshell with different CBM clumps (Ruffini et al., 2002).

We identify the whole prompt emission with the peak of the extended afterglow emission, and the remaining part of the light curve with the decaying tail of the afterglow, according to our “canonical GRB” scenario (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2007a). The temporal variability of the light curve has been reproduced assuming spherical CBM regions with different densities (Ruffini et al., 2002). The structure of the CBM adopted is presented in Fig. C.27.

This distribution of the CBM is just an approximation of the real one, where the CBM density shows some smooth fluctuations around its trend during the fireshell evolution. Nevertheless it is representative of the global properties of the medium and it is sufficient to account for the observed variability
in the luminosity. The decreasing trend of the CBM density up to very low values (see Fig. C.27) is not real but it is probably the result of the fragmentation occurring in the fireshell, as already proposed by Dainotti et al. (2007): 

\[ n_{cbm} = n_{cbm}^0 \left( r^* / r \right)^\alpha, \]

with in this case \( \alpha \sim -2.5 \). The adopted density contrast with respect to the real CBM density \( n_{cbm}^0 \) is \( \delta n / n \sim 2 \) or less (see Fig. C.26).

For the two parameters characterizing the initial dynamics of the fireshell we adopt 

\[ E_{e^\pm_{tot}} = 2.5 \times 10^{53} \text{ erg} \]

and 

\[ B = 3.0 \times 10^{-3}. \]

This choice is motivated by the requirement that the total energy of the system should account for the GRB isotropic emission up to the latest phase of the afterglow \( (E_{iso} = 1.1 \times 10^{53} \text{ erg}, \text{Tueller et al., 2006}) \). The baryonic content of the fireshell \( (B) \) determines how much kinetic energy should be dissipated during the afterglow that, we recall, in the fireshell model encompasses the prompt emission as well. Then, it is involved in the determination of the total energy emitted in the P-GRB and in the afterglow, in the determination of the overall duration of the phenomenon and in the occurrence of the peak of the afterglow emission (see Sec. 6). The baryon loading adopted for this GRB is fixed by the requirement that the P-GRB is under the BAT threshold: the total isotropic energy emitted in the P-GRB is expected to be 

\[ E_{iso}^{P-GRB} = 1.9\% E_{tot} = 4.7 \times 10^{51} \text{ erg}, \]

hence it is below the BAT threshold if we assume an observed duration \( \Delta t_{p-grb} \gtrsim 10 \text{ s} \). Therefore this is the minimum \( B \) acceptable. Larger values of \( B \) would result in an afterglow peak emission with a much slower rise time than the observed one. In Fig. C.26, we present a simulation of the light curve of GRB060607A in the \textit{Swift} BAT (15–150 keV) energy band obtained with this choice of the parameters.

The initial conditions adopted for the optically thick fireshell \( (E_{e^\pm_{tot}} \text{ and } B) \) estimated from the simultaneous analysis of the BAT and XRT light curves imply an initial number of \( e^\pm \) pairs \( N_{e^\pm} = 2.6 \times 10^{58} \) and an initial temperature \( T = 1.7 \text{ MeV} \). After the transparency point at \( r_0 = 1.4 \times 10^{14} \text{ cm from the progenitor, the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the fireshell is } \gamma_0 = 328 \). This value confirms that the fireshell is highly relativistic, as expected to avoid the “compactness problem” (Piran, 2005). The Lorentz factor at the transparency \( \gamma_0 \) is an exact value calculated by solving numerically the equation of motion of the fireshell. In particular this is the maximum value of \( \gamma_0 \) since it has been obtained with the minimum baryon loading acceptable for this GRB (see sec. 6 and e.g. Ruffini et al., 2008a). The value of 400 that has been claimed in the literature within the fireball forward shock model (Molinari et al., 2007; Covino et al., 2008; Jin and Fan, 2007) cannot be reached by the fireshell, otherwise the P-GRB would be visible.

### C.8.2. GRB spectrum

We turn now to the analysis of the GRB060607A prompt emission time-integrated spectrum. As discussed in previous works (Ruffini et al., 2004b, 2005c, Bernar-
Figure C.27.: Structure of the CBM adopted: effective particle number density $n_{cbm}$ (upper panel) and fraction of effective emitting area $R$ (lower panel) versus distance from the progenitor. The labels A, B, C indicate the values corresponding to the peaks in the BAT light curve (see Fig. C.26). The black solid line represents the decreasing trend of the CBM density that probably reflects a fragmentation in the fireshell. The two X-ray flares, indicated by the labels F1, F2, corresponds in the upper panel to the huge increase in the CBM density that departs from the roughly power-law decrease observed. In the lower panel, the X-ray flares produce an increase of the emitting area which is not real but due to the lack of a complete three-dimensional treatment of the interaction between the fireshell and the CBM (green dashed line). In fact if we adopt a bi-dimensional structure for the CBM clumps responsible for the flares we obtain a constant value (red solid line, see Sec. C.8.3). The blue vertical dashed-dotted line sets the limit of our analysis (for details see Sec. C.8.4).
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Figure C.28.: Swift BAT (15–25 keV, 25–50 keV, 50–100 keV, 100–150 keV) light curves (green points) compared with the theoretical ones (red lines).

dini et al., 2005a), the fireshell model postulates that:

- the resulting radiation as viewed in the comoving frame has a thermal spectrum

- the CBM swept up by the front of the optically thin fireshell is responsible for this thermal emission.

In our case the radiation is produced in the inelastic collision between the accelerated baryons and the CBM. The structure of the collision is determined by mass, momentum and energy conservation, i.e. by the constancy of the specific enthalpy, which are standard conditions in the expanding matter rest frame (Zeldovich and Raizer 1966). The only additional free parameter to model this emission process is the size of the “effective emitting area” of the fireshell: $A_{\text{eff}}$.

The power emitted in the interaction of the fireshell with the CBM measured in the comoving frame is:

$$\frac{dE_{\text{int}}}{dt} = 4\pi r^2 \xi \sigma T^4,$$

(C.8.1)
where $dE_{\text{int}}$ is the internal energy developed in the collision, $T$ is the black body temperature, $\sigma$ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and

$$R = \frac{A_{\text{eff}}}{A_{\text{tot}}} \quad \text{(C.8.2)}$$

is the "surface filling factor" which accounts for the fraction of the shell surface becoming active, being the ratio between the "effective emitting area" and the total area $A_{\text{tot}}$. The ratio $R$ is a priori a function that varies as the system evolves so it is evaluated at every given value of the radius $r$ (for the variability of $R$ in the case of GRB060607A see Fig. C.27).

We are now ready to calculate the source luminosity in a given energy band (Ruffini et al., 2004b). The source luminosity at a detector arrival time $t_{\text{det}}$, per unit solid angle $d\Omega$ and in the energy band $[\nu_1, \nu_2]$ is given by:

$$\frac{dE^{[\nu_1, \nu_2]}}{dt_{\text{det}} d\Omega} = \int_{\text{EQTS}} \frac{\Delta \epsilon}{4\pi} \nu \cos \theta \Lambda^4 \frac{dt}{dt_{\text{det}}} W(\nu_1, \nu_2, T_{\text{arr}}) d\Sigma, \quad \text{(C.8.3)}$$

where $\Delta \epsilon = \Delta E_{\text{int}}/V$ is the energy density released in the comoving frame assuming, for simplicity, that all the shell is emitting, $\Lambda = 1/(\gamma(1-(v/c)\cos \theta))$ is the Doppler factor, $d\Sigma$ is the surface element of the EQTS at detector arrival time $t_{\text{det}}$ on which the integration is performed and $T_{\text{arr}}$ is the observed temperature of the radiation emitted from $d\Sigma$:

$$T_{\text{arr}} = \frac{\Lambda T}{(1+z)}. \quad \text{(C.8.4)}$$

The "effective weight" $W(\nu_1, \nu_2, T_{\text{arr}})$ is given by the ratio of the integral over the given energy band of a Planckian distribution at a temperature $T_{\text{arr}}$ to the total integral $aT_{\text{arr}}^4$ (Ruffini et al., 2004b):

$$W(\nu_1, \nu_2, T_{\text{arr}}) = \frac{2h^2c^3}{\hbar^3c^3} \int_{\nu_1}^{\nu_2} \frac{(h\nu)^3}{\exp(h\nu/kT_{\text{arr}})-1} d\nu \frac{aT_{\text{arr}}^4}{4}. \quad \text{(C.8.5)}$$

Fig. C.28 shows the simulations performed with the parameters derived in Sec. C.8.1 and with a variable surface filling factor $R$ as in Fig. C.27; they match quite well the observed prompt emission light curves of GRB060607A in all the BAT sub-energy bands, with just a small discrepancy in the first few seconds in the lowest channel (15 – 25 keV).

Once we have the luminosity in a given energy band in the same way we can obtain the instantaneous and the time-integrated photon number spectrum. It is clear from Eq. C.8.3 that each single instantaneous spectrum is the result of a convolution of thermal spectra since photons observed at the same arrival time are emitted at different comoving time, hence with dif-
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different temperatures. This calculation produces a non-thermal instantaneous spectrum in the observer frame. This effect is enhanced if we calculate the time-integrated spectrum: we perform two different integrations, one on the observation time and one on the EQTSs, and what we get is a non-thermal spectrum that is comparable with the one observed by BAT in different time intervals covering the whole prompt emission (see Fig. C.29).

It is clear that this description attempts to identify the leading process of the GRB spectrum, and more details will be needed as soon as instantaneous spectra will become available. It is also clear that, in case of GRBs with Lorentz gamma factor well above the ones considered in the present source ($\gamma_0 > 10^3$), additional high energy processes have to be considered, eventually including hadronic interactions.

C.8.3. The X-ray flares

The last step to the understanding of the prompt emission of GRB060607A is the analysis of the X-ray flares observed by Swift XRT (0.3 – 10 keV) in the early part of the decaying phase of the afterglow. As already mentioned, in the current literature this emission is associated to the prompt emission due to their temporal and spectral behavior (Burrows et al., 2005b; Falcone et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006; Chincarini et al., 2007a; Falcone et al., 2007b). Even GRB060607A reveals a close correlation between the light curve observed by BAT and the X-ray flares observed by XRT (Ziaeepour et al., 2008).

Accordingly with these observations, the fireshell model predicts that these flares have the same origin of the prompt emission, namely they are produced by the interaction of the fireshell with overdense CBM, and their appearance in the X-ray energy band depends on the hard-to-soft evolution of the GRB spectrum. Initially, the result obtained is not compatible with the observations (we choose as an example the second flare labeled as F2, see Fig. C.30, upper panel). This discrepancy is due to the simple “radial approximation” adopted, namely the CBM inhomogeneities are assumed to be in spherical shells (Ruffini et al., 2002). Clearly this approximation fails when the visible area of the fireshell is comparable with the size of the CBM clump. This is indeed the case of the X-ray flares, since at those times the fireshell visible area (defined by the condition $\cos \theta \geq v/c$, where $\theta$ is the angle between the emitted photon and the line of sight, and $v$ is the fireshell velocity) is much larger than during the prompt phase (for F2 see Fig. C.30, lower panel).

Following the results obtained for GRB011121 (Caito et al., 2008), we simulated the flare F2 light curve assuming a bi-dimensional structure of the CBM clump along the line of sight. We integrate over the emitting surface only up to a certain angle $\theta_c$ from the line of sight, corresponding to the transverse dimension of the CBM clump which in this case results $d_c = 2r_c \sin \theta_c \approx 10^{15}$ cm $\sim 0.5 d_f$, where $d_c$ and $d_f$ are respectively the CBM clump and the fireshell

Figure C.29.: Theoretically predicted time-integrated photon number spectrum $N(E)$ corresponding to the $0 - 15$ s (upper panel), $15 - 50$ s (middle panel), and to the whole duration ($T_{90} = 100$ s, lower panel) of the prompt emission (solid lines) compared with the observed spectra integrated in the same intervals.
transverse dimensions, and \( r_c \) is the distance of the clump from the source. We obtain in this way a flare whose duration \( \Delta t / t \) is compatible with the observation (see Fig. C.30 middle panel). In general, we expect that the ratio \( \Delta t / t \) would be approximately constant for flares occurring at different times (as observationally found by Chincarini et al., 2010) if the corresponding CBM clumps have similar size. This is due to the decrease of the Lorentz gamma factor of the fireshell.

It is worth to observe that with this procedure the value of \( R \) remains constant during the flare (see Fig. C.27 lower panel, red solid line). Hence the increase in \( R \) that we obtained in our previous analysis (see Fig. C.27 lower panel, green dashed line) was only a compensation for the failure of the radial approximation.

At this preliminary stage this procedure does not affect the dynamics of the fireshell in the proper way since the “cut” at \( \theta_c \) is performed only on the emitted flux, but the fireshell is supposed to interact still with a spherical CBM shell. Nevertheless, it is a confirmation that it is possible to obtain arbitrarily short flares when a fully three dimensional code for the CBM is implemented.

### C.8.4. The decaying afterglow regime

The NIR emission shows no significant evidence for correlation with the prompt emission (Ziaeepour et al., 2008): while the common gamma and X-ray light curves appear to be very close and correlate (Ziaeepour et al., 2008), in the NIR band the flaring activity, if any, is much weaker (Molinari et al., 2007). Even if in GRB060607A it is not possible to perform a comparison between the NIR light curve and the X-ray one after the plateau phase (Molinari et al., 2007), generally they show similar trends (see e.g. Rykoff et al., 2009).

We propose a possible scenario in which the plateau phase and the following decaying phase of the X-ray afterglow originate from a delayed emission produced by a “second component” of the fireshell. This component can be identified with the trailing edge of the matter distribution inside the fireshell (see Sec. 6) that, being slower than the main shell, engulfs it at later times. We tried to analyze the dynamics of this second shell and we found that its Lorentz factor is correlated with the one of the fireshell at the moment of transparency, thus confirming that the second shell in not erratic, emitted in a distinct episode of the engine activity, but it is intertwined with the main fireshell until the transparency (Bernardini et al., 2010).

We expect that during the collision a turbulent regime onsets and the description of the fireshell dynamics presented in Sec. 6 does not hold anymore. Therefore we limit our analysis to the onset of the plateau, which in the case of GRB060607A occurs at a radius \( r_{on} \sim 4.0 \times 10^{17} \) cm (see Fig. C.27). The existence of these collisions implies that the subsequent expansion of the fireshell

Figure C.30.: Upper panel: *Swift* XRT (0.3–10 keV) light curve of flare F2 compared with the theoretical one obtained under the “radial approximation” assumption (red line). Middle panel: *Swift* XRT (0.3–10 keV) light curve of flare F2 compared with the theoretical one obtained imposing a finite transverse dimension for the CBM clump (red line). Lower panel: the boundaries of the fireshell visible area \((\cos \theta = \upsilon / c)\) compared with the dimensions of two CBM clumps corresponding to the first spike of the prompt emission (A) and of the flare (B). It is manifest how similar clumps produce different observational results depending on the evolution of the fireshell visible area (see text).
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will not follow a ballistic description. Therefore, any inference on the nature of the emitting process based on a ballistic picture of the expanding shell and power-law extrapolations will be necessarily incorrect.

C.8.5. Conclusions

The “canonical GRB” scenario (Ruffini et al., 2001b, 2007a) implies that the GRB prompt emission is formed by two different components: the P-GRB and the peak of the extended afterglow. Therefore the analysis of the prompt emission light curve and spectrum is necessary and sufficient in order to fix the initial parameters which characterize the dynamics of the fireshell both in the optically thick and in the optically thin regimes through the equations of motion that we explicitly derived. This is one major difference between our approach and the ones in the current literature, where emphasis is usually given to the latest parts of the GRB emission (Optical, NIR) and the dynamics of the early phases is just extrapolated backwards by power-laws (Molinari et al., 2007; Sari and Piran, 1999).

In this paper we explicitly show in the case of GRB060607A how the analysis of the prompt emission spectra and luminosities in different energy bands allows to determine the total energy of the electron positron pairs $E_{\text{e}^{\pm}_{\text{tot}}} = 2.5 \times 10^{53}$ erg. The engine powering the GRB is the gravitational collapse to a black hole and from our analysis this energetics points to a binary neutron star merger as the progenitor (Ruffini et al., 2009; Cherubini et al., 2009; Caito et al., 2009). The complete numerical modeling of the fireshell dynamics allows to calculate also the value of its Lorentz gamma factor at the transparency: $\gamma_0 = 328$.

According to the fireshell model the X-ray flares have the same nature than the peaks observed in the prompt emission, namely they are produced by the interaction of the fireshell with different CBM clumps. What is peculiar in the late afterglow phases is that the typical dimensions of the clumps become smaller than the visible area of the fireshell. Under these conditions, we propose a bi-dimensional model for the CBM clump along the line of sight, the emission being limited to a small fraction of the entire EQTS, to substitute the assumption of spherical symmetry and to take into due account the structure of the clumps. We show that in this condition it is possible to obtain flares with $\Delta t/t_{\text{tot}}$ compatible with the observations. In order to fully describe all the X-ray flares properties a three dimensional description will be necessary.

We stop our analysis at the starting of the X-ray plateau. We propose a possible scenario in which this phase arises from the injection of slower material into the fireshell. This phase is characterized by high level of instabilities and may account for both the observed X-ray and NIR emission. Clearly its dynamics does not follow a simple ballistic law. Therefore, any backward extrapolation based on power-law equations of motion approximating a bal-
listic dynamics may lead to unphysical results.
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